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Land Use Categories, Activities and Potential
Contaminants to the Great Lakes System.
Urban Areas Land Use Category — Institutions
Agriculture Land Use Category - Institutions
Liquid, Solid, Deepwell Disposal Areas
Land Use Category — Institutions
Transportation Corridors Land Use
Category — Institutions
Extractive Operations Land Use Category —
Institutions
Forested Areas Land Use Category — Institutions
Shoreline Landfilling Activities
Land Use Category — Institutions
Recreational Areas Land Use Category — Institutions
Lakeshore and Riverbank Erosion Land
Use Category — Institutions
Use of the Accelerated Capital Cost Allowance Program
by the Ontario Farm Community for Water Pollution
Control 1974—1976.
Certificates of Approval for Waste Disposal Sites and
Systems in Ontario.
Certificates of Approval for Processed Organic Waste
Sites and Systems in Ontario.
Licences for Haulers and Installers of Sewage Systems
in Ontario.
Planned Airport Construction Projects 1976—1982.






























Certificates of Approval for Derelict Motor Vehicle Sites
in Ontario.
Ontario Ministry of Transportation and Communications
- Soil Conservation Practices.
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Licensing of
Pits and Quarries.
Regeneration of Cut—Over Areas in a Northern Ontario Crown
Management Unit.
Status of Cottage Pollution Control for Selected Ontario
Districts and Counties — 1975.
Department of Public Works Expenditures for Erosion Control
in the Great Lakes Basin for Recent Fiscal Years.













Regions and Offices of the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment.
Regions and Administrative Districts of the Ontario



























































































































































of Canadian and United States members to answer the following
three questions:
(1) Are the boundary waters of the Great Lakes System
being polluted by land drainage (including ground
and surface runoff and sediments) from agriculture,
forestry, urban and industrial land development,
recreational and park land development, utility and
transportation systems and natural sources?
(2) If the answer to the foregoing question is in the
affirmative, to what extent, by what causes, and in
what localities is the pollution taking place?
(3) If the Commission should find that pollution of the
character just referred to is taking place, what
remedial measures would, in its judgement, be most
practicable and what would be the probable cost
thereof?
In order to provide an adequate response to this last
question, the Reference Group proposed a series of studies to
define all those remedial measures pertinent to the solution of
the problem areas identified.
This study is specifically addressed to the review
and the evaluation of the existing legislative/regulatory




 The study is being undertaken jointly by both Canada
and the United States and the respective study participants











Describe the content of the existing legislation/
regulation framework available at each level of
government (Federal, Provincial and local) for
controlling the non—point discharges of sediments,
nutrients, pesticides and chemicals associated


















Liquid, Solid and Deepwell
Disposal Areas H.
Shoreline Landfilling Activities M.
Lakeshore and Riverbank Erosion L.
Special reference should be made to the provisions
made at the local level for controlling these potential diffuse sources
of pollution.





Emphasis on the land use categories studied should be assigned
H=High;
L=Low.
Describe the extent of the regulatory power, the
commitment to develop and undertake programs and
the degree of enforcement practised at each of the
specified levels of government relative to pollution
from land use activities.
Identify other relevant government and non-governmental
programs and policies which would have an indirect bearing
on the control of pollution from land use activities (i.e.,
sediments, nutrients, pesticides and chemicals).
Identify those land use categories for which the four major





















































































































































































































































































































































































* The Canada—U. S. comparative law report appears
under separate cover.
 SUMMARY
This report is a study of government activity with respect to con—
trolling water pollution from non-point sources (or land uses) in the
Canadian Great Lakes Basin.
It examines the legislation, regulations
and non-statutory programs which are being — or which could be - used
to control this form of pollution.
It identifies the principal agencies
and government levels with roles in this area,
and offers an evaluation
of control efforts and policies to date.
Chapter One is an overview of the situation.
It briefly reviews
the technical/physical nature of the non—point pollution problem, and
provides a summary
analysis of the institutional arrangements availa—
ble for controlling the various
land use impacts
to water quality and
resources.
Findings
in this chapter are based on the more detailed in—
stitutional review which is provided on a land use by land use basis in
Chapters Two through Ten.
Institutional mechanisms reviewed include planning, pollution con—
trol, fiscal and proprietary/management schemes, both legislated and
non~legislated.
The role of the public is considered as well as key
judicial decisions affecting the nature and extent of legislation and
its enforcement in this general area.
Voluntary/advisory programs and
educative initiatives are also noted.
In general, environmental legislation, particularly at the pro—
vincial level, was
found to be sufficiently broad
to prohibit pollution
from diffuse or non—point sources.
However, at both provincial and federal levels, it is frequently
the case that prior permits, licences or approvals — preventive controls -
are not required for many of the land uses under consideration (e.g.
agricultural drainage schemes,






reliance is frequently placed on voluntary codes, in—house adminis—
trative procedures and non—environmental statutes to effectuate the equi—
valent of preventive environmental control.
This general approach to
non—point source pollution control can result in gaps in control
effect—
iveness and unsystematic — if not arbitrary — abatement and enforcement.
Recently proclaimed environmental assessment legislation in Ontario
may have some positive influence in reversing this situation, though its
effective application to the myriad small, proposed and on—going, land
disturbing activities is doubtful.
In the context of new urban development, planning legislation is the
principal control instrument.
The separation of planning and pollution
control functions can only be bridged where there is great cooperation




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PART ONE: LAND USE AND WATER QUALITY —
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
I.
THE NATURE OF THE NON—POINT SOURCE





SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTIONAI
CONTROLS
INSTITUTIONAL CONTROL NECHANISNS:
DEFINITIONS AND SUMMARY TABLFS








Jurisdictional or Regulatory Activity
a. Preventive Pollution Controls
h. Reactive Pollution Controls
Proprietary Activity
a. Federal Land Management












3. Preventive Pollution Controls
b. Reactive Pollution Controls
Direct Provincial Actions
Provincial Use of Financial Incentives





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 PART ONE. LAND USE AND WATER QUALITY — TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
I.
THE NATURE OF THE NON—POINT SOURCE POLLUTION PROBLEM FOR
GREAT LAKES WATER QUALITY*
INTRODUCTION
The growing realization over the last decade that the control of point
sources of water pollution would not provide the ultimate solution to the
improvement in water quality for the Great Lakes has caused investigators to
look to other areas where human activity has induced an imbalance with the
natural environment.
In the Great Lakes Basin these investigators have been
supported by a variety of institutions and intergovernmental agreements,
including the 108 and 208 programs under U.S. Public Law 92-500; the Corps of
Engineers, Lake Erie Wastewater Management Study; the Canada/Ontario Agreement
on Great Lakes Water Quality investigations of urban drainage and sewage
sludge disposal, and the International Joint Commission's Pollution from
Land Use Activities Reference Group.
DEFINITION
All of these programs are in one way or another addressing what has been
termed the non-point or diffuse source pollution problem.
Non—point or diffuse
source pollution is usually defined as including all those sources of pollutant
inputs to surface and groundwater, with the exception of discharges from
industry and municipal sewage treatment plants (point source pollution).
The
importance of non—point sources of water pollution to the Great Lakes System
has recently been emphasized by the preliminary findings of the Corps of
Engineers Lake Erie Wastewater Management Study.
The Corps indicated that
approximately 44% of the tributary phosphorus loading to Lake Erie could be
attributed to diffuse or non—point sources of pollution. 1 Therefore,
despite treatment facilities in the Lake Erie Basin, the Lake Erie study
objectives for phosphorus will not be met without a significant alteration
to the present non-point loading.
CATEGORIES
Non—point source pollution can generally be subdivided into three major
pollutant categories which are associated in varying degrees with a wide
variety of land use activities. These three categories include sediments,
nutrients and toxic substances. Each exerts a different impact which must be
addressed in any discussion of the non—point problem.
* Part One of Chapter One, describing the nature of the non—point water
pollution problem (exclusive of Table 1.1), was prepared by Garth E. Bangay.
Mr. Bangay is the Co—ordinator for the Pollution from Land Use Activities
Reference Group related activities of the Environmental Protection Service,
Ontario Region, of the Federal Department of Fisheries and the Environment.
1. Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District, Lake Erie Wastewater Management

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is of special concern in areas where groundwater constitutes the major source
of water for human and livestock consumption.
In contrast, increasing phosphorus levels are more closely associated
with the problem of over enrichment of receiving waters, leading to species
alteration and increased levels of biological activity. The control of this
natural aging process, which can be greatly aceelerated by artificially
increasing the supply of phosphorus, was a primary focus of the 1972
Canada/United States Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality. 2 Unlike
nitrogen, which more often moves through the soil profile, phosphorus is





A good deal of early environmental concern focused on the residuals of
the organochlorine pesticides which were widely used throughout North
America.
While it is true that significant residues of these earlier


















































































 Today the onus is on pesticide manufacturers
to demonstrate that new
















up may occur through increasing use of repeated applications.
The
aCCUmulation and impact of the degradation products of readily
degraded pesticides in the environment are relatively unknown."
Other Organic Compounds
These substances which are often characterized by their minute
quantities, their presistence and the danger of their eventual
biomagnification are used in a wide variety of applications and
uses throughout the Great Lakes Basin. PCB‘s and Mirex are
only two of a larger number of organic compounds which have
recently become a significant environmental concern. These
materials may gain access to the Great lakes through atmospheric
precipitation, direct effluent discharges, runoff from the land




Problems in the aquatic environment associated with metals have
most notably been associated with the harmful impacts of
mercury and leade However, other metals do enter the aquatic
system from point source discharges and from runoff from a
variety of land use activities including urban and agricultural
areas.
Identification of problems associated
by a number of factors including some of those affecting
organics, low concentrations at point of discharge, biological
availability, problems of biomagnification and toxicity.
with metals are hampered
Radioactivity
Problems associated with radioactivity have been identified in
Lake Huron and Lake Ontario. 4 The primary sources of
contamination are associated with atmospheric fallout of
nuclear weapons testing debris and the discharge of radionuclides
at power reactors and fuel production and reprocessing plants.
Only a few localized problems have been associated with leachates
from land fill sites or tailings piles.
G. Chesters, Va Simsiman.
Pesticides, Agriculture and the Great Lakes.
Great Lakes Basin Communicator, September 1975.
Great Lakes Water Quality Board, Great Lakes Water Quality Fourth
Annual Report to the International Joint Commission, July 1976.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No. 3, August 19760
 may contribute to water pollution in many ways, such as nutrient enrichment
of receiving waters, the addition of pathogens some of which may be harmful
to human health and the depletion of oxygen supplies.
Although urban areas occupy a significantly smaller portion of the
Basin‘s total land area, they do support a disproportionate share of the
Basin's total population.
In 1971, approximately 80 percent of the Basin's
population was classified as living in urban areas.
The two major non—point sources of pollution associated with urban areas
are excessive sediment losses, especially during periods of construction,
and discharges of complex wastes
during periods of stormwater runoff.
Most
sediment losses associated with urban areas primarily occur during periods
of large scale urban land developments.
Often the construction practices
used in these developments result in the destruction of
the protective vege—
tation cover and the exposure of the lower mineral soil horizons less resistant
to erosion.
Sediment yields from land undergoing these development practices
may be one thousand times greater than yields found on adjacent undeveloped
land. 6
Similar problems of accelerated erosion and sedimentation are also
associated with other major land disturbances occurring outside urban areas,
including construction of major transportation and utility corridors.
The relatively impervious nature of established urban areas (from 30 to
100 percent of the area may be classified as impervious depending on the
specific use), results in the rapid runoff of precipitation and acceleration
of downstream sedimentation and erosion.
This runoff, especially during the
period of first flush, may carry a wide range of pollutants due to the complex
and often unregulated nature of the activities taking place in urban areas.
Thus the problems of both quality and quantity must be addressed in providing
any final solution to the problem of urban runoff,
In the Great Lakes Basin, extensive areas of land are used for the disposal
of wastes generated by urban areas.
These wastes include liquid sewage sludges,
industrial effluents and sludges, wastewater from private residential treatment
systems and solid wastes generated from residential, industrial and institu—
tional sources.
The highly contaminated nature of these wastes, the large quantities
produced on a daily basisS
and the minimal control exerted on disposal practices
in many jurisdictions, has resulted in these sources of non—point water pollution
becoming a significant concern.
In Ontario for example,
4.3 million gallons
of sewage sludge are produced per day.
Approximately 41% of this sludge is
incinerated and of the remainder, about





Contribution of Sediments and Other Pollutants






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































from lakeshore and riverbank erosion would correspond most closely to this
latter category.
In the lower Great Lakes (Erie and Ontario) fine grained sediments derived







































riverbanks represents only a small and variable portion of the total tributary
load. Studies are still underway to ascertain the biological availability of
those nutrients, pesticides and chemicals associated with these sediments.
Until these studies are completed it will be difficult to assess the real im-
pact of this input.
7. S.A. Black, N.W. Schmidtke. Overview of Canadian Sludge Handling and
Land Disposal Practices and Research. Proceedings of the Sludge
Handling and Disposal Seminar. Toronto, Ontario. September 18-19, 1974.
8. International Reference Group on Great Lakes Pollution from Land Use
Activities. Joint Summary Report, Canada—United States on the Inventory
of Land Use and Land Use Practices. International Joint Commission,
September 1976.
9. A.L.W. Kemp, R.L. Thomas, C.I. Dell and J.M. Jaquet. Cultural Impact on
the Geochemistry of Sediments in Lake Erie. Journal of the Fisheries

































































and large number of sources,
the seemingly insignificant nature of their indivi—
dual contributions coupled with the often damaging nature of their cumulative
impacts,
the intermittent nature of their inputs,
the little understood natural
processes acting to modify these inputs, and the variety of social and economic
interactions which affect these sources and their inputs.
All of those complex
interactions mitigate against finding a simple solution to such problems.
For reference purposes,
Table 1.1 has been developed
to outline the various
land use categories,









































































































































































feedlot operations /animal WaSCeS and sediments









































































































































































maintenance and/or protection of












































































private sewage disposal systems































private waste disposal systems










































































































organization and response to that specific land use ac—











































































































































































































































































































































   
   
  
 
   
  
   
  
   
  
   































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tive areadesignations or constraints.
























































































mental Assessment and Review Process.
It should be noted
that definition symbols may be combined.
For
example PCP=Pollution Control Preventive; or PNS=Planning but Not—Statuto—
rily authorized.
*P when used alone means "Planning".
SummarX Tables



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PP - Planning *
R — Reactive













PM — Proprietary or Management
NS
Non—Statutory activity
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THE INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSE: SUMMARY DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The British North America Act of 1867, though not explicitly
addressing water quality/land use matters, distributes the basis
for legislative control over water pollution and land use between
the provincial and federal levels of government.
The enumerated powers of the federal government include juris-
diction over navigation and shipping, certain harbours and canals,
the public debt and federal property, lands reserved for Indians,'
fisheries, works declared by Parliament to be for the general advan—
tage of Canada (e.g. nuclear facilities), interprovincial works and
undertakings such as railways, trade and commerce, defense estab—
lishments, the criminal law and, under a residual clause, competence
to enact legislation for the "peace, order and good government" of
Canada in relation to all matters not coming within the subjects
assigned exclusively to the provinces.
The enumerated powers of the provincial government include property
and civil rights, matters of a merely local or private nature, local
works and undertakings (pertaining to transportation and related systems),
municipal institutions, the management and sale of public lands and,
natural resources.
Both levels of government may legislate with respect to agricul—
ture.
The allocation of legislative powers gives the province the
principal authority and scope for land use and water pollution control.
However, federal authority for several matters (e.g. navigation and
shipping, fisheries, certain harbours and transportation matters such
as airports, pipelines and railways of an interprovincial nature) makes
it evident that land use/water quality decision—making can be influenced
by federal responsibilities.
Federal Government
The federal government can address problems of land use and water
quality through its capacity to financially stimulate sound land use
practices in the private sector, by regulating certain products and
land disturbing practices under federal jurisdiction and by undertaking
exemplary management of federal lands, properties and facilities.
Review of federal fiscal, regulatory and proprietary action suggests
that while some positive initiatives are in place, developing or under
consideration, federal programs are also marred by conflicting goals and
objectives. These conflicts are illustrated by the discontinuance or
absence of fiscal incentives for promoting certain land management tech-
niques for water quality protection; inadequate federal preventive legislative




co—ordination between agencies brought about, in part, because respon—
sibility and authority for environmental protection is fragmented at
the federal level.
Such conflicts may also contribute to land use/water quality
planning problems at the regional or local level. Eliminating
conflicting objectives at the federal level could improve land use/
water quality planning and control at other levels of government as
well.
Fiscal Activity
Federal fiscal activity can consist of loans, grants, taxing
policies, subsidies or other funding measures to the private sector or
to other government levels for improving land use techniques to control
water pollution.
Some federal fiscal initiatives or opportunities appear promising.
A number of federal incentive approaches offer only partial solutions
or address some land use concerns but not others. Still other federal
programs are silent, vague or unsystematic as to what environmental
criteria are being applied before federal monies are dispensed.
* Some federal programs, which could be construed as permitting fund—
ing for non-point controls are not being used to do so. For example,
under the National Housing Act, the Central Mortgage and Housing Corpo—
ration (CMHC) could require, as a condition precedent to financial
assistance, that recipients of funding for land assembly and new com-
munities adopt appropriate sediment control plans and laws. This option
is not under consideration by CMHC.
* Recent amendments to the National Housing Act appear to permit
financial assistance for quantity control of stormwater. Several CMHC
research studies respecting on—site retention of storm water are being
undertaken. Moreover, 8—102 of the monies made available for such
projects can be used for design and supervision. It is conceivable,
according to CMHC officials, that some of these funds could be made
available for monitoring and related matters, during certain phases of
construction activity. (Monitoring and inspection by local agencies,
are frequently the heart of effective non—point controls.) However,
loan forgiveness of more than the current 25% authorized by the Act
may be needed if monitoring during the construction phase is to be
financially viable for some local agencies.
* Funding for quality or treatment control of stormwater is not
authorized under the National Housing Act. (Research is being under—
taken by CMHC to determine what the costs to CMHC could be on a










































aspects associated with sewerage projects. To the extent that this


















tion, the CMHC might be said to encourage the more diffuse aspectsof
water pollution associated with new urban development.
Some federal fiscal programs provide assistance for certain types
of non—point controls but not others. This approach suggests either a
federal preference for technical/structural solutions (e.g. abatement
equipment or processes) as opposed to non—structural alternatives
(e.g. re—vegetation), or federal budgetary constraints, or both. For
example, federal income tax regulations respecting accelerated capital
cost allowances (ACCA) permit farmers to write—off over a two—year period
the total cost of equipment or processes installed for the prime purpose
of controlling water pollution from animal wastes associated with feed—
lot operations or other farm structures. However, revegetation of stream—
banks or fence emplacement to control cattle stream—watering and bank
erosion are not eligible for tax allowances under the ACCA program.
Federal fiscal programs with soil and water conservation elements
have beendiscontinued in Ontario under federal/provincial agreements,
though the statutory base for such projects continues to exist. This
is the case with post-1970 Canada—Ontario Agricultural and Rural Develop-
ment Agreements (ARDA). Soil and water conservation was previously eligible
for federal-provincial cost sharing assistance. Currently, no funds are
provided under the ARDA program for control of soil erosion from general
farm crop production practices. ARDA monies allocated in Ontario by the
federal Department of Regional and Economic Expansion (DREE) go exclusively
for outlet and tile drainage schemes.
Other federal programs are silent, vague or confusing as to when they
will apply environmental criteria — and the nature of such criteria — as
a pre-condition to the issuance of a loan or grant. The result, in some
instances, may be federal funding that subsidizes water pollution. For
example, DREE is providing partial funding for agricultural drainage schemes
that would appear to be receiving inadequate pre—environmental scrutiny
at the provincial level. (See Provincial Government.)
Similarly, before the Farm Credit Corporation (FCC) will issue a loan
for a farm building improvement, including a livestock operation, the
FCC may require that the applicant have his proposal reviewed pursuant
to the voluntary Agricultural Code of Practice certificate of compliance
program established by the province. However, the FCC does not outline
its criteria for when it will deem it necessary, as a pre-condition to
a loan, that a proposal should be so evaluated. Moreover, the FCC indicates





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































though pollution control funds
are expected to be included in











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































First, the development of detailed separation distanCes for air
quality between residences and farm operations was regarded as important
if municipal by-laws were to be able to successfully withstand court
challenge of their limitations of the use of private property.
No such
separation distances to watercourses for farm structures have been developed
under the Code, however.







from watercourses could also be utilized through conservation autho—
stipulate setback distances from watercourses.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































options. Reactive strategies include prosecutions, stop orders, con—
trol orders, program approvals and other remedial measures employed to


















legal effect such as advisory committees on pollution abatement, though


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Enforcement options including prosecutions, control and stop orders
are rarely invoked respecting water quality concerns arising from waste
disposal operations.
Use of clean-up orders have occasionally been ap-
plied in one or two Ministry of Environment regional offices,
although
these orders more frequently relate to air quality and aesthetic concerns.
Because most waste disposal operations are under provisional certificates
of approval











exigencies of waste generation and the state of reclamation techniques
described above, this option has its limitations.
The use of the program approval or other abatement scheme based on
a time—table for compliance has been used in several land use areas.
This process involves negotiation between the operator and the Ministry
of Environment, in which such factors as the availability of technology
and the economic position of the company are considered.
Extensions to
abatement compliance time-tables are also granted by the Ministry.
Such
extensions normally run from a few weeks to periods in excess of one
year.
Public involvement or consultation is not authorized or permitted,
in the establishment of such compliance time—tables or in their extension.
The aims of certain enforcement techniques, such as prosecutions,
would appear on occasion to be uncoordinated.
In at least one case, a
waste disposal area air pollution prosecution and subsequent clean—up
resulted in the creation of a water pollution problem.
Control of disposal area activites such as sewage sludge spreading
on agricultural lands would appear to be undercut by insufficient field
personnel.
The large discrepancy between records of where sludge is
going versus the total amounts of sludge that are generated by all
sewage treatment plants in the province that have land spreadable sludge
also indicates inadequate controls.
Because of the lack of prior environmental approvals in most agri—
culturally related areas (e.g. fertilizer use, soil erosion, drainage


























































in many instances, militate against effectively utilizing traditional
remedies, such as prosecutions, against sources of land runoffs. (Iden—
tifying a feedlot operation as a polluter, especially where a stream ran
through the operation, would not necessarily present comparable enforce—
ment problems to land runoffs.) Given scant field resources, abatement
efforts tend to concentrate on the more dramatic pollution instances,
such as fish kills.
* The combination of no prior approval requirements and unsystem—
atic enforcement makes it evident that agriculture, with some exeptions,
is essentially unregulated, and is dependent on voluntary compliance with
good farm practices and farm codes.
Shoreline * The effectiveness of provincial enforcement options in relation to
landfill‘ controlling clean fill dumping on private property wetlands has been
ing ac— constrained by judicial determinations that have strictly construedsuch
tivities options in relation to the use of private property.
Recre— * The Ministry of Environment conducts annual surveys of existing
ational private home sewage systems in selected recreational areas. These
areas
surveys indicate that many such systems are inadequate. While remedial
and
and enforcement activity is undertaken where problems are identified,
disposal the great number of cottages in the province (estimated at 250,000)
areas and the relatively small number of cottages surveyed annually (appro-
ximately 5,000), suggests that, given current funding, it will bethe
year 2020 before all existing cottage systems are reviewed and defi—
ciences corrected.
Extractive *
The Ministry of the Environment has the principal responsibility
Operations for controlling water pollution from mining, pits and quarries, and
related activities. However, administrative and statutory responsibi—
lity for control of some aspects of these activites with water pollu—
tion implications, such as rehabilitiation, is vested in the Ministry
of Natural Resources.
There are some problems along the dividing line
between the two Ministries — including overlaps, gaps covered by neither
of them, and areas where the MOE is responsible for the ends, but
the
MNR controls the means.
 
*
Under the Mining Act the MNR has the authority to require that a
bond or security deposit be posted by the mining operator in an amount
necessary to complete rehabilitation. However, security deposits for
rehabilitation of mine tailings areas have rarely been required by the
Ministry of Natural Resources.
* Abandoned mines are regarded as the principal environmental problem
in the mining industry. There are approximately 30,000 such mines in






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































activities that are not subject to individual environmental assessments,
may be doubtful.




















































































































































































































































































































































































stages of the resource recovery program over the next 10—15 years is the
anticipated reduction in the need for sanitary landfill sites. This
result is contingent on the satisfactory development of backwend resource
recovery processes.



















mentally sound land use practices. For example, the MTC annually sub—
sidizes municipal road construction with approximately $300 million.
MTC does not require, though, that as a condition precedent to a muni—
cipality receiving a grant, that the municipality undertake to ensure
that appropriate sediment control measures are used in all such pro—
vincially aSSisted activity. MTG has not environmentally audited muni-
cipalities to determine which, if any, of those receiving provincial
road building funds are undertaking such environmental measures on
their own.
Some provincial programs have not been used to subsidize control
of non—point pollution, though they could be authorized to do so. For
example, under the Woodlands Improvement Act, the Ministry of Natural


































































































































trees 1,000 feet to a half mile long.
The policy has been understood to
adversely affect some agricultural counties subject to wind erosion.
Provincial Acquisition of Hazard and Sensitive Land Areas
Where land areas are hazardous (generally defined as erosion or flood
prone) acquisition of them for non—development purposes can aid in minimi-
zing water pollution (i.e. accelerated erosion and sedimentation)as well
as costs associated with property protection and damage compensation. Uses
to which some of these lands may subsequently be put by the province or
some conservation authorities can, however, have adverse water quality
implications.
The provincial government has recently undertaken a five—year
$17.6 million program of acquisition of shorelands for use as future
open space.
However, in conjunction with conservation authorities manage-
ment, some of these lands are assigned for subsequent recreational deve—
lopment.
Recreational development of such lands can include landfilling
of these areas.
Landfilling can lead to a diminution of local water
quality as well as to the expenditure of shore protection funds to pro—
tect such landfill projects.
Regional Government
Regional municipalities are relatively new governmental units located
mainly in southern Ontario.
They are large geographic planning units en—
compassing smaller or area municipalities. Created by provincial enabling
legislation, these large units are authorized to provide land use planning
on a wide regional basis, to consolidate the provision of various
utility
services such as waste disposal and at least nine of them are now delega—
ted authority to approve subdivision and redevelopment proposals.
Regional government planning, regulation and management to date can
be described as having both positive and negative implications for water
quality. However, the relative infancy of regional government responsi—
bility in most of these areas tends t01nilitate against anything other
than tentative conclusions respecting their ultimate influence on land
use/water quality decision-making.
Planning
Regional governments can plan and designate land use areas. Because
regional governments are broad geographic areas they are normally better situa—
ted than municipalities to identify and articulate












Sensitive environmental areas tend to include the significant land/
water formations in the region. As a result their identification in a
regional official plan appears to create watercourse/land buffer zones
where, if develOpment is not restricted it will at least be subject to
much stricter scrutiny and performance. In the Waterloo Region Plan,
for example, development that might impinge on the integrity of an envi—
ronmentally sensitive area, would be subject to an environmental assess—
ment prior to approval. In such circumstances,implications for water
quality from construction site and stormwater runoff can be highlighted
for the public and decision—makers.
However, regional plans are sometimes not sufficiently specific
in forbidding certain land uses in particular places, including
environmental areas. This deficiency, combined with antiquated local
zoning, can sometimes defeat efforts to prevent certain facilities,
such as disposal operations, from being located in environmental areas
where water quality may also be adversely affected.
With only one or two exceptions, regional official plans examined
tended to be silent on the interrelationship between the various land
uses in their region and the implications for water quality. In a
typical draft official plan one might find general goals compartmen—
talized into such categories as agriculture, housing and environment.
However, rarely was there comment on, for example, the effect of agri—
culture or housing respectively on water quality in the region.
Exceptions to the failure to cross—reference land uses and water
quality impacts can be found in Ottawa-Carleton and Sudbury draft
official plans. The Ottawa—Carleton plan notes that stormwater can
contribute a substantial pollution load to a stream or river and further
notes the concern of the Ontario Ministry of Environment that stormwater
from new developments, that will discharge into certain regional rivers,
receive some form of treatment. The Sudbury draft plan notes that among
the contributors to water quality degradation in the Sudbury region are
poor land use and soil conservation practices. These two draft plans
make it evident that it is feasible for all regional official plans to
address more specifically the interrelationships between land use and
water quality as a foundation and pre—condition for requiring greater
control in certain areas.
Regulation
At least nine of the eleven regional governments have been
delegated subdivision and redevelopment approval powers under the
Planning Act. Regional governments, therefore, can regulate new
urban development so as to control those aspects of water pollution
associated with subdivision development. (Generally, regional
legislation makes storm drainage p§r_§§ a prime responsibility of
area municipalities).






governments, such as Ottawa—Carleton, have engaged in pilot studies
on stormwater runoff treatment in anticipation of more comprehensive
controls for all new developments.
Other regional governments have been more hesitant to systematim
cally undertake urban storm runoff control. One region, in responding
to a conservation authority recommendation that it control storm runoff,
argued that development proposals were already reviewed by the conserva—
tion authority; that the regional legislation makes storm drainage the
prime responsibility of area municipalities; and that the effect of de—
signing storm systems to attain "zero runoff" may have substantial im—
pact on the "degree of service" that may be rendered to subdivision
developments.
Another regional government disagreed with a local conservation
authority conclusion that foundation drainage discharged to storm
sewers increases storm runoff volumes into watercourses and results
in earlier peak flows leading to further local flooding and greater
erosion problems. The region contended that the amount of water
from foundation drains, although very significant with respect to
flows in sanitary sewers is not a significant factor with regard to
flows in creeks because of the relatively larger volume ofjiows in
creeks from rainfall and spring runoff.
The conservation authority
conclusions had been made in a report and recommendations on alter—
natives to current foundation drainage practices.
Management
Regional governments can also construct, manage, operate and
maintain certain public works and facilities such as waste disposal
facilities or regional roads.
In these situations, regional govern—
ments are the regulated rather than the regulators, in relation to
water quality concerns. They are therefore unlikely to develop stan—
dards - which would be applied mainly to themselves - which are stricter
than those, if any, imposed by senior government.
Under regional legislation, regional governments normally own
all waste disposal sites within their geographic area and are
responsibile for their management, operation and maintenance.
Most regional governments have undertaken studies to determine
their short and long—term solid waste management options.
Several
regions are currently participating with the province in considering
1
or undertaking aspects of resource recovery.
However, because the
‘
financial aspects of waste management are currently seen to favor
landfill over resource recovery, most regional governments, before
making further commitments to reclamation options, are looking to
senior government to develop the technology and to secure markets
for reclaimed materials.















and where sewage sludge is land applied after they contract with a
sludge hauler for its removal or transfer from regional facilities.
In regions where large volumes of sludge are land applied, this may
increase an already heavy burden on provincial agencies charged with
regulating and inspecting sludge haulage and land application.
Regional road department construction techniques generally
emphasize protection of streams during watercourse crossings and
post—construction revegetation measures. Fowever, regional road
department contract specifications, with some exceptions, do not
contain specific provisions requiring sediment and erosion control
especially with respect to the use of interim or temporary soil
stabilization techniques during construction unrelated to stream
crossings. Some regional road departments acknowledge that interim
and temporary soil stabilization techniques are proven, but too
expensive to use on a systematic basis. Other regional road depart—
ments do not regard the lack of interim and temporary soil stabili-
zation as a problem, because most of their road construction con—
tracts are completed within a fiscal year.
Conflicts With Other Government Levels
 
Conflict with the jurisdiction of senior levels of government
may result in environmental policies in a regional plan not being
realized. For example, a regional policy of minimization of water
pollution and protection of marshes and environmentally sensitive
areas may conflict with federal ownership and plans for the commer—
cial or industrial development of such lands.
While land use planning is a regional responsibility (and
area municipal plans and zoning by—laws mustconform to a provin—
cially approved regional plan) implementation of the regional plan
remains largely in the hands of area municipalities. This may have
implications for protection of environmentally sensitive areas and
water quality. Regional governments indicate that the date by which
area municipal zoning amendments must conform with a regional plan
is not stated in regional legislation. Some regional governments
have argued that, as a result, there can be a substantial time lag
between the approval of the regional official plan and its actually
being put into practice through area municipal zoning by—laws.
One regional government further notes that unless zoning by—laws are
in place it may be possible to circumvent, at least in part, the
intent of an approved regional official plan.
A provincial working party's proposals to facilitate aggregate
extraction would allow such operations to take place in an area de—
signated within a regional official plan regardless of whether an
area municipality approved or not. Such overriding authority wouldn't
necessarily preclude a regional government from adopting a local
government's conditions for location and operation of such activities,
as long as the conditions didn't amount to a prohibition of the ex-


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































prevent unnecessary changes in the character of the predevelopment
landscape, including topography, vegetative cover and drainage.
Conservation authority success in getting municipalities and
regional government to adopt appropriate stormwater and related
controls has been mixed. (See Regional Government and Municipal
Government).
Some Authorities report that they are severely restricted with
respect to funds and staffing in attempting to control non—point
sources of water pollution. This is especially the case in water—
sheds undergoing rapid urbanization.
Conservation Authorities as Regulators
 
The principal regulatory tool of conservation authorities is
their Fill, Construction and Alteration to Waterways Regulation.
This regulation permits Authorities to control the placing or
dumping of fill in three areas; floodplain areas that have been so
mapped; scheduled areas as identified and attached to an Authority's
regulation (these generally include all floodplain areas) and; areas
where fill could or would potentially affect the existing state of a
watercourse. Methods of construction of building or structures in
























the effectiveness and comprehensiveness of Authority
regulations.
Conservation Authority regulations may be of no legal effect
in relation to several transportation corridor activities that are
arguably under exclusive federal jurisdiction.
For example con—
servation authority dump and fill regulations have been held to be
inapplicable to the activities of an interprovincial
railway.
The jurisdiction of conservation authorities with respect to
the Great Lakes shoreline appears
to extend only to the high water
mark.
It is regarded as doubtful whether Conservation Authorities
could apply their regulation to federally owned land.
Authorities








Conservation Authority regulations sometimes conflict with
some aspects of municipal planning (see above) and and with pro—
vincial policies in relation to construction in floodplain areas.
(The province, on the one hand, supports the defining of hazard
lands — generally defined as erosion and flood prone areas — and
their incorporation into municipal official plans and zoning by—laws.
On the other hand, it also states that in the past it may have been
too restrictive respecting development in flood plain areas.)
In response to this problem some Authorities have attached a
save harmless agreement to their approvals.
These agreements make
explicit to the owner and all subsequent owners that the construction
is taking place in a flood prone area.
This agreement is registered
on title.
Other Authorities have sometimes sought injunctions where
development
was taking place in flood plain areas contrary to Autho—
rity regulations.
Conservation Authority regulations would appear to be both
conceptually and geographically narrow with respect to permit control
of erosion and sedimentation peg sg.
That is to say, conservation
authority regulations would not appear to authorize permit approval
and control for erosion and sedimentation arising from new develop-
ment that did not occur in a flood plain; or could not be said to
be or arise from the placing or dumping of fill within or without
a scheduled area so as to affect the existing state of a water-
course.
To the extent that this is the case, municipal cooperation
under the municipal planning and subdivision control process is
essential to the success of conservation authority efforts to con-
trol erosion and sedimentation from new development.
(See Municipal
Government).
The same conclusion appears warranted for erosion and sedi-
















































within an area scheduled under the Authority's regulation.
Conservation Authorities as the Regulated
 














































































According to senior environmental agencies, some conservation autho—
rities have not always exercised the best management and construction
control in limiting water quality contamination by these projects.
In future conservation authority activities such as landfill
projects, stream channelizations and flood control projects will be
subject to prior scrutiny under the Environmental Assessment Act.
Other Conservation Authority Roles — Funding and Technical Assistance
Most Authorities provide erosion control assistance to private
landowners on request and where budgets permit, though a minority of
Authorities do not regard water pollution control as one of their
functions. (Some Authorities see flood control as their central task.)
Funding for emergency flood and erosion measures has sometimes
been difficult for Authorities to provide because of budget constraints.
Some Authorities on mini—rural watersheds have developed pilot
projects to assist farm owners with serious bank erosion problems
caused by livestock access to streams. Such techniques as vegetative
buffers along banks and fencing have been used on a limited basis.
Lack of broader funding appears to limit the wider development of such
programs.
Shifts in some watersheds from rural to predominantly urban accounts
for the elimination of some Authority agricultural soil erosion control
assistance programs. Some Authority farm reforestation programs are still
operational.
Municipal Government
Municipalities derive their authority to control land use activities
from provincial enabling legislation. They plan, zone, engage in the
day—to—day regulationof subdivision development and related control mea—
sures subject to provincial and, in some areas, regional government





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































purposes of controlling development, enter into agreements imposed as
a condition to the approval of a plan of subdivision. Such agreements
may be registered against the land to which it applies and the munici-
pality or the Minister of Housing are entitled to enforce its provisions
against the owner or subsequent owners. The municipality may include
any special requirements peculiar to the municipality subject to pro-
vincial and, where applicable, regional government approval.
Some municipalities, such as the City of Mississauga, have investi—
gated the feasibility of systematically implementing stormwater runoff
controls on present and future plans of subdivisions. The city has
already begun to incorporate some stormwater detention features into
several subdivision developments, and recently has generally approved
stormwater control. Where such features are intended to be included in
the subdivision agreement, it is normally indicated in the agreement that
the developer's engineeringplans respecting stormwater, control of stream
siltation and erosion must be found acceptable to the local conservation
authority.
While the above initiatives indicate that some municipalities are
beginning to deal with the issue of controlling stormwater runoff, a
number of serious problems do arise.
First, it is by no means evident that all or even most municipalities
are considering or implementing stormwater runoff controls. For example,
one municipality, requested by a local conservation authority to adopt
stormwater runoff control measures, responded that no similar request had
been received from the municipality's other conservation authority with
whom it is involved for most of its storm drainage; that several detention
methods for controlling runoff, such as roof, parking lot, ditches, and
ponds, run counter to present practices, and acceptance of them by the
public might be difficult to obtain; that too little is still knowu about
detention ponds, and more research is necessary; and that "zero runoff
increase" is too high an ideal, and "controlled runoff" is a more practical
objective.
Second, even in municipalities where stormwater runoff control is
supported, serious financial and other constraints may exist to minimize
the effectiveness of such policies and procedures. In Mississauga, for
example, while the city approved stormwater control, the major conclusion
of the report upon which the approval was based indicated that due to the
high space requirements for major detention facilities detention should
only beconsidered for minor stormwater runoff events in combination with
flood plain management — unless a detailed engineering study of a water—
shed can economically justify a higher degree of protection. In effect,
the amount of land necessary to institute major upstream detention devices















































































































































































































































































































































































































































One or two municipalities have attempted modest initiatives in the














































































































































































































Reference is not made to the Code of Practice in the by—law because



















in situations of non-compliance with the formulae, or denied in cases
of compliance with the formulae. Interference with a watercourse would
be an example of the latter.
However, because of the lack of watercourse separation distances in
the by—law (flexible separation distances are the heart of the validity
of the by—law for regulating private property for air/odour quality
pursuant to the Planning Act) and questions as to whether animal waste
management for water quality purposes maybe authorized by an instrument
such as section 35 of the Planning Act, the systematic useof the Grey
Township model by—law for water pollution control may be doubtful.
It would appear that a municipality might be legally constrained in
denying a building permit to a farmer for water quality/waste management
reasons (i.e. for criteria that are not outlined in the by—law) where the




















Enforcement of municipal pits and quarries by-laws can be a valuable
supplement to regional and provincial measures. Fines upon conviction,
however, were found to be quite small. A small fine may not change an
operator's management practices, but the conviction may result in greater
local public awareness and scrutiny of the problems presented by such
activities.
Direct Municipal Actions and Practices
Some municipalities' road construction and highway de—icing and salt
storage practices appear to be contrary to Conservation Authority recom—
mendations and provincial agency salt application and storage guidelines.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































or proprietary interest in protecting a natural feature or in stopping
pollution.













where public rights are infringed.
In S.E.A.P.
(Save the Environment from Atomic Pollution) v. Atomic











radioactive waste storage site at Port Granby on Lake Ontario.
The
Federal Courtcﬂprpeal held that the Atomic Energy Control Act and regu—
lations do no require the AECB to sit in public, hold a hearing, give
notice of the application, or follow judicial procedures.
The AECB
decision is administrative and not judicial.
In short,
there is no
statutory duty for the Court to enforce.
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 either municipalities or provinces or approved public agencies in
the acquisition, planning and development of lands for land assembly
projects and new communities. This participation may take the form
of partnerships or loans, both mechanisms providing for the full
recovery of federal funds. Under the new communities provisions, the
federal government may forgive up to fifty'percent of the cost of plan—
ning and recreation space where the development is undertaken through
the loan provision.
Under Part VIII of the Act,3 in order to assist in the elimination
or prevention of water and soil pollution, the CMHC may make a loan to
































































































































































































































as of the date of the completion of the project.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































R.S.C. 1970, c. P-38.
Section 9.
R.S.C. 1970, c. P—26.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































Amendments to the Fisheries Act have been proposed. The definition
of "fish" has been_expanded to include "fish eggs"; and aquatic habitat
areas adjacent to land will receive greater protection from land use
activities that have the potential for depositing deleterious substances
in such habitats.19
The Canada Water Act20
The purpose of this Act is to regulate water on a national scale,
through cooperation with provincial governments, and to set nation—
wide standards of environmental quality. This responsibility falls on
the Department of Environment, and in part on the Environmental Pro—
tection Service.
 
13. Section 33(2). "Deleterious substancs is defined quite broadly under
section 33(11). However, the deposit of a deleterious substance that is
harmful to fish eggs only is not an offence under the Act. (But see the
proposed amendments to the Act below) R. V. Stearns Rogers Engineering
£3.(197A) 3 W.W.R. 285 (B.C.C.A.).
lﬁ. Section 33.1(1) and 33.1(2)
15. SOR/73—46, Penalties and Forfeitures Proceeds Regulations.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Manual of Urban Drainage Practice is being compiled, outlining
the ramifications and practice of urban drainage control concepts that
would be of value to municipalities, town planners, contractors, con—
sultants, and government agencies. It is anticipated that the manual
will suggest ways to implement runoff controls for new urban develop—
ments. It is expected to include a statement of policy objectives;
techniques and methodologies; and suggested municipal by—laws.
Environmental Assessment and Review Process (EARP)
 
The Environmental Assessment and Review Process (EARP) developed
as part of a federal cabinet directive to control pollution from
existing federal facilities and to prevent pollution from proposed
federal works.27 In summary, the process is intended to apply to pro—
jects and groups of projects (1) initiated by federal departments and
agencies (2) for which federal funds are to be made available and



















(e.g. AECB) are invited, though not required, to participate.
























greater detail in other areas.28
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U R B A N A R E A S — P R O V I N C I A L C O N T R 0 L S
OVERVIEW
The provincial government carries on several activities by which
it can control pollution from urban runoff. These include land—use
planning and pollution control.
The various Acts which touch upon planning are largely broad
enabling legislation. The powers they confer upon one or another
agency of government are, in many cases, quite sufficient to permit
those agencies to implement policies for the control of runoff pollu—
tion.
However, the very generalnessof various pieces of legislation
administered by several provincial agencies with different mission
orientations (e.g. housing development vs. conservation) can, for
obvious reasons, give rise to conflicts in attempting to control
pollution from urban drainage. Control initiatives of environmental
agencies were frequently found to be at variance with provincial/
municipal development policies or practices.
A policy on urban drainage control is anticipated shortly, arising
out of research conducted under the Canada—Ontario Agreement on Great
Lakes Water Quality. To be effective it will have to address, if not
resolve, the current separation of authority between planning and water
pollution control functions. Policy changes or adjustments, without cor—


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































may not convey any part of it until the land is described in accord—
ance with a plan of subdivision which has been registered under the
Land Titles Act or under the Registry Act.46 The plan cannot be re—
gistered until a final plan of subdivision has been approved by the
Minister.47 The draft plgn must indicate the nature of the existing
uses of adjoining land;
natural features, including watercourses,
swamps and wooded areas; 9 the nature and porosity of the soil;50
the municipal services available or to be available to the land pro—
posed to be subdivided.51 The Minister can impose whatever conditions
to the approval of the plan of subdivision that he considers advisable.
But in considering his approval, the Minister must have regard for the
"health, safety, convenience and welfare of the future inhabitants"
as well as to the following criteria: whether the plan conforms to the
official plan;5
whether the
roposed subdivision is premature or nece—
ssary in the pgglic interest; 5 conservation of natural resources and
flood control;
and the adequacy of municipal services.
In addition,
any municipality and the Minister may enter into agreements with a sub—
divider that impose conditions to the approval of a plan of subdivision,
which are enforceable against the owner and subsequent owners of the
land.58 An individual can object to the requirement that he obtain a
registered plan of subdivision by requesting consent, usually from a com—
mittee of adjustment.59 This enables him to subdivide land without a re—
gistered plan of subdivision.60 A person or municipality that cannot ob-
tain a consent may still object to the conditions which the Minister im-
posed in requiring a plan of subdivision. The objection is heard and
decided by the Ontario Municipal Board.61
52
Restricted Area and Buildinggﬁg—Laws
Restricted area zoning by-laws and building by—laws may be passed
by municipal councils to prohibit the use of land for certain purposes
or the erection of certain structures, and to establish conditions for
development or redevelopment on any lands in the municipality.62 De—
 
46. s.29(7) and S.33(6). 47. s.33(14). 48. s.33(2) (e).
49. s.33(2) (g). 50. s.33(2) (j). 51. s.33(2) (k).
52. s.33(5). 53. s.33(4). 54. s.33(4) (a).
55. s.33(4)_(b) 56. s.33(4) (g). 57. s.33(4) (h).
58. S.33(6). Examples of provisions of subdivision agreements that
provide for some elements of protecting watercourses from construction
site and stormwater runoff are described in Municipal Controls, infra.
59. Committees of Adjustment or Land Division Committees are discussed,
infra.
60. S.29(2) and s.42(3). It is understood that consents are normally
only permitted in cases of the creation of less than two lots or where
the residual property is larger than the created parts.
61. S.33(7).






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to the Minister,77 and the Minister or any person with an interest
in the matter has the right to appeal the decision to the O.M.B.78
Variances are intended to provide "desirable" exceptions to by—laws
without requiring the whole by—law to be amended, generally a much
more lengthy procedure.
The Planning Act Review Committee
 
A committee was established by the Minister of Housing in the
summer of 1975 to review the nature, process and tools of municipal
planning. The review encompasses the Planning Act and all related
planning legislation and activities. The Committee's report is
expected in 1977.
Among the issues of concern to the Committee are included:80
which environmental concerns should be included in the municipal
planning proceS§;whatare the unintended or unstated environmental
consequences of municipal planning,and how can they be taken into
account in the process; what are, or should be, the limits of muni-
cipal ability to interfere with private property rights in requiring
environmental conservation; should there be compensation; what is
the role of the conservation authority in municipal planning; how
should the planning system be structured so that such bodies have
adequate access to municipal planning decisions, and so that their
activities are suitably co—ordinated with municipal planning; should
the requirements for subdivision approval be formalized in legis—
lation or regulations, or should they be left to ministerial or
local discretion; should there be development permits or land use



































should the contents and functions of official plans be defined in
legislation; what is the public's role in municipal planning?
77. S.42(ll): 78. S.42(13).
79. Like any time—saving procedure, variance or severance may pro-
duce a problem in environmental protection areas. Apparently, some
municipalities will approve severences of property which is not
suitable for building (e.g. flood plain lands). These problems can
be furthercompounded by real estate brokers who sell property which
they know or should be aware cannot be built upon. Letter from B.
Noels, Operations Manager, Credit Valley Conservation Authority to
R. Lang, Professor of Environmental Studies, York University, May 7,
1976. See discussion of the value of environmental protection areas
as partial runoff control buffers, under Municipal Controls, infra.





































































































































































































































































































































pose of the project. 5




































































































































































































































































81. R.S.O. 1970, c.213 as amended.
82. 5.6. This section provides for federal/provincial agreements to
effectuate those three ends pursuant to the National Housing Act.






















is coming into force in stages. It was proclaimed for parts of the



















































taking approved. Licenses, approvals, loans, etc. under other Acts
may not be granted until the environmental assessment has been accepted
and the undertaking approved by theMinister.93
The assessment must contain a description of the purpose of the V
undertaking; its rationale, including alternate methods and alternatives
to the project itself; a description of the environment expected to be
affected; the effects of the undertaking;and measures to mitigate the
effects of the undertaking, the alternate methods, and the alternatives;
an evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages to the environment of
the undertaking, the alternate methods, and the alternatives.94
The Minister reviews the assessment, and gives notice of locations
where the assessment and review maybe examined, along with any other
matters he considers advisable, to the proponent, to the the clerk of
each municipality in which the undertaking may be carried out, and, as
he considers suitable, to the public.95 When the Minister has decided
whether to accept the assessment as an adequate description of the
environmental effects of the undertaking, reject it as inadequate, or
accept it with amendments, he must again give notice to the parties
listed above, as well as to all those who made submissions to him on
the undertaking.
Anyone so notified may requirea hearing on the matter before the
Environmental Assessment Board, established for that purpose under the
Act, unless the Minister considers the request for a hearing to be
frivolous, vexations,unnecessary or a cause of undue delay.9 Further
hearings may be required, again subject to the Minister's veto, re—
garding final disposition of the undertaking.97
Where no hearing has been held, the Minister, with the approval of
Cabinet, may approve the undertaking, reject it, or approve it subject
to terms and conditions. Written reasons must be provided to those
involved in the process.9
Judi¢ial review of Board actions, except on questions of juris—
diction, is prohibited.99 Hearings of the Board are open to the public
except where the Board is of the opinion that a closed session is ad-
visable,100The same is true of access to information generally.lo
92. 8.5. 93. 8.6. 94. 8.5(3).
95. 8.7. 96. Ss. 7 and 12. 97. 8.13.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































may contain policies covering the management of land and water resources;
and development of recreational facilities.1 The Minister is required
to provide for notice and public hearingaon any proposed plan. The
Minister further must ensure that a copy of the plan, together with the
material used in its preparation, is available for public inspection.
Any person may have at least three months in which to make submissions
on the plan, though hearings may commence as early as three weeks after
public notice has been given.
Persons presenting the plan may be questioned on any aspect of the
plan by any "interested" person. The report and recommendations of the
hearing officer are available for public inspection.107 Once the plan
is adopted, no development, including any public work or by—law may be
implemented which does not conform to the development plan.1 Existing
zoning and official plan provisions in municipalities affected will
similarly be made to comply with the development plan's overall object-
ives.
The province may extend financial assistance to any municipality
or other entity for implementation of aspects of the plan.110 Any
minister may be designated for the purpose of developing any feature
of the development plan, including the clearing, grading or prepara—
tion of the land for development, and construction, repair or improve—
ment of buildings, works, or other facilities. The selling, leasing
or other diiposal of land or interest in such land is similarly pro-
vided for.
Ontario Municipal Board Act112
 
The Board established by this Act is appointed by the Cabinet,
and its members hold office at the pleasure of Cabinet. The Board,
not unlike the Supreme Court, has exclusive jurisdiction in all
matters and cases in which jurisdiction is given or conferred upon it
by this or any other special of general Act.113 The Minister respon—
sible for the Board is the Attorney General of Ontario.1
Planning in Ontario is carried out on the municipal level under
provincial supervision, particularly in areas of environmental plan—
ning and management as establishedunderThe Planning Act.115 Thus,
the various planning and regulatory instruments or decisions already
106. 8.5. 107. 8.6. 108. 8.9.
109. 8.10. 110. 8.17. 111. 8.15.
112. R.S.O. 1970, c. 323 as amended.
113. 8.35. 114. 8.34.
115. See discussion of the Planning Act, supra.
83
 
 referred to under the Act either require approval by the Minister of
Housing or the Board, or are open to appeal to one of them, before
they become operative. As already noted, the system requires the
Minister to approve official plans and plans of subdivision, although
he may refer his decision—making power to the Board.116 The Board's
approval is required where im lementing instruments, suchas zoning
by—laws, have been enacted.11 The Board acts as an appellate agency
from decisions of committees of adjustments and land division com-
mittee on zoning variances and upon conditions on draft approval for
subdivision or consent applications.118 It also has jurisdiction to
hear appeals from negative decisions of municipal councils or refu—
sals to act within one month on applications for amendments to zoning
by—laws or official plans.119 Finally, appeals to the Minister from
refusals by a municipal council to initiate an amendment to an offi—
cial plan may be referred by him to the Board for hearing and deci—
sion.120
The Municipal Act121
This Act confers upon municipal corporations their jurisdiction
and responsibilities. It is administered by the Treasurer of Ontario
and the Minister of Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs.
The Act permits municipalities to enact by—laws to construct
works for the prevention of flood damage;122 or to enter into agree-
ments with the province to accomplish the same end;123 to construct,
improve, maintain public wharves, docks, slips, etc;124 to prohibit
the injuring or fouling of the above including drains, sewers and
rivers;125 to prohibit the littering of public or private property'126
to construct service drains from a sewer to the line of a highway;127
to prohibit and abate public nuisances; 8 to prohibit and regulate the
discharge of gaseous, liguid or solid matter into land drainage works
and sewer connections;12 to require the connection of buildings to
sewer works;130 to preserve and prohibit the injury or destruction of
trees on street rights—of—way.131
 







120. S.17(3)~ 121. R.S.O. 1970, c.284 as amended.
122. S.352(17). 123. 8.352(18). ' 124. 8.352(47).
125. 5.352 (49). 126. S.354(l) 70. 127. 8.354(1) 73.




The Public Lands Act122
 
The Act is administered by the Ministry of Natural Resources. 12
Other provisions of this statute are reviewed under other headings. 3
The Minister is authorized to designate any area in territory
without municipal organization as a restricted area, and may issue per—
mits for the erection of buildings or structures or improvements on
lands in any such area on terms and conditions he considers proper.124
Failure to (l) obtain a permit for the erection of a building structure
or other improvement in such a restricted area or (2) violation of a
term or condition of the permit is an offence and on summary conviction
subject to a maximum $500 fine.1 5
Regional Government Legislation
Regional municipalities are relatively new governments located
mainly E southern Ontario.126 Created by provincial enabling legis—
lationl they encompass area municipalities and are authorized to
provide land use planning on a wide regional basis. At least nine
of them are now also delegated authority to approve subdivision and
redevelopment proposals and related matters. They are discussed fur—
ther below.128
THE POLLUTION CONTROL iﬂﬁtiioﬁ
. 129
The Ontario Water Resources Act
The purpose of this Act is to preserve the purity and prevent the
pollution of natural waters.130 It is administered by the Ministry of
122. R.S.O. 1970 c. 380 as amended.
123. See Forested Areas and Shoreline Landfilling Activities.
124. S.17(l). 12S. S.17(3).
126. There are currently eleven regional municipalities in Ontario,
covering many of the major population centres in the province.
127. see, for example, Regional Municipality of Peel Act, 8.0. 1973,
as amended. Other regional municipal Acts cover the areas of Metro
Toronto, Niagara, Ottawa—Carleton, York, Sudbury, Waterloo, Halton,
Hamilton—Wentworth, Durham and haldinand-Norfolk.
128. See Municipal Controls.
129. R.S.O. 1970,c.332 as amended.
130. See R. V. Sheridan3 (1973) 20.R.192; R. V. Industrial Tankers










"Sewage" is defined to include drainage and storm water.131
"Sewage works" are defined to include any works for the collection,
transmission, treatment and disposal of sewage.13 The Act requires
that where any municipality or person contemplates the establishment
of certain classes of sewage, or the extension of or any change in
existing sewage works, the plans, specifications and an engineer's
report of the works to be undertaken must be submitted to the Minis—
ter.133 No such works may be undertaken, and no by—law for raising
money to finance such works shall be passed, prior to such approval.134
The designated Ministry official, where he is of the opinion it is in
the public interest to do so, may refuse approval or grant it on such
terms as he considers necessary.135 The maximum penalty for a contra—
vention of 5.4200 is $2,000.1 6
Where a municipality contemplates establishing or extending its
sewage works into another municipality, a public hearing must be
held, before approval under section 42 is given.137 Hearings must
take place before the Environmental Assessment Board on such terms
and conditions as prescribed by the Minister.138 Where the Ministry
contemplates amending or varying an approval, it must hold a hearing
prior to doing 50.13 A public hearingmay be held where any person
or municipality contemplates establishing or extending a sewage
treatment work within the municipality.1 0 A hearing may also be re—
quired if the Ministry refuses to grant an approval, or imposes or
alters terms and conditions of an approval. Prior to such a hearing
the Ministry must serve notice of such determination and written
reasons upon the person affected.14l Besides the appellant and the
Ministry, other persons specified by the Board may be parties to the
proceedings. Appeal from the Board's decision may be taken to a




























































































or near a body of water that in the Minister's opinion may impair
water quality.146 It is an offence for a municipality or person to
discharge or deposit, or cause or permit the discharge or deposit
of, polluting material into or in any place that may impair water
quality.147 A first conviction may result in a maximum fine of
$5000 and each subsequent conviction in a maximum of $10,000 fine
or to imprisonment for a maximum of one year. (No minimum is estab'
lished). Each da that subsection 1 is contravened constitutes a
separate offence; 8 Failure to so notify is an offence liable on
summary conviction to a maximum fine of $5000150 (no minimum). Sub—
section 1 does not apply where the discharge to water is coming
from sewage works
constructedand operated in accordance with ap-
provals granted by the Minister.151 The Minister may prohibit or re—
gulate the discharge of any sewage into a watercourse.152 Fines as
above are applicable.153
The Environmental Protection Act154
 
The purpose of the Act is to provide for the protection and con—
servation of the natural environment.155 It is administered by the
Ministry of the Environment. "Natural Environment" is defined to
include the air, land and water of Ontario.156 "Watef'is defined to
mean surface and/or ground water.157 "Land" is defined to mean surface
land not enclosed in a building.158 "Contaminant" is defined to mean
any solid, liquid...radiation resulting from the activities of man
which may impair the quality of the natural environment for any use
that can be made of it."159
There are two main prohibitions in the Act. First, no person
is permitted to deposit, add, emit, discharge into the natural en-
viroment, or cause same, in an amount, concentration or level in
excess of that prescribed by the regulations.160 Second, notwith—
standing any other provision of the Act or regulations, no person
shall do the above, or cause it to be done, so as to cause or to be
146. S.3l(3). 147. S.32(l). 148. S.32(2).
149. S.32(3). 150. S.32(4).
151. S.32(5). This immunity to be successfully argued must show
that the accused operated his sewage works in conformity with the
approval. R.v. Barrie (1970) 13 cr.L.Q.371 (ONT.);R.V. Sheridan
(1973) 20.R. 192;R.vu North Canadian Enterprises Lth—(1975TTKTC.C.C.
(2d) 242 (0NT.).
 
152. S.33(1). 153. S.33(2) (3). 154. 8.0. 1971, c.86
155. 8.2. 156. S.1(i). as amended.
157. S.1(p). 158. S.1(e). 159. S.1(c) (i).
160. 8.5. There are no regulations respecting water pollution in
Ontario. This section will therefore only be of effect if there are





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































son to whom the information relates. 5.87.





















(1976) 5 CELN 15 where a highway accident involving the loss of oil



















167. R.S.O. 1970, c.78 as amended. 168. 5.19.







































































by the placing or dumping of fill.
OTHER STATUTORY CONTROLS
 





















and use of buildings;
the adoption of codes and standards;
field























Code Commission.177 The Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Re—
lations is the responsible Minister.
The Code is the responsi—
bility of the Building Standards Branch of the Ministry, but the
council of each municipality is responsible for the enforcement
of this Act in the municipality.
The Building Code provides
the basis
for the regulation of
excavations, drainage fgacing of foundations and filling by the
appropriate inspector. 'Precautions are required that sensitive
soils intended to support a foundation not be disturbed.180 De—
sign conditions require that a professional engineer prepare
data indicating that the proposed excavation and foundation will
not have structural "or other detrimental effects on the existing
adjacent property including buildings and public or private build—
ings and services," or indicating details of the precautionary
173. S.27(e). See, for example, 0. Reg. 617/73 re Credit Valley











truction of a shopping centre on land subject to flooding during a
regional storm. See Central Lake Ontario Conservation Authority
and the Attorney General of Ontario v. Dominion Stores Ltd. 3 CELN
213. 174. S.27(a). 175. S.27(f).
176. 8.0. 1974, c.74. 177. 8.18.
178. 8.3. The Building Standards Branch is now also responsible
for the Plumbing Code of Ontario, which was previously a responsi-
bility of the Water ResourCes Branch of the Ministry of Environment.
The Building Code covers those matters non hithe Plumbing Code, but
it is understood from Ministry officials that plans are being made
to modify and incorporate the Plumbing Code into the Building Code.
179. A typical municipal building by-law is described under the Muni—










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































draft arising out of research conducted under
the Canada—Ontario
Agreement is expected within the year.
Policy consideration will
include rate of runoff control; erosion and sediment transport con—
trol and; stormwater treatment.
5 The lack of a comprehensive
policy on urban drainage has contributed to the development of con—
flicting planning strategies that have both positive and negative
implications for non—point source water pollution control.
The influence, for example, of the provincial Ministry of Envi—
ronment respecting non—point pollution concerns is evident in the
development of recent area municipal and regional government official
plans in Mississauga, Ottawa—Carleton and Sudbury. These draft offi—
cial plans include references respectively to controlling stormwater
runoff (Mississauga186 and Ottawa-Carleton187) and curbing bad land
use practices that lead to water quality degradation (Sudbury188).
At the same time, however, systematic acceptance by the Ministry
of Housing of stormwater runoff and sediment controls in all new
housing development would appear to be predicated on such controls
not contributing to increased housing costs or to development
delays_ 189,190, 91
185. See "Ontario to draft urban drainage policy "Daily Commercial
News, March 30, 1977 and; G. H. Mills, director, Water Resources Branch,
Ontario Ministry of Environment. Introductory paper to Conference on
Modern Concepts of Urban Drainage, Toronto, March 28, 1977.
186. City of Mississauga. Draft Official Plan. December 1976.
187. Regional Municipality of Ottawa—Carleton. Official Plan as
adopted by Regional Council. October 1974.
188. Regional Municipality of Sudbury. Draft Official Plan. July 1976.
189. See, for example, s.6(9) of the Housing Development Act (note 84,
supra) which authorizes municipalities to avoid undue delay in housing
construction and servicing. This section may provide an obstacle to
implementation of new environmental controls, since undue delay has
frequently been attributed to greater environmental requirements. For
example, in July 1975, on the eve of passage of the Environmental As-
sessment Act in the Ontario Legislature, the Hon. D. Irvine, then
Minister of Housing wrote to the Hon. W. Newman, then Minister of En—
vironment, respecting the implementation of the E.A. Act and its in-
fluence on housing and land use controls generally. He wrote in part:
"The (E.A.) Act's implementation process is unacceptable for housing
and associated urban development because the legislation constitutes a
form of land use control which is separate from and overrides the Plan—
ning Act." Basing his comments on personal experience in planning
such housing projects as North Pickering, as well as on representations
from the development industry, Mr. Irvine went on to say that "planning
experience in North Pickering showed that careful consideration of en—
vironmental factors can lead to the conclusion that large parcels of
land in a land assembly should not be developed for urban uses. If
this is true, what proportion of lands already designated in official
plans for urban development might prove undevelopable? If this factor































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Legislation that would establish a permit system for controlling
topsoil removal, erosion and ensuring rehabilitation has pre-
viously been rejected by the Ministry of Housing to the extent
it would apply to subdivision control under the Planning Act!-92
Because such legislation has many of the same elements as a bill
directed to sediment control, it is arguable that the Housing
Ministry response would be the same to such a proposal.
Systematic sediment control through the draft plan approval
stage of subdivision control is possible, though such an approach
would leave the Ministry of Environment — the provincial agency
with the most interest in sediment control — in an essentially
advisory not regulatory capacity. This may not be appropriate
for ensuring proper control, though in practice each condition of
draft plan approval must be released in writing by the agency which
requested or recommended the condition to Housing. (See also Muni—
cipal Controls, infra.)
The development policiesof the province itself, as set out in
the Toronto—Centred Region Plan and subsequent planning documents,
according to the Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Autho—
rity,194 "Will have a very significant effect on the quality of
water entering the Great Lakes system from the region's drainage
basins." The MTRCA "has commented to the province on various occa—
sions that the impact of the land development necessary for the very
large population which is being planned for in the Toronto—Centred
Plan, on the area's stream valleys and water resources, does not
seem to have been accounted for. Complicating the question of where
192. Topsoil preservation legislation was proposed to the provincial
cabinet in 1974-75 by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food. Consi-
deration has since been given to amending the Planning Act to permit
municipal control of topsoil removal, though it would not be mandatory
for municipalities to adopt such controls.
193. See, for example, Ontario Ministry of Environment. Land Use
Planning Handbook. Undated. This handbook whose stated purpose is
to "provide guidelines for the review by Ministry of Environment
staff of Official Plans, restricted area (zoning) by—laws, plans of
subdivision, consents (severences) and general land use planning issues"
also notes under a section on "policy" that: "It should be realized
that as far as land use is concerned the Ministry acts in an advisory

















Armour, note 190 supra.
194. Correspondence from W. A. McLean, Planning and Policy Director,
Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Authority to R. J. Bower,










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































position that it is to hear only planning evidence, not engineering
or environmental evidence, these being regarded by the Board as the
property of other departments.197 A recent Divisional Court decision
has held, though, that the Board must hear environmental concerns,
noting the difficulty, in many instances, in drawing a line between
environmental and planning factors.
The Ontario Water Resources Act places potential control over
certain aspects of urban runoff pollution in the hands of the Ministry
of the Environment, in part through its involvement with the approval
and building of sewers. The Ministry must approve all plans for build-
ing or altering sewage works, including storm sewers, and could therefore
require that all such works include measures to control storm water.
In 1974—5, the Ministry's Municipal and Private Abatement Section ap-
proved some 1,000 sewage works that included storm sewers. Of these,
fewer than 1% included requirements for some form of storm water de—
tention.199
The Ministry is itself the builder of a large percentage of
sewage works throughout the Province,200 and it can and does set
standards for the control of construction site runoff.
The YQrk/Durham Provincial Sewage Works Project201 is an example
of present Ministry procedures. In a heading entitled "Environmental
Considerations", the construction contractor is required to minimize
any adverse effects on the environment in the vicinity of the project
and during all phases of construction. He is informed that the Ministry
may assign "full or part-time on—site inspectors whose sole responsi—
bilities are to ensure compliance with environmental objectiVes."
Matters that must beattended to include: minimization of vegetative
clearing; coverage of stockpiles of topsoil and other excavated mate-
rial with plastic sheeting, and use of drainage ditches to divert
runoff to adjacent settling ponds; further construction of settling
197. See "Ontario Municipal Board Undergoes a Streamlining", The
Globe and Mail, August 12, 1974.
198. Re Township of Westminster and City of London (1975) 5 Ontario
Reports (2d) 401.
199. Figures from the Office of the Municipal and Private Abatement
Section, Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Toronto, May 7, 1976.
200. This dual role, it has been suggested, places the Ministry in a
conflict situation, in which it must set and enforce standards and
issue approvals for its own projects. See A.W. Bryant, "An Analysis
of the Ontario Water Resources Act",Environmental Management and Public
Participation, Canadian Environmental Law Research Foundation (Toronto,
1975). P.S. Elder, ed.
201. Ministry of Environment, StandardDocuments for the Construction














ponds or silt traps as required; use of straw bales, filter berms
and sand bags to retard and filter runoff prior to discharge to
watercourses; avoidance of any encroachment on natural areas and
streams as far as is possible;dust control, but not by chemical
means without approval; protection of trees by fencing, etc.; and
general restorative practices.
Both the Ontario Water Resources Act and the Environmental Pro—
tection Act also prohibit pollution and thus are useful as reactive
controls - through such enforcement techniques as prosecutions and
the like. There are no reported cases in Ontario of prosecutions
for sedimentation arising from construction site activities and run—
off. However, a recent Supreme Court of Ontario decision202 (currently
under appeal) has held that sand is a contaminant under the meaning
of the EPA, if it is moved or exposed from its natural state by human
activity and made subject to wind movement. (The facts of the case
indicated that a land developer left sand exposed on a construction
site for several months and did not use all available methods to con—
trol the blowing of sand onto neighbouring lands.) The Court held
in part that: "Persons who change the natural state of sand by such
operations as blasting or stripping the topsoil, are under a legal
duty to ensure that none of the undesirable consequences listed in
(section 14(1) of the EPA) occur."
By analogy, the Ministry of Environment could probably pro—
secute construction activity that resulted in sedimentation to
streams. However, where the construction of sewage works is done
in accordance with an approval under the OWRA, but still results
in sedimentation problems, the Ministry would be statutorily barred
from prosecuting for pollution under the OWRA.203 Such pollution,
though in conformance with an OWRA approval, would still be subject
to prosecution under the EPA.
Because the EPA binds the Crown,204 it is also possible, as it
is not under the Ontario Water Resources Act, for a private citizen
to prosecute the Ontario government and its agencies for water
pollution offences, including the non—point source variety. Thus,
for example, a private citizen could prosecute the Ministry of the
Environment for failure to take appropriate runoff control measures
when constructing a sewage treatment plant.
Conservation Authorities are local autonomous bodies established
under provincial enabling legislation for purposes of conservation
and flood control on a watershed basis. Their involvement in the
202. R.v. Glen Leven Properties Ltd. (1977) 6 CELN 2 [Supreme Court
of Ontario (Divisional CourtX7.
203. S.32(5) of the OWRA.
204. 5.20 of the EPA.
96
municipal planning process, though not acknowledged in the Planning
Act, includes reviewing official plans, zoning, subdivision and con—
sent applications and related matterS. Their role is partly advisory,
partly regulatory.
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Conservation Authorities
emphasize the prevention of development in sensitive and hazard lands,
that is, in areas mmmeptible to flooding, erosion, etc.205 However,
governmental agencies are frequently asked by developers to purchase
lands which have been barred from development by official plans and
zoning regulations. The value of this property is often calculated
on the basis of the proposed development, and the resulting cost
to the community is likely to be prohibitive.20 Moreover, because
small portions of environmentally sensitive areas may be developed
by amending the zoning by—law, while an individual parcel may not
have a detrimental effect on the sensitive area, the cumulative
effect of similar changes can eVentually destroy the area.207
Other Authority concerns during development can relate to such
matters as bank stability along watercourses; stability of severe
slopes; protection of existing vegetation and the control of siltation
resulting from sheet and gully erosion on construction sites. To com—
bat those problems Authorities recommend such measures as a building ‘
setback of 25 feet where the structure may adjoin an area of hazard ‘
land, the control of fill in or adjacent to the existing or potential 1
hazard, and the establishment of a vegetative cover on disturbed
slopes immediately after final grading. As well such measures as
sediment traps, the grading of slopes to 3:1,and the blocking of
storm sewers during the construction phase have also been recom—
mended where appropriate.
 
205. Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Environment Protection
Areas (December, 1973), and Hazard Lands (June, 1975). See also
Ministry of Natural Resources, Submission to the Planning Act Review
Committee (February 1976). The Ministry further regards development
as undesirable where it is likely to have adverse impacts on fish
or fish habitat or conservation of the natural environment, though
it admits that "to meet a higher order of government objectives, such


















Resources, Land Use Plan Review ~ Poligy Guidelines. (November 1973).
 



















to the Planning Act Review Committee, April 5, 1976.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Authority is torn between living up


















Conflicts over grading plans may also arise.
Municipalities
quite frequently will leave inspection of grading following com—
pletion of development to the conservation authority.
Since Autho—
rity objectives may differ from site to site, the Authority may
request revisions to the grading plan which the municipality had
originally approved under its building by—law.
This general area
of development control is regarded as a difficult one requiring
extensive manpower and time outlay for enforcement.213
The Ontario Building Code is primarily directed toward assuring
structural stability. While rooftop detention, for example, is not
contrary to the Code's provisions, a municipality would have to
ensure that requirements for rooftop detention would take into account


















































































Ontario, April 18, 1077,
214. Part IV.
215. Part IX.
 U R B A N A R E A S — M U N I C I P A L C 0 N T R O L S
OVERVIEW
Municipal law is generally silent on controlling water
pollution from construction site and stormwater runoff. However,
administrative control procedures and arrangements, though still
essentially in their infancy, are developing in a number of local
jurisdicitions through the municipal planning process.
The municipal level is, of course, closest to the specific
details of development activity and its potential impact on the
local environment. This closeness is both an advantage and a
disadvantage for instituting appropriate environmental controls.
It is an advantage because it permits a municipality that is de—
termined to protect the environment, to be highly specific on
how, when, where and whether development will take place, based
on local environmental conditions and public concerns.
Closeness, however, is also a disadvantage. This appears to
be the case to the extent that municipalities are subject to heavy
development pressures which, because of their limited local juris—
dition and resources, they may not be able - or want ~ to balance
with potential loss or degradation of environmental assets. Both
positive and negative municipal responses to stormwater manage—
ment concerns were documented.
To be sure, municipalities do not act in a vacuum. The
reviews they receive from senior environmental agencies and local
conservation authorities as well as the express and implied powers
they possess through provincial enabling legislation, can be effect—
ively used for environmental protection.
However, great cooperation is mandatory under such a scheme.
This cooperation is further necessitated by the separation of
legislative authority for planning and pollution control. Where
cooperation is inadequate, the separation of legislative autho—
rity for planning and pollution control can result in gaps in







OFFICIAL PLANSi ZONING, AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANS AND PROTECTION AREAS
When a municipality promulgates an official plan for the plan—
ning areaunder its jurisdiction, no public work may be undertaken,
and no by—law passed, which does not conform to that official plan.43
Older municipal official plans, however, are normally silent
on environmental issues and designations. Municipalities currently
revising their official plans are the most likely local governments
considering new options for protecting water quality from new de—
velopment. This is in part due to the information that is currently
provided during the municipal planning process by senior environ—
mental agencies and conservation authorities familiar with local en—
vironmental problems.
Moreover, the relatively newer regionalgovernments can also
influence local decision—making because once regional governments
have established approved regional official plans, area municipal
official plans and zoning by—laws must conform to a regional plan.217
Regional governments are also better situated than local area muni—
cipalities for articulating policy on preservation of significant
environmental features which frequently exceed the boundaries of
smaller area municipalities.
One approach used in newer official plans is to designate
whole areas within the plan as environmentally protected or sen—
sitive areas.218 Sensitive environmental areas tend to be focused
on the significant land/water formations in the region. As a
result their identification in an official plan appears to create
watercourse/land buffer zones where development, if it is not pro—
hibited, will at least be subject to much stricter scrutiny and







































217. See, for example, Regional Municipality of Peel Act, 8.0.



















































































































































































The City of Mississauga draft official plan186 proposes a
similar approach so that such environmental areas' "natural
functions may be permitted to continue.” City programs may also
be established, in cooperation with other agencies, for preserving
and maintaining the natural condition and functions of those
watercourses, forested areas, steep slopes and wetlands which have
a high level of environmental significance and ecological sensitivity.
A companion approach to minimizing aquatic damage from new urban
development, is also noted in the City's official plan through the
prohibiting of development along a watercourse unless appropriate
floodlines have been established. The Plan also requires conveyance
to the city or local conservation authority, for public purposes
and protection, of those lands in a development proposal within the
established floodplain.220
Runoff control has become a specific subject of concern in a
very few draft official plans reviewed. The Ottawa—Carleton plan
notes that stormwater can contribute a substantial pollution load
into certain streams and rivers andfurther notes the concern of
the Ontario Ministry of Environment that stormwater from new de—
velopments that will discharge into certain regional rivers, re—
ceive some form of treatment. The City of Mississauga draft
plan186 notes that "guidelines will be established in co—operation
with the appropriate public agencies to regulate and minimize,
where feasible, the quality and rate of flow of surface run—off
from new developments."
The Sudbury draft plan188 notes that among the contributors
to water quality degradation in the Sudbury region are poor land
use practices that lead to accelerated sedimentation. Council
objectives are proposed which include conserving the region's soil
resources and planning land uses and developments in accordance
 
219. The Waterloo Regional Council recently required a developer
to undertake an environmental impact study of a proposed develop—
ment adjacent to one of the region's designated environmentally
sensitive areas. It is understood to be one of the first environ—
mental studies ever ordered by a municipality in the province.
See "Developer Ordered to Conduct Ecology Study" The Globe and
Mail, July 20, 1976.
220. Background justification for these approaches was contained




with the capabilities and limitations of the various soil types
in the Region.
A number of policies are proposed in the draft plan including
restricting development
and land uses: which would cause or aggra—
vate soil erosion; where the soil conditions are not capable of
supporting the proposed development or use; where a known or po—
tential hazard exists such as unstable soil conditions; which would
deplete soil fertility and; which would contribute to soil and water
pollution.
The draft plan further notes that Council may permit develop—
ment in areas where soil problems exist, provided the developer
enters into a site plan agreement which contains specific provi—
sions for overcoming the problems; conserve soils with a high
capability for agriculture and prohibit the stripping of top soil
from existing or potential farm operations; and require proponents
of major developments, in areas where soil conditions are unknown,
to provide soils information with respect to the type of develop-
ment considered.
The Town of Oakville is developing an Environmental Plan which
will result in a comprehensive ecological inventory and a series
of policy direggives which may be incorporated into its amended
Official Plan.
The approach of the Environmental Plan is to de-
velop a number of policies (e.g. density, vegetation, growth, open
space etc.) and implementing by—laws (e.g. cluster housing, eco—
logical zoning, and impact zoning) which will determine the impact
of growth and the social and economic limitations and costs of de-
velopment which are not compatible with the maintenance of a healthy
natural environment. Studies preparatory to the final Environmental
Plan will consider local issues of stormwater runoff, erosion and
related matters surrounding development.
SUBDIVISION CONTROLS
As noted above in the discussion of provincial mechanisms, any
municipality and the Minister of Housing (or regional governments
where they have been delegated the authority) may enter into agree—
ments with a subdivider that impose conditions to the approval of a
plan of subdivision, which are enforceable against the owner and sub—
sequent owners of the land. In practice, each condition of draft ap—
 
221. Town of Oakville. Environmental Plan: Philosophy and Pers—
pectives. Background Paper No. 1 (Preliminary Draft) May 1976.
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special provision in their engineering agreements similar to the
following:
"Prior to initiating any grading or construction on the site,
the developer's engineer must submit a detailed engineering and
drainage report, acceptable to the local conservation authority,
which will describe the means whereby stormwater will be conducted
from the site, and show siltation and erosion control measures to
222. City of Mississauga, 1976 Current Budget, Programs Overview.
223. See Federal Controls, supra.
104
 be used to minimize drainage during all phases of construction"










sion agreements on the initiative of the conservation authority,




The following requirement appears in recent Mississauga and
Oakville subdivision agreements:
"Prior to initiating any grading or construction on the site:
preparation of tree preservation plans acceptable to" the local
Conservation Authority or the Parks Department must be made.
The Mississauga parks department has promulgated guidelines
and specification for the protection of trees, which are usually
attached to the tree preservation plan itself.
A spinoff benefit of the preservation of trees can be control
of some elements of soil erosion and sediment loss. However ad—
herence to the guidelines varies partly because of a limited staff of
inspectors.
Enforcement of this provision is uSually by way of a letter
of credit or cash. Until recently, the maximum deposit was
$1500 per lot or $5000 per builder, probably not enough to res—
tore damaged trees should that become necessary. It has also
been suggested that the letter of credit should be with the de—
veloper not the builder, since there is often a hiatus between
development and building construction, during which time trees
might be lost from the effects of previous development activities.
Mud Track Bond and Wash Rack Requirements
These requirements have been noted in previous studies.224
224. Department of Fisheries and Environment. Environmental
Protection Service. Contribution of Sediments and Other Pollutants
to Receiving Waters From Major Urban Land Development Activities.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































stormwater runoff controls on present and future plans of subdivi-
sion.226 The city has already begun to incorporate some stormwater
detention features into several subdivision developments,227 and
recently has generally approved stormwater control.
A recent report on proposed stormwater detention techniques
for new and existing plans of subdivision, prepared by the city's
Engineering Department, notes the possible techniques that could
be utilized through the city's building by-law and subdivision con—
trol process. These techniques include the following: detention/
retention ponds; underground stormwater detention tanks; roof top
storage; parking lot storage;surcharged sewers and limitation of storm
sewer size.
BY—LAWS
Municipalities have the power, pursuant to The Municipal Act,
to pass by—laws and impose penalties.230 By—laws that can be autho—







































































































































































concern in the city.
227.
Correspondence from J.V. Falke, Director of Engineering
Planning, City of Mississauga, February 8, 1977.
228.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































supervision of these matters by the Commissioner of Recreation
and Parks. The Commissioner may, at city expense, plant trees on
private property with the consent of the owner; such trees then
become the property of the landowner.238 It is forbidden to des—
troy any tree or part thereof or any tree supports, attach any
object or thing to a tree in a public place, or perform any cons—
truction work in a public place or highway or on property so ad—
jacent that will affect trees, without first obtaining the Com—
missioner's approval.239
This by—law only applies to public lands in the municipality,
whereas most trees and other vegetation are lost due to develop-
ment on private lands. However, the by—law has stimulated the
development of tree preservation plans, which are now included in
subdivision agreements.
Building By—law5240
Municipal building by—laws mustnow conform to the Ontario
Building Code and Act. Building officials indicate that efforts
have in the past been generally directed toward the structural
stability of buildings, and not to water pollution generated
from construction activities. However, building inspection
staff are in a position to supplement subdivision field control
staff in controlling water run—off and pollution from construc-
tion.
Topsoil Preservation By—laws
The City of Sault Ste. Marie was recently granted the power,
. . . . 242
by the Ontario legislature, to regulate the stripping of to 5011.
The city can require landowners to rehabilitate the land, either
by replacing topsoil in sufficient quantity and depth to raise and
maintain a healthy growth of vegetation adequate to bind the soil
and prevent erosion, or by planting trees, shrubs, legumes or grasses,
or both?44 The city can further require that rehabilitation of the
land be carried out and maintained by the landowner at his expense and
risk)to the municipality's satisfaction, and that, if he fails to do
so, the city can enter and rehabilitate the land at his expense,245
in which case the cost can be collected in the same manner as muni-
cipal taxes.246
 
238. 5.4. 239. 3.6.
240. E.g. Mississauga By—law No. 114—76.
241. Interview with K.A. Cowan, Chief Building Official, City of
Mississauga, April 20, 1976.
242. City of Sault Ste. Marie Act, 5.0. 1973, c. 205.
243. S.2(b). 244. S.2(b) (i) and (ii).




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































plan, including many of the more recent ones, one might find





comment on, for example, the relationship between agriculture
or housing respectively on water quality in the jurisdiction.
Exceptions to the above noted failure to cross—reference
land uses and water quality impacts can be found in such re—
cent draft plans as those of Ottawa—Carleton, Sudbury and
Mississauga as discussed above. These draft plans make it
evident that it is feasible for all official plans to ad—
dress more specifically the interrelationship between land
use and water quality as a basis and pre—condition for re—
quiring greater controls.
Another problem encountered is that regional official
plans are sometimes not sufficiently specific in forbidding cer—
tain land uses in particular places, including environmental
areas. This deficiency, combined with antiquatedareanmnici—
pal zoning by—laws, can sometimes defeat efforts to prevent
certain facilities or activities from being located in environ—
mental areas where water quality may also be adversely affected.249
A related concern is that while land use planning is a
regional government responsibility (and area municipal plans
and zoning by—laws must conform to a provincially approved re—
gional plan) implementation of the regional plan remains largely
in the hands of area municipalities. This may have adverse im—
plications for protection of environmentally sensitive areas and
for water quality.
Regional governments indicate that the date by which area
municipal zoning amendments must conform with a regional plan
is not stated in regional legislation. Some regional govern—
ments have argued that, as a result, there can be a substantial
time lag between the approval of the regional official plan and
its actually being put into practice through area municipal
zoning by—laws. One regional government further notes that un—
less zoning by-laws are in place it may be possible to circum—
vent, at least in part, the intent of an approved regional
official plan.
249. This is discussed in more detail under Liquid, Solid and
Deepwell Disposal Areas.
250. Regional Municipality of York. Excerpt from pre—draft






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Oakville was concerned that no similar request had been
received from the Halton Region
Conservation Authority, with
whom Oakville is involved for most of its storm drainage; that
several detention methods for controlling runoff, such as roof,
parking lot, ditches, and ponds, run counter to present practices,
and acceptance of them by the public might be difficult to obtain;
that too little is still known about detention ponds, and more
research is necessary; that "zero runoff increase" is too high an
ideal, and "controlled runoff" is a more practical objective.255
The issue of foundation drainage also illustrates a diver-
gence of opinion between local conservation authorities and muni—
cipalities.
The Central Lake Ontario Conservation Authority re—
cently issued a report on recommended alternative practices for
dealing with foundation drainage.256
The Authority states that the two current municipal practices
of discharging foundation drainage to either (1) sanitary sewers or
(2) storm sewers are not acceptable. The report argues that in
discharging foundation drainage to the sanitary sewer system "the
risk of serious sewage backups and deposition of raw sewage into
our watercourses and lakes is very high. The Authority is of
course, anxious to minimize pollution of our watercourses, and,
therefore, a system which increases the health hazard by increa—
sing the probability of the need to discharge disease organisms
which are infection» to man and nutrients which degrade water
quality and threaten fauna, is not acceptable.” On the other
hand, the report argues that discharging foundation drainage to
the Storm sewer system "increases the risk of flooding under high
frequency storm conditions and will add to many serious erosion
problems already existing along our watercourses."
The Authority report concluded by noting the several alter-
natives to current foundation drainage practices that are avail— ‘
able "even though the various municipalities feel only the two 1
conventional systems are feasible and implementable.” ‘
However, the Durham Region Works Department disagreed with
the Conservation Authority conclusion that foundation drainage
255. Report to Oakville Public Works Committee, March 4, 1976.
256. Central Lake Ontario Conservation Authority. Foundation













discharge to storm sewers increases storm runoff volumes into





















"The amount of water from foundation drains, although very sig-
nificant with respect to flows in sanitary sewers, is not a sig—
nificant factor with regard to flows in creeks because of the re—
latively larger volume of flows in creeks from rainfall and spring
runoff.257-
Indeed, even in municipalities where stormwater runoff con—
trol is supported, serious financial and other constraints may
serve to minimize the effectiveness of such policies and procedures.
In Mississauga, for example, while the city council approved storm—


















for major detention facilities, detention should only be considered
for minor stormwater runoff events in combination with floodplain



































if not impossible, in many instances.


















conservation authority, frequently the responsibilityfor ensuring
that the provision is met by the developer is left to the conser—
vation authority. While conservation authorities, in conjunction
with senior environmental agencies, have the expertise in this
area, they may not have adequate field resources for on—site
review, especially in areas undergoing rapid urbanization. As a
result, subdivision sediment controls may become pro forma exer—
cises in many instances.
For example, the Credit Valley Conservation Authority reports
that it made four subdivision on—site inspections per week in 1974,
five per week in 1975, and that the number is expected to continue
to increase.'5 At the same time, the two Authority land use co—
ordinators spending part of their time on this activity,259 was CUt
257. Regional Municipality of Durham. Works Department. Commi—
ssioner's Report to Works Committee. September 21, 1976.
258. Credit Valley Conservation Authority. Annual Reports for
1974 (pp. 8-9) and 1975 (p.14).
259. Conservation Authority land use coordinators, of course, have
other more diverse responsibilities including reviewing regional and
local official plans and zoning by~laws;committee of adjustment appli—
cations and land division committee reports and; rezoning applications.
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 to one in 1976.
It is submitted that part of one land use ins—
pector's time is not enough, in View of the considerable develoB—
ment and construction activity taking place in the watershed.26 ’261
A number of other Authorities also report financial and staf—
fing restrictions with respect to review of non—point source water
pollution controls.











260. The City of Mississauga alone processes 65—70 engineering
agreements per year, and approves approximately 25—30 annually.
Interview with S. D. Lawson, Subdivision Control Engineer, City of
Mississauga, April 21, 1976.
261. In 1975, the City of Mississauga alone issued permits for
$239 million worth of construction. City of Mississauga. Build—
ing, Zoning and Licence Division, Department of Buildings.
Annual Report. 1975.
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The principal provisions of this statute have been reviewed in
the study of Urban Areas — Federal Controls.
Pest Control Products Act1
The purpose of the Act is to regulate products usedfor the con-
trol of pests. The Act is administered by the Pest Control Products
Division of the Department of Agriculture.
No person is permitted to manufacture, store, or use any pest
control product under unsafe conditions. Pa kaging, labelling and
advertising prohibitions are also prescribed. Manufacturing, storing,
using, packaging, and labelling must be done in accordance with the
regulations under the Act. No person is permitted to import or sell
any pest control product unless the product (1) has been registered
as prescribed, (2) conforms to prescribed standards, and (3) is packaged
and labelled as prescribed.
Regulations may be made under the Act prescribing pest control
products; respecting inspection and operation of establishments where
prescribed products are manufactured; exempting any control product or
any person or any class of control product or persons from the operation
of the Act; respecting efficacy and safety standards of control products;
respecting the manufacture, storage, use, labelling and packaging of
pest control products,6 and respecting the detention and disposition
or destruction of pest control products.
Inspectors may be designated under the Act.8 Their powers include
entering premises where pest control products have been or are being
used, sold, stored or manufactured, examining control products and
taking samples; requiring information respecting sales and other matters
related to control products; seizing and detaining control products
for specified periods.
Violation of any provision of the Act or regulations is an indictable
offence, punishable by two years imprisonment, or an offence punishable on
summary conviction. No minimum or maximum fine is given in the Act.
Every control product imported into or sold in Canada must be
registered in accordance with the regulations,11 unless otherwise exempted
in the regulations.12 The Minister may refuse to register a control
product if, in his opinion, its use would lead to an unacceptable risk
of harm to public health, plants, animals or the environment.
1. R.S.C. 1970 c. P—10 as amended. 2. s.3(1) 3. s.3(2)
4. s.3(3)(4) 6. 5.5 7. 8.9(5)
8. 3.7 9. 58.7 and 9 10. 5.10
11. S.O.R. 72/451 as amended. Pest Control Products Regulations.






When requested to do so by the Minister, the registrant must
satisfy the Minister that the availability of the control product
will not lead to an unacceptable risk of harm to the public health,
plants, animals or the environment. The Minister may cancel or sus-
pend a registration of a control product when he is no longer satis-
fied, on the basis of information available to him, of the safety of
the control product or its merit or value for its intended purposes.
Where the Minister (1) refuses to register a control product, or
(2) cancels or suspends the registration of a control product, he must
send the applicant or registrant notice of his decision, with reasons.
The applicant or registrant may, within 30 days, apply for a hearing.
The Minister must thendirect a Review Board to review the matter.1
The Board must give the applicant and all other persons who may be
affected an opportunity to make representations to the Board at the
hearing. The Minister, after receiving the Board report following
the hearing, may take whatever action he deems advisable.
16
No person is permitted to use a control product in a manner that
is inconsistent with tgs directions or limitations respecting its use
as shown on the label.
The regulations also set out registrants' duties regarding record
keeping,21 labelling,22 storage, distribution,2 packaging 5 and
importing; and outlEge the methods to be employed by federal
inspectors in sampling and detention.2
Fertilizers Act29
The purpose of the Act is to regulate and control agricultural
fertilizers. The Act is administered by the Plant Products Division of
the Department of Agriculture.
The Act forbids anyone to sell or import any fertilizer or supplee
ment unless it has been registered, packaged and labelled as prescribed,
and conforms to prescribed standards.30
The Minister is authorised to designate any person as an inspector
or analyst for the purposes of the Fertilizers Act. An inspector
may enter premises, examine and open packages and take samples.32
Where he believes that a violation of the Act has occurred, he may
seize and retain articles for specified periods.j Ins ectors may not
be hindered in carrying out their duties under the Act.
No one may sell any fertilizer or supplement that contains des—
tructive ingredients, or properties harmful to plant growth, when used
14. s.l8(b) 15. 5.19 16. 3.20 17. 3.22 18. 3.23
19. 8.24 20. s.44(1) 21. 8.25 22. 5.26 23. 3.42
24. 5.43 25. 3.45 26. 3.54 27. 8.51 28. 3.52
29. R.S.C. 1970 c.F—9 30. 8.3 31. s.5(2)




according to the directions accompanying the fertilizer or supplement
or appearing on the label.
Violators are liable (1) upon summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding five hundred dollars, imprisonment for a term not exceeding
six months, or both, or (2) upon conviction on indictment to a fine
not exceeding two thousand dg%lars, imprisonment for a term not
exceeding one year, or both.
The regulations37 provide that fertilizers, with some exceptions,
must beregistered.38 Where the Minister intends to cancel or suspend
a fertilizer registration, he must ive the registrant notice and a
thirty—day opportunity to be heard. 9 Upon conclusion of a hearing,
or if no hearing has been requested after thirty days notice, the
Minister is authorized to make a final decision, including cancellation
or suspension of the registration.4
A fertilizer or fertilizer supplement is not permitted to contain
any material in quantities likely to be generally detrimental or
seriously injurious to vegetation (except weeds), domestic animals
or public health when used according to directions. The re ulations




The purpose of the Act is to-provide for the extension of long-
term mortgage credit to farmers. The Act is administered by the
Farm Credit Corporation, established under the Act, which is respon-
sible to the Minister of Agriculture.
Loans made by the Farm Credit Corporation to members of the
farming community mayonly be used for purposes such as: to purchase
fertilizers, seed, livestock, tools, machinery and any implements
and equipment necessary for the efficient operation of the mortgaged
farm; to erect farm buildings or to clear, drain,irrigate.fence or
make any other permanent improvement to the mortgaged farm or to other
land used by the borrower as part of his farming enterprise in respect
of which the loan is made; and for any purpose that in the judgement
of the Farm Credit Corporation will facilitate the efficient operation
of the mortgaged farm or will increase the value of the farming enter—
prise.
35. s.9 36. 3.10 37. S.O.R./69-65. Fertilizer Regulations.
38. s.4(1). Exceptions include a customer-formula fertilizer. s.4(2).
39. s.8(2) 40. 8.8(4) 41. s.11(1)(a) 42. ss.16—21
43. 88.22, 23 44. 3.24 45. R.S.C. 1970 c. F-2 as amended.
46. s.l6(a)(iii)(iv)(viii).
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 Three categories of farmers eligible fo assistance are
established under the Act: general farmers, young farmers,48 and
young farmers wishing to establish a farm for the first time.
Members of the latter two categories must submit with their
application a plan of farming operations. No loan may be made by
the Farm Credit Corporation unless such a plan is approved by the FCC
and the applicant undertakes to follow it.50 There does not appear
to be a similar requirement for standard farm loans.
The FCC may make an agreement with any borrower for the super-
vision of his farming operations on such terms and conditions as 1
the FCC may prescribe, in any case where such supervision is not 1
obligatory under the Act.51 1
l
\
According to the regulations,52 prior to a decision on a farm
credit loan the farm land must be appraised; but this may not be
done while it is covered by snow, or so frozen that it is impossible to
examine the soil and state of cultivation. Where the loan is to be
used to erect farm buildings or to clear, drain, irrigate, fence, lime
or make any other permanent improvement to increase the productive
value of the farm to be mortgaged, the enhanced value that the land
will have after these improvements have beenmade must be taken into
account.
A plan of farming operations must be submitted with an application
for a Part III or Part IV loan and must be in a form prescribed by
the FCC. Such a plan may not be approved until the farmland and
chattels offered as security for a loan have been appraised on behalf
of the FCC.54
Where an application is made for a loan to improve farm land which
is to be mortgaged to the FCC, the FCC may, in approving such a loan,
anticipate the enhancement in value that will result from the improve—
ment; but the portion of the loan that is based on the enhancement in
value must not be advanced until the improvement, or progressive stages
in the making of the improvements has been completed and inspected
and is satisfactory to the FCC.
The Agricultural and Rural Development Act56
 
The purpose of the Act is to provide for the rehabilitation and
development of rural areas in Canada. For this purpose the Minister
of Regional and Economic Expansion may make agreements with the pro—
vinces for development and conservation of land for water supplies,
and for soil improvement and conservation.
47. Part II of the Act. 48. Part III. 49. Part IV.
50 See Sections 29 and 35. 51. 5.20.
52. S.0.R./75—330. Farm Credit Regulations. 53. 3.10.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































by the federal Department of Agriculture or any other agency.
 
57. s.5(1)
60. R.S.C. 1970 c. I—S


















63. Canada Department of Agriculture. Publication 1534 (1976).







The Guide notes the increase in number and size of intensive
livestock operations, "some of them on limited land areas", and
indicates that this trend toward animal confinement tends to in—
tensify the problems of handling animal wastes and "thus increases
the probability of causing pollution."
The main water pollution hazards from such activities are
associated with inadequate manure storage facilities; winter
application of animal wastes on frozen sog§ near surface water; and
excessively high rates of manure on land. Resulting water pollution
problems can include: nitrate poisoning and groundwater contamination;
the transmission of certain diseases, if disease—producing organisms
are present in the manure; egsrophication of bodies of water and
depletion of oxygen in water.
The Guide recommends a number of ways to control or minimize these
problems, including: access to sufficient land for crop utilization of
manure and limiting the rate and time of application to avoid water
pollution; sufficient manure~tight storage to control surface and
groundwater pollution and avoidance of winter land application of manure
and; rapid soil cover of manure to control odors during land Spreaggng
and control manure washing from fields when surface runoff occurs.
AGREEMENTS
Canada—U.S. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement64
 
This agreement is intended to improve the quality of the water in the
areas of the Great Lakes now suffering from pollution, and to ensure that
Great Lakes water quality will be protected in future.
The International Joint Commission was given primary responsibility
for overseeing its implementation.
In addition to the land drainage studies reference group set up by the
various federal, state and provincial govggnments to study pollution from
such sources as agriculture and forestry, the Agreement called for the
development and implementation of measures directed toward the achievement
of the water quality objectives a soon as practicable, in accordance with
legislation in the two countries. These actions are expected to include:
measures for the control of pest control products with a view to limiting
64. Entered into force April 15, 1972.
65. See text of the Reference to investigate pollution from land use
ativities, annexed to the Agreement.
A summary of ongoing and recently completed research projects in Canada
concerning the effects of agricultural land use activities on drainage
water quality is contained in F. R. Hore and R. S. Broughton, Overview
of Environmental Effects of Agricultural Drainage in Canada. Proceedings
of the A.S.C.E. Specialty Conference on "Environmental Impact of Irrigation
and Drainage," Ottawa, July 1976, pp. 138—154. This compendium includes a
summary of all PLUARG related agricultural watershed studies.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































67. Article V(d) (i) (ii) and (iv).
126
 However, the Department has recently been compelled to resort
to the licensing of pesticide users in order to control large-scale
pest—control operations in forest areas.68 This arose from environ—
mental and public health problems associated with forest spraying
activities to control the spruce budworm in New Brunswick. 9
Regulatory officials doubt the practicality of controlling
pesticides in the farm community by issuing permits to individual
users. The spraying of large forest areas by a relatively small
number of operators is viewed as lending itself to control by per-
mit or licence. The spraying of equally large geographic areas by
many individual farmers is not.
CDA officials argue that "forested areas are complete biotic
entities requiring utmost care in the application of pesticides,
hence they are restricted, not because they are easier to regulate”.
Agricultural areas are viewed as "containing few of the biotic
entities found in the wild and do not embody watercourses as do
forested regions". CDA officials further argue that "agricultural
pesticide applications are better controlled and involve smaller
areas as a rule, hence less risk".70’ 703 They do add, however,
that where necessary in agriculture additional controls can be
applied. Though unspecified, these controls presumably could
include licences or permits.
The viability vi a 145.1:sm.nt that J farmer or a farmer























































has not been previously evaluated.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Whether the use of pesticides is "essential" to maintain food produc—
tion may, however, beopen to some doubt. Recent studies in other jurisdic-
tions suggest that pesticides are becoming counterproductive. A report re—
leased in February 1976 by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences indicates
that because of pesticide abuse, yields of a number of major crops, such as
corn, have begun to level egg and in some cases to decline, and that losses
are expected to accelerate.
 
With some exceptions, it would appear that future regulation of pesti-
cides in Canada will continue to emphasize control of their availability for
certain uses, but not regulation of their users, particularly farmers. Bans
on the use of pesticides will probably be limited to those with the greatest
demonstrated capacity for persistence in the environment. Where research
results in the development of less persistent pest control chemicals, or in
alternatives to chemical pest control, these will probably replace older,
more problematic pesticides.
Fertilizers
As in the case of pesticides, federal control of fertilizers extends to
the manufacturer and seller, but not the user. The federal government can,
therefore, deal with problems of quality — what is placed on the market and
the uses to which it may be put — but not problems of quantity, i.e. those
arising from overuse.
The Fertilizers Unit of the Agriculture Department currently reviews
products for registration, or continued registration, for evidence of:
* leaching of nitrate—nitrogen from nitrogenous compounds applied to soils
which might result in a health hazard (i.e. cyanosis) and ecological prob—
lems (i.e. excessive growth of algae and eutrophication);
* accumulation of plant nutrients in soils at threshold toxic levels.
These would include copper, zinc, molybdenum, and manganese;
. . . . 75
* addition of tox1c elements to 80118 from supplements such as sewage
sludge or fertilizer products. These elements include mercury, lead,
chromium, selenium, arsenic, nickel, cobalt, and fluorine;
* addition of toxic compounds to soils from some supplements, such as
sewage sludge (e.g. polychlorinated byphenyls [PCBs]). 6
Sewage sludge presents special problems, on account of its high content
of heavy metals, principally cadmium, and residual salts. The De artment has
initiated a number of product investigations into these problems. The De—
partment is of the opinion that if sewage sludge is sold, it can be regulated
74. See, for example, Brody, "Farmers Turn to Pest Control in Place of Eradi-
cation", The New York Times, August 1, 1976.
75. "Supplement" is defined in the Act to mean any substance or mixture of
substances other than a fertilizer, manufactured, sold or represented for use
in the improvement of the physical condition of soils or to aid plant growth
or crop yields.
76. Correspondence from C. D. Crober, Head, Fertilizers Unit, Canada Depart—
ment of Agriculture, Ottawa, October 5, 1976.
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under the Fertilizers Act.77 Thus, the Department could (at least in theory)
set limits to the concentration of residual salts in sewage sludge sold for
I spreading on agricultural land. However, it could probably not control the
rate at which farmers apply these sludges. That is to say, CDA can control
what is on the market and the uses to which it can be put. But it has no
legislative authority to regulate the ultimate user of fertilizer products
in his capacity as user. —
CDA officials indicate that no other investigation has been done of
problems associated with artificial fertilizers.7 Officials note that
products applyingfor registration must meet a broader range of criteria
than they had to previously. They must show no adverse effect on plant
life, public health or ~ with or without statutory autgorizy— the ’
environment. (Unlike the Pest Control Products Act, ’ the Fertilizers >
Act does not authorize the Department to refuse to register or to continue 5
to register a product if its use would lead to an unacceptable risk of ;
harm to the environment alone.) However, older fertilizers that are ,
still registered and on the market have not been evaluated for their
environmental effects.77 In any case, it is doubtful that registration




Agriculture Department officials indicated that some control could be
placed upon levels of use of fertilizers, through amendments to the
Fertilizers Act requiring that sellers or manufacturers include better
directions on the labels of their products with regard to how much to use
for various crops. Not all fertilizers currently carry such directions,






According to recent studies, however, the problem is not that labels
do notcontain adequate instructions, but that farmers do not always follow
the instructions. Studies of water quality in watercourses draining areas
of organic soils in south-west Ontario have detected "very high" phosphorus
concentrations, which are considered to be associated with rates of
application of phosphorus fertilizer more than ten times those required
according to soil tests. Related studies of drainage water quality at
mineral soil sites in Ontario showed that nitrate nitrogen levels were
not excessive when nitrogen fertilizer was applied at, or below, the
recommended rate; 9 wever, they increased rapidly as rates increased above
those recommended. This study also found, however, that there were very
low concentrations and total amounts of phosphorus in mineral soil drainage
water areas supporting the contention that phosphorus does not leach from






















































One approach open to Agriculture regulatory officials is to control
fertilizer use by controlling fertilizer sales. This would mean limiting
the amount of fertilizer sold to a farmer tothatrecommended in an approved
soil test, or crop needs analysis, multiplied by the number of acres he
intends to have in production for that crop year. Such an approach would 9
require making a soil test or crop needs analysis mandatory, probably under r
provincial law. A soil test program is currently administered by the ,
 
77. Interview with C. L. Stevenson, Chief, Feed and Fertilizer Section, '
Canada Department of Agriculture, August17, 1976, Ottawa.
78. M. H. Miller, The Contribution of Plant Nutrients from Agricultural
















University of Guelph and the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food on a
voluntary basis.
Difficulties with this approach would include78a the possibility of
a black market developing in fertilizers; developing a mechanism whereby
fertilizer outlets could be aware when a farmer had reached his recommended
amount andgan accurate soil test for potassium, phosphorus and nitrogen.
While there is an accurate soil test for potassium and phosphorus in
Ontario, there is none for nitrogen.79 Better correlation is necessary
between what the University of Guelph soil test recommends for nitrogen,
and what the farmer is likely to experience on his crop lands. It was sug—
gested, however, that it might be possible to tie nitrogen levels to
potential crop needs or crop uptake, where the requirement of the particular
crop was known.
The Farm Credit Corporation might be of some assistance in this regard.
The purposes for which the FCC can make loans include the purchase of
fertilizers. Such loans could be made on condition that the farmer
undertake not to exceed recommended rates of application of fertilizer, as
disclosed in a soil test or crop needs analysis.
FCC loans, which are usually financed over 29 years, are g§8erally
for capital expenditures and are rarely used to buy fertilizer. However,
with the current increase in prices of fertilizer, it is conceivable that
farmers might turn to the FCC for short—term loans for fertilizer products.
This was not regarded as likely by the FCC, though, as fertilizer
borrowing is short—gsrm and any loans for this purpose would be insign—
ificant in Ontario. a
Federal Agriculture regulatory officials regard other control approaches\
such as a permit programme or periodic inspection of farmers' use of
fertilizers, as impracticable, based on their experience in related areas.
For example, in administering the Feeds Act, the agency has only been able
to inspect five per cent of the nation's farms in the last five years.
The best limitation on the excessive use of fertilizers is regarded as
economic. With prices of fertilizers going up, it was anticipated that
farmers would reduce the amounts of fertilizers they buy and use. Indeed,
fertilizer sales in 1975 were down from the previous year, though there
was also a corresponding decrease in the number of acres of land in
production. However, while the rate of application was down for
phosphorus and potassium, nitrogen application rates remained the same
or increased.
Nutrients that are washed away into watercourses are nutrients that
are lost to crops. To this extent, the idea of limiting the fertilizer
78a. See also discussion of fertilizers under Provincial and Local Controls
below.
79. Interview with C. D. Crober, Head, Fertilizer Unit, Canada Department
of Agriculture, October 5, 1976, Ottawa.
80. Correspondence from J. S. Given, Branch Manager, Farm Credit Corporation,
Toronto, June 21, 1976.
80a. Correspondence from J. S. Given, Branch Manager, Farm Credit Corporation,












































economic benefits it might provide.
Feedlot Operations and Animal Wastes
 
There is no regulation, under federal legislation, of water pollution
from feedlot operations or animal waste handling or land spreading.
Federal influence in this area is exercised largely by fiscal incentives.
A framework for control might be adopted pursuant to the federal
Fisheries Act. The Act prohibits the deposit of deleterious substances
of any type in water frequentedby fish. It also authorizes the federal
Minister of Fisheries and Environment to approve plans of any operations
which are likely to result in the deposit of deleterious substances in
water frequented by fish. These plans may be modified by the Minister,
or the operation may be prohibited, with Cabinet approval. Regulations
prescribing substances and classes of substances in water frequented by
fish may be promulgated by the Minister with the approval of the federal
cabinet.
The Environmental Protection Service of the Department of Fisheries
and Environment is developing national effluent standards for intensive
feedlot operagégns. These standards are expected to be promulgated by
1979 or 1980. It has not been determined whether they will be enforce-
able, as regulations pursuant to the Fisheries Act specifying allowable
amounts and constituents of effluents and a schedule for achieving
compliance, or whether they will be a non—enforceable code of practice
for the livestock industry to observe if it so desires.
The purpose of the current Canada Animal Waste Management Guide is
to provide a model for animal waste management which can be adopted by
provincial governments as part of their own guides or codes of practice.
This is understood to have taken place in some provinces, including
Ontario. There has been no official evaluation of adherence by the
agricultural community to the Guide's precepts.
Indirect control of feedlot operations and other farm structures as
regards waste management may also be exercised through the fiscal
measures administered by the Farm Credit Corporation. When a farmer
applies to the FCC for a loan, the FCC may require him to get a cert-
ificate of compliance from the Ministries of Agriculture and Environment
under the provincial Agricultural Code of Practice programme. If he
applies for a certificate, and his proposed operation is found unsatis-
factory and he does not intend to make recommended changes, he may be
denied the loan.
80b. First expected in 197% budget constraints and planning have been








































cation on another agency;
and when possible pollution implications
indicate that the applicant should not establish or expand a live-
stock enterprise,









This is apparently partly because the certificates of compliance
do not have a clear legal status.
It seems likely, however, that FCC
officials do not have the expertise to evaluate a farm proposal on
the basis of possible water pollution problems.
Thus when they re—
quire an applicant to have his proposal evaluated pursuant to the cer—
tificate of compliance programme, they must rely on the review provided
to them by provincial Environment and Agriculture officials.
It would appear that if obtaining a Code (certificate) was man-
datory rather than voluntary under Ontario law, the FCC would have
less difficulty in making it a systematic condition precedent to
obtaining a loan.
No information was made available as to how often, or on what
basis, applicants
are required to obtain certificates of compliance.
The FCC made loans totalling approximately $12 million in fiscal year
1974-75 and $24 million in 1975—76, to farmers for farm building im—
provements unrelated to farm dwellings in Ontario.
Another means of indirect control of waste management, feedlot
operations and other farm structures is the Accelerated Capital Cost
Allowance Programme (ACCA). This programme permits farmers to write
off over a two—year period the total cost of equipment or processes
installed for the prime purpose of controlling water pollution. Ap—
proximately 171 ACCA applications have been received from Ontario



















erosion are not eligible for funding under the ACCA programme.
This
approach suggests either a federal fiscal preference for technical/
structural solutions (e.g. abatement equipement or processes) as
opposed to non—technological alternatives (e.g. re—vegetation), or
federal budgetary constraints, or both.
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Table 2
USE OF THE ACCELERATED CAPITAL COST ALLOWANCE
PROGRAM BY THE ONTARIO FARM COMMUNITY
FOR WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 1974—1976*
  
Application Status # of Applications ($) Value of the Fund**
Applications
approved to date 133 $1,400,000
Applications in
technical reviewing
process 33 $ 767,000
Applications
rejected to date 5 $ 19,000
TOTAL 171 $2,186,000























annualy,8lresearch efforts have been directed not only to their
impact on drainage systems,
5 but also to their re—use for energy or
feeding purposes.
Research has been undertaken in Manitoba to deter—
mine the feasibility of producing methane gas from animal wastes for
energy purposes.
3 Other research is evaluating a system for pro—
cessing agricultural wastes for livestock feeding.
The National Re-
search Council is also researching effects of animal wastes on environ—
mental quality.
Soil Erosion
There is no programme of agricultural soil erosion control at
the federal level in the Great Lakes Basin.
The federal Department of Agriculture did have a level of involve—
ment in soil conservation measures in the 1930's, principally in the
Prairie provinces, under the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act.84 The
Act authorized the establishment of advisory Committees85 that could
consider and recommend the best methods for soil conservation, including
farm practices and tree growth and measures for promoting economic secu—
rity in farm areas.
The Minister,87 on the basis of those recommend-
ations, could undertake the dsvsinpment, construction, promotion, opera—
tion and maintenance of any vailct or scheme, or enter into provincial,
municipal or individual at tPV~L c to carry out thepurposes of the Act.88
  
81. Estimates are for 1971—72 in wet and dry tons. By comparison municipal
wastes including organic refuse, garbage and sewage for the same period
were estimated at approximately 40 million wet and dry tons. See C.
Pequegnat "Economic Feasibility of Waste as Animal Feed" in Waste Re—
cycling and Canadian Agriculture. Conference Proceedings for the Agricul—
tural Research Council of Canada, April 1975, Toronto.
82. See Canada Department of Agriculture. Engineering Research Service.
Report No. 595. Summary of 1975—76 Contract Reports of the Research
Department and Evaluation in Agricultural Mechanization. (DREAM) Programme.
May 1976, p. 36.
83. Ibid @ p. 35.
84. R.S.C. 1970 c. P—17
85. 5.3
86. s. 4
87. Then the fedora? 3:. - . ' if: "tn-re, the Minister of
Regional and Economic rxxa.s1»n.
88. 8.9
 
 - Under the auspices of the Act, farmers received advisory and
fiscal encouragement to reduce soil and wind erosion losses by
engaging in such soil conservation practices as strip cropping.
Irrigation schemes were also developed to grow forage for winter
feed, as a stimulus for increasing the livestock base so as to
balance off the farmer's prior dependence on crops and grains.
The emergency atmosphere that surrounded the enactment of the
PFRA has since waned with the return of good weather cycles, although
the problem of wind erosion recurs from time to time.
With some exceptions, problems of soil erosion have not ggnerally
been perceived to have reached as critical levels in Ontario. This is
reflected, for example, in post—1970 Canada—Ontario Agricultural and
Rural Development Agreements from which sections dealing with soil and
water conservation projects were dropped. Such projects were previously
eligible for federal—provincial cost sharing monies.90 Currently, no
funds are provided under the ARDA programmes for control of soil erosion
from general farming crop production practices.91 ARDA monies allocated
in Ontario by the federal Department of Regional and Economic Expansion
now fall into two categories;the Outlet Drainage Assistance Programme
and the Capital Grants for Tile Drainage Programme. Approximately
$600,000 under the former programme and $1.2 million under the latter,
is made available annually by DREE to Ontario farmers. Matching funds
are made available by the province.
Under the federal Farm Credit Act, indirect control of soil erosion
may also be exercised through fiscal incentive. The Act would permit
loans for "permanent improvements" on the applicant's own farmwhich
could include erosion and sediment control measures. Under a related Act,
the Farm Syndicates Credit Act,93 funds could be made available for pur-
chasing equipment or erecting structures relatedto erosion and sediment
89. For prospective problems of soil erosion in Ontario see discussion
under provincial/local controls, below.
90. See Canada—Ontario Rural Development Agreement (ARDA II) 1965-1970
Part VIII "Soil and Water Conservation" pp. 22-23 as compared, for
example, with Canada—Ontario Rural Development Agreement 1975—1977,
August 7, 1975, where Part VIII has been deleted.
91. Interview with G. H. Kidd, Acting Director, ARDA, Department of
Regional and Economic Expansion, July 15, 1976, Toronto.
92. Interview with D. F. Caveen, Director, ARDA, Department of Regional
and Economic Expansion, May 12, 1976, Toronto.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Environmental Protection Act96
 
Provisions of the Act that apply to agricultural operations are
administered by the Industrial Abatement Section of the Ministry of
the Environment.
Where animal wastes are disposed of in accordance with "normal
farming practices", they are exempt from industrial effluent regulations,
and are not prohibited from impairing the quality of the natural environ-
ment; and the farmer does not have to notify the Ministry when con—
taminant levels exceed those prescribed in the regulations.9 Agricultural
wastes resulting from farm operations, inc$8ding animal husbandry, are
exempt from waste management regulations.
Control orders101 and stop orders102 may be issued to farmers who
are found to be unduly contaminating the environment. Control orders
may require the operator to limit or stop the contamination permanently,
for a specified period, or in the circumstances set out in the order, and
they may require him to install appropriate control equipm nt.1 They
can be varied, amended, or revoked by subsequent orders. 0 The Ministry
must give fifteen days' n8 ice of its intention to issue the order, toget-
her with reasons for it, during which time the gecipient may make
submissions to the Ministry regarding the order. 0 Stop orders require
the contaminating activity to cease immediately, either permanently, or
for a specified period of time.
95. Many of these statutes were discussed under Urban Areas. Remarks here
will be limited to those provisions which apply to agriculture and which
have not previously been referred to. Where necessary, reference should be
made to Urban Areas.
96. 8.0. 1971, c.86 as amended.
97. S. 5(2). "Normal farming practices" are not defined in the Act.
(Because there are no water quality regulations under the Act, it is moot
whether farmers are exempt from them or not.) For a general survey of
federal and provincial manure waste control legislation and programmes, see
M. D. Rigby, "A Review of Legislation Affecting Manure Management in the
Canadian Livestock Industry", for Environment Canada, March 1975.



















sewage sludge on agricultural land will be discussed under Disposal Areas.
101. S. 6 102. 8.7.
103. S. 70. 104. S. 72.






































iSSuing a stop order; i.e. must use an objective test of what is reasonably












































































































less than 10,000 gallons a day.111 A farmer does not need the approval of
the Ministry of Environment to establish or extend sewage works whose main
purpose is to drain agricultural lands, or for drainage works under the
Drainage Act112
The Pesticides Act113
The purpose of the Act is to control the use of chemicals for the
destruction of plant and animal pests, and to investigate the possible
harmful effects of pesticides and of the control of pests, on the
quality of the environment.11z The Ministry of the Environment administers
the Act through its Pesticides Control Branch, which, in addition to pro—
viding policy and programme development, issues licences and permits as—
sociated with the programme. It also maintains liaison with the Pesti—
cides Advisory Committee, which makes recommednations regarding the
classification of pesticides and related research into their safety and
environmental impact. The Committee is also responsible for an annual
review of the Act and government pesticide publications, and makes recom—
mendations to the Minister. The Pesticides Appeal Board116 reviews sub—
missions regarding appeals from licensing decisions of the Pesticides
Control Branch Director.
The Director of the Pesticides Control Branch is responsible for
issuing licences and permits under the Act and regpéations.ll7 A licence
is required to operate an extermination business, and permits are
required for land and water exterminations, unless exempted under the
regulations.119 A licence or permit may be withheld or revoked for many
reasons, including the past conduct of the applicant;possible danger to
human health or safety or to the environment;and the existence of an
alternative method of pest control that will be equally effective and
cause less harm to the environment.119a
108. R.S.0. 1970 c. 332, as amended. 109. S. 32.
110. S. 36.
111. S. 37-
112. S. 42(6), (d) and (e).
113. S. 0. 1973, c. 25 as amended.
114. S. 2.
115. Created under S. 9. Through this committee input is obtained from
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food regarding changes to Pesticides Act
regulations, classification of chemicals, and restrictions in their use.
R. Frank, OMAF, University of Guelph, Director of Provincial Pesticides




















The Director may also issue stop orders and control orders; and
they may be appealed to the Pesticides Appeal Board
as can his decision
to refuse, suspend, or revoke a licence or permit. 2
The process is
similar to the one under the Environmental Protection Act described above.
It is forbidden to use a pesticide improperly;
that is,
in such a
manner as to cause more harm to the environment than would necessarily
be caused
if the pesticide were used
in the proper manner.
A person who has deposited a pesticide into the environment which
is likely to affect
it must notify the Directoré and may be ordered by
the Minister to clean up
or repair the damage.1 2
Violations
of the Act and regulations are punishable upon summary
conviction by a fine of $5,000 per day for the first offence, and $10,000
per day in subsequent convictions.
Regulations can be made which, among other things, exempt certain
lands, waters, or people from the operation of the Act.
The regulations
that concern us here exempt farmers from licence and permit requirements
when they perform exterminations on agricultural land, their own or some—
one else's 25 or where they are listed with the Ministry of Environment
as custom sprayers and spray a neighbour's farm with only one piece of
equipment in operation at a time.'
These exemptions cover the use of
Schedule 2—6 pesticides, generally considered to be non—persistent, but




SS. 13 and 20. There is nothing to prevent a person to whom a stop
order is issued from applying to the Divisional Court for an order quashing
the stop order, thereby by-passing the Appeal Board entirely. This was
done in Re Canada Metal, note 107, supra. The wording of the stop order
provisions is similar in the Pesticides Act and the Environmental Protection
Act.
121. 3.3. 122. Ss. 22, 23. 123. S. 34.
124. S. 28 (2) and (16). 125. 0. Reg. 618/74
126. S. 73. See also as amended by O. Reg.
note 70a. 577/76.
127. Schedule 1 pesticides include DDT, aldrin, dieldrin and heptachlor,
but not chlordane, which is still in Schedules 2 and 3. Chlordane has
recently been banned in the U.S., though exceptions for its use have been
permitted. There has been some discussion of banning it in Ontario. It is
still used byfarmers, and apparently unnecessarily so. Interview with
R. Frank, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Pesticides Laboratory,
University of Guelph, June 8, 1976. The Upper Lakes Reference Group, esta—
blished under the Canada—U.S. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, recom«
mended that "until the effects are fully understood there should be no
























































































































However, they have not been placed in the prohibited Schedule (#1)
because of "the lack of less hazardous control prgducts which could

















regulated so as to prevent contamination of watercourses, and from these




































































































is not near any watercourse or water table.














































































































































tering and funding the activity. For example, in the case of agricultural
land drainage, municipalities would be the proponent under the Act. Not—
withstanding this, however, the OMAF may become involved in the co—ordination
of an environmental assessmentfor the agricultural community where the
subject of concern covers more than one municipal area or a number of pri—
vate bodies.1
128. Ontario Ministry of Environment. Pesticides Advisory Committee.
Ontario Classification of Pesticide Products, October 1976.
129. Ss. 23, 25.
130. S. O. 175, c. 69.
131. 0. Reg. 836/76, 5.9.
132. Correspondence from L. Parsons, environmental planner, Ontario









































































































































































































































































































































133. O. Reg. 94/77.
134. R.S.O. 1970, c. 78 as amended.
135. S. 19.
136. S. 20 (p).
137. S. 27 (2) (a).
138. R.S.O. 1970, c. 284 as amended.
139. S. 354 (1) 1 and 2.
140. By-law No. 28—70.
141.
Correspondence from J. R. Tomlinson, Legal Services, Ontario Ministry
of Treasury, Economics and Inter—governmental Affairs to J. E. Brubaker,



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A medical officer of health may, at all reasonable times, enter and
inspect premises, and take such action as he considers necessary including
ordering the premises closed until a nuisance no longer exists. 53 The
order is effective immediately; but the person to whom it is directed is
entitled to a hearing before the Health Facilities Appeal Board within
fifteen days of the issuance of the order.154 The Board may confirm, alter
or rescind the order; and its decision may be appealed to the Supreme
Court of Ontario. 5 The Court may exercise all the powers of the Board
and may substitute its findings for that of the person who made the order
or the Board, or refer the matter back to the Board for a rehearing.
A medical officer of health must see that his area is regularly ins-
pected in order to prevent nuisancesand to abate any existing nuisance.157
When the cause of a nuisance lies outside the municipality, the local board
of health must act to abate it as though it were within the jurisdiction.
Where there are difficulties in the way of abating or removing a nuisance,
including the cost, the Ministry may investigate. If its report recommends
removal or abatement, the local board, or any ratepayer residing or within
a mile of the municipality, may apply to a juige of the Supreme Court of
Ontario for an order for the removal or abatement of the nuisance and to
restrain the proprietors of the offending industry from carrying on the


















health or public health inspector may after due notice, enter the premises
and do what is necessary to abate it.160 A%1 costs connected with such
abatement are recoverable from the owner.1 Where the removal or abate—
ment involves the loss or destruction of property worth $2,000 or more,
the Ministry or local board must obtain an order of a judge of the
Supreme Court.






































































































155. S. 87c (l).













160. S. 95 (l).
161. S. 95 (2) and (3).
162. S 96 (l).
163. Schedule B, s. 14-






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 may appeal to the Drainage Tribunal established under the Act.172 The
Ministers of Natural Resources and Agriculture may also refer the
appraisal to the Tribunal.173 The Tribunal may confirm the appraisal,
or direct that it be considered as the Tribunal considers proper.
No person may deposit anything except unpolluted drainage water
into any drainage works, except where a by—law of the initiating muni-
cipality has been approved by the Ministry of the Environment.1 5 Vio-
lators are liable, on summary conviction, to a fine not to exceed $1,000.176
The Weed Control Act177
The Act is administered by the Ministry of Agriculture and Food's
Seeds and Weeds Section. The Section oversees the appointments of
municipal weed control inspectors and the review of proposed municipal
weed control by-laws. The Act is designed to facilitate control of ,
noxious weeds, not only along public roads and areas within munici—
palities, but also so as to maintain crop yields on agricultural lands.
Every person in possession of land is required to destroy all
noxious weeds.178 Weeds may be designated by municiBal by-law as
noxious, subject to the approval of the Minister.17 All counties and
regional municipalities must appoint area weed inspectors to enforce
the Act, and the Minister may appoint such inspectors where a munici-
pality fails to do 50.180 Inspectors may enter upon land or buildings
other than dwellings to search for noxious weeds, and where they find
them, they may order the person in possession of the land to destroy
them.181 The person so ordered may appeal the order to the chief weed
inspector, who may hold a hearing to confirm, revoke, or replace the
order. Where an order is not complied with, the inspector may cause
the noxious weeds to be destroyed in the manner prescribed in the regu—
lations.182 Offences under the Act are punishable, on summary con—











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 The Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development Act194



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































198. Interview with D. Presant, Contact Engineer, OMAF, Sterling, Ontario,
June 29, 1976. Several cattle streambank erosion incidents investigated







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































partly because the costs of,
for example,
roofing manure




This is an OMAF—University of Guelph subcommittee of the Ontario
Soil
Management Research Committee,
which brings together farmer,
industry,




for soil management practices,
in Ontario to ensure that their poten—
tital for detrimental effects on the environment is within acceptable
limits.
It makes representations to the appropriate organizations when
currently followed practices, whether recommended or not, have the po—
tential for unacceptably detrimental effects on the environment; and
it defines research requirements in relation to the effects of soil
management practices on environmental quality.
Committee on Sewage Sludge Utilization on Agricultural Lands
This committee is discussed under Disposal Areas.
203. It should be noted that a determination that a farmer is not uti-
lizing his wastes in accordance with normal farming practice is a pre—
requisite to further action under the Environmental Protection Act, but
not under the Ontario Water Resources Act.
204. Three to five have resulted in control orders being issued, with
one prosecution (with regard to air problems surrounding a swine ope—
ration) undertaken in 1975. At least one control order was not being
complied with.
205. Comments of R. B. Taylor, Ontario Federation of Agriculture, at a
meeting to discuss changes in the Agricultural Code of Practice held
November 29, 1974, in Toronto. Mr. Taylor argued for special financial
assistance for farmers forced to make major changes to meet environmental
standards.
206. "Soil management practices" are defined to include (1) the on—farm
handling and application of fertilizers, animal manure, sewage sludge and
other materials, and (2) cultural practices as they may influence erosion



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Farmers are not exempt from the prohibition against washing pesti—
cide equipment, or disposing of pesticide containers, so as to allow
contamination of watercourses.
But if they ignore these prohibitions,
as they have been known to do, there is little chance that they will be
detected.207 (Commercial applicators' equipment washing techniques are
inspected; farmers' are not.)
There are neither recommended, nor required, practices for applying
pesticides so as to minimize water pollution from runoff.209 It has been
argued that the Ministry of Agriculture overlooks the fact that some
pesticides though used a little, may be lost to watercourses and lakes by
soil losses.210 Environment and Agriculture officials indicate that they
regard agricultural pesticide pollution of the water system as minor, com—
pared to the danger to human safety from pesticide wind drift.211Their
aim, therefore is not to reduce the use of pesticides, only to ensure





















dators are not eliminated.21 )
  
Weed control under the Weed Control Act shows a strong preference
or tendency for chemical methods.
At least 60% of weed eradication on
agricultural
lands is done with herbicides, and
the remainder by the
other four non—chemical methods outlined in the regulations.
The far—
mer's preference for using herbicides in weed control is attributed to
such factors as their allowing him to avoid having to summer fallow
(which means no crop) and their highly regarded efficiency.
It is
estimated that a farmer can apply herbicides at the rate of 5-10 acres
per hour,




Interview with D. Morrow, pesticide officer, S. W. Regional Office
of the Ministry of Environment, London, Ontario, June 3, 1976.
210. Interview with D. Chant, zoologist, University of Toronto, June 2,
1976. Dr. Chant also noted that in some instances the OMAF "Spray
Calendar" will tell farmers when it is time to spray for a pest, but will
neglect to tell them to be sure that the pest is actually on the crop
before they spray°
211. Interview with R. Frank (see note 127). See also R. Frank et al.,
"PCB and Pesticide Inputs and Outputs in Six Agricultural Mini—Watersheds,
in Ontario, 1975," presented to the Canadian Chemical Conference, London,
Ontario, June 7, 1976. The report indicates that the main problem in
Ontario watersheds today lies with continued high levels of atrazine, an
herbicide used extensively in corn production. Peak concentrations reached
5 ppb in some periods.
212. Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. Report of the Agricultural
Research Instituteof Ontario, for April 1, l974-March 31, 1975, p. 151. See
also OMAF—University of Guelph Contract Research Project Index 1975—76,
Office of Research, September, 1975, in which the following alternatives to
chemical pesticides are being investigated: distribution, biology and control
of the alfalfa weevil and its parasitesgpests of field corn in relation to
cultural practices;microbial pathogens of insects and their use in control;
effects of sterilants on livestock insects' parasites and predators of the


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 to administer, and would require to -much staff. Nor was there support
for public hearings before farmers would be permitted to use Schedule1
pesticides.218 There was support within the Ministry of Environment for
a mandatory one—day seminar on pesticide use, perhaps every three to five
years, to refresh farmers' knowledge. Each farmer attending the seminar
would receive a non—transferable card, without which he could not buy
pesticides in the province.
Fertilizers
There are presently no provincial legislative controls on the use of
fertilizers.
A soil test programme is administered by the University of Guelph
and the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food for farmers wishing
guidance on fertilizer requirements for particular crops. However,
farmers have been known to disregard soil test recommendations.219
The Thames River Basin Study,220 in southwestern Ontario, found that
"surface runoff to streams from fertilized land is a significant diffuse
source of nutrients which contribute to excessive aquatic weed growth...”









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































It is not possible to answer whether reactive regulatory controls
(e.g. prosecutions) in combination with OMAF advisory programmes on fer—
tilizer application will have the desired educative effect on the agri—
cultural community. The lack of a more preventive regulatory scheme
(e.g. licences, permits, approvals, etc.) places a premium on prosecution
and abatement of dramatic instances of pollution in a situation that is,
however, apparently characterized by general pollution from many diffuse
farm sources.
Feedlot Operations and Animal Wastes


































































































































































































































































































identify themselves and the nature of their operation to
the province,
abatement efforts tend to concentrate on the more dramatic
pollution instances,
such as fish kills or severe degradation
(usually
discovered through complaints or water quality monitoring.)
Indeed,
official support has been given to the view that agricultural activities
are not serious pollution sources except on an isolated basis.
Third, because of the nature of the agricultural communitythe
province generally supports a cooperative approach.
One provincial in—
dustrial abatement manager noted:
"Whether the Ministry of Environ—
226. For example, in one investigation made by regional staff of the
Ministry of Environment it was found that despite the fact that location
of manure piles on top of an eroding hill appeared to be a source of ex—
cessive algae growth in a local lake and watercourse "no significant
increases in any of the parameters measured (these included phosphorus,
nitrate, turbidity, suspended solids, bacteria and BOD5) could be attri—
buted to runoff from the farm area (investigated) alone". Ontario Ministry
of the Environment, Central Region, Report on an Investigation of Farm
Wastes Contamination... March 1976 (unpublished).
227. Comments of E. Biggs, deputy minister, Ontario Ministry of the En—
vironment given at a conference on "Waste Recycling and Canadian Agri—
culture" April 24-25, 1975, Toronto, at pp. 149—150 of the proceedings








ment deals with the problems of control of water pollution potential
from farms by a voluntary programme or by a legislative permit prog—
ramme,
neither approach has much chance of success unless the farming
V
community agrees with the purpose,
is communicative with the Ministry,
is prepared to recognize farming activities which lead to environmental
contamination and is willingzto exercise their ingenuity in taking steps
to avoid contamination..." 8
These factors all act to constrain the greater use of prosecutions





in the absence of more preventive control ins-
truments, these reactive tools may themselves be unsystematic, frag—
mentary devices when confronted with recurring problems over a large
area.
One study229 has referred to the "massive potential"
of animal and
‘
poultry manures to pollute the Great Lakes basin with BOD, suspended
solids, nitrogen,
othgr nutrients and infectious agents and allergens.
According to another:
30 "Available information suggests that the con—
tribution from agriculture (to air, water and nuisance problems) may be
significant at both regional and local levels.
Data on fish kills from
feedlot runoff, nutrient problems due to runoff from cultivated lands,
the possible contamination of groundwaterfrom crop production and land
disposal of wastes, and the increasing size of agricultural production
operations indicate that the environmental consequences must be properly
assessed. These changes have the potential to adversely affect surface
and groundwater quality unless continued efforts are made to accompany
these changes with improved waste management methods."
 
An advisory programme such as the Agricultural Code of Practice
can provide general guidance to many farmers and is intended as a
surrogate for preventive regulation to complement the option of enforce—
ment. However, if the Code is not followed by many farmers then the im—
plied option of enforcement becomes less effective both because it is an
unsystematically — if not arbitrarily - exercised remedy and also because
no direct link to and identification of farmers not following Codepre—
cepts has previously been established. For example, the Code recommends
228. Correspondence from F. N. Durham, regional industrial abatement
manager, Ministry of Environment, London, Ontario, February 16, 1977.
229. Blacijobinson and Lane. Pollution Problems Associated with
Poultry and Animal Wastes in the Ontario Great Lakes Basin, 1971.
230. Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. "Agriculture and
Water Quality" Report of the Agricultural Research Institute of




















However, the OMAF—University of
Guelph subcommittee on environmental quality notes that it is its im—
pression that winter manure spreading is still extensively done in
Ontario and is seen to contribute significantly to nutrients to surface
waters.
that manure not be spread in winter.
In short, what a broad prohibition against water pollution does
not provide, is a duty on the operator to identify himself, the nature
of his operation and wastes discharged. The current scheme instead,
places the burden on the agency (principally the Ministry of Environ—
ment) to seek out the operator; to literally catch him in the act of
polluting.
0n the other hand, the advantages which may be attributed to a
preventive control strategy (i.e. permits, approvals, etc.) include the
ability to control: the mode of operation of feedlots; how wastes are
disposed of, where and at what rate they are applied to crop lands; the
adequacy of storage facilities and related matters. A preventive
strategy could also provide a comprehensive inventory of wastes dis—
charged and improve enforcement because agencies would not have to rely
exclusively on water quality sampling and response to complaints.
Some Ministry officials believe that it would be possible, tech—
nically and socially, to require feedlots to obtain permits or approvals.232
They argue that "normal farm practices", which are exempt from waste manage—
ment requirements and pollution prohibitions under the Environmental Pro—
tection Act, are those practices that conserve the nutrients in manure,
and not those which result in waste running from a ditch or feedlot into
a stream.
While a permit programme is regarded as feasible for point source
aspects of livestock operations, it is not regarded as feasible for the
non—point aspects, including manure spreading and feedlot waste disposal
and storage, where there would be too many operations to keep track of,
and far greater difficulties in the way of enforcement. It was felt,
however, that the non—point aspects of such operations could be dealt
with by regulation in stages, if they were found to be too important to
ignore. These could include keeping manure spreading 1,000 feet from


















































































































   














































































As a planning strategy for animal waste management much attention
wastes,
has been devoted to the development of Agricultural Code of Practice
planning
formulae in conjunction with extant provisions of the Planning Act for
law and
authorizing municipal by-law control.
The Code was originally developed
 
the Code
primarily in response to air and odor problems where residential areas
Were permitted to encroach on livestock operations.
In order to be
acceptable for municipal by—law incorporation, however, a series of
sophisticated separation distances between residences and livestock ope—
rations, respecting air quality, has been developed so that municipa-
lities adopting such a by—law would be providing the proper guidance to
farm operators or residents.233 Such a scheme is workable for air quality
under
the terms of section 35 of the Planning Act because air quality
control is principally regarded as a matter of location.
As a systematic
strategy for water pollution control from livestock operations,
however,
the use of the Code formulae iilconjunction with by—laws
authorized under
the Planning Act
is open to doubt on a number of grounds.
First, the development of detailed separation distances for air
quality between residences and farm operations was regarded as important
if municipal by—laws were to be able to successfully withstand
court
challenge of their limitations of the use of private property.
However,
no separation distances to watercourses for farm structures have been
developed under the Code.
233.
Development of a municipal by-law utilizing formulae
in the Code's
appendix has been undertaken in Grey Township,
Huron County, Ontario.
Reference is not made to the Code of Practice in the by—law because "even




































 While the Code does not contain recommendations for distances that
should separate farming operations from streams or flood plains, such
restrictions could perhaps be imposed by means of by—laws under the
Planning Act. Pursuant to sections 35(l)3 and 4, a municipality, even
in a general purpose zoning byvlaw, could stipulate that no buildings or
structures — and this would include agriculture structures such as feed—
lots — be erected within certain distances from watercourses, for flood
protection purposcs. Such provisions are fairly typical in municipal
zoning by—laws now being promulgated.235 Separation distance from water—
courses could also be utilized through conservation authority flood and
fill line mapping.
However, in both these cases, the separation distance would usually ;
be an arbitrary or fixed setback for all structures. While of value, in 1
some cases, an inflexible or fixed setback may frequently be inadequate
for farm operations in relation to water quality. Thisis itself sug—
gested by the fact that different distances based on size and type of 1
farm operation are themselves regarded as necessary to the success of
the Code air quality separation distance formulae.
Second, with some exceptions, animal waste in relation to water
quality is regarded as a management problem, not a problem of location.
As such, section 35 of the Planning Act, a tool relating principally to
location, may be wholly inappropriate for authorizing municipal by-law
incorporation of animal waste management/water quality concerns.
Given the above, notwithstanding increased municipal interest in













































































































































































































































































































































































































vities, as a rule, pre—date zoning by—laws, and so are exempted from their
provisions as non—conforming uses.
Municipalities therefore, tend to leave
them to the Ministry of the Environment.
Also, when municipalities attempt
to restrict the uses of certain lands, they are likely to be asked to
purchase
the lands by way of compensating the owners, and the price may
well be prohibitive.
Moreover, as noted above, water pollution is as much a problem of
farm management as of location.
It is, therefore, not completely amenable
to control by land-use planning. Any effect that a municipal bg—law, such
as Grey Township's, may have upon it is likely to be indirect.2 7 For
instance, in situations where lids are required on manure tanks for odor
reasons, ancillary water quality runoff aspects may be provided in that
when a lid is on a tank, overflow of the contents and subsequent runoff is
not likely to occur.
?ublic
The Public Health Act may have some limited application, in that it
{ealth provides for the abatement of a situation which is deemed to be a public
Xct nuisance and dangerOus to health. A local health inspector could deter—
mine that normal animal waste disposal practice in a particular situation
was a nuisance capable of abatement — where it would otherwise be exempt
from abatement requirements under the Environmental Protection Act. It
is worth noting that where a Ministry of Health report indicates the
existence of a nuisance, any ratepayer living in, or within a mile of, the
municipality may take action to abate it. This is unusual, for members
of the public are generally not permitted to take legal action against
activities which affect them simply as members of the public.
Enforcement of nuisance provisions is limited to odor abatement —
inspections are generally made only in response to complaints — and pro—
secutions are rare. One recent prosecution was dismissed by a pro-
vincial court judge, in part because there did not appear to be conclusive
evidence as to when manure heaped behind a barn ceases to be a fertilizer
and becomes instead a health hazard.2 0
Soil Erosion
There are no prior approvals or permits required for control of soil
erosion and sedimentation from general farm crop production practices.
237. Interview with G. Penfold, Planner, Huron County, who was responsible
for drafting the proposed Grey Township by—law and schedule of formulae,
May 27, 1976.
238. See J. Swaigen, "Let the People Sue", The Globe and Mail, May 27,
1976.
239. Interview with P. Wilmott, chief, community health protection branch,
Ministry of Health, Toronto, June 11, 1976.
240. Information No. 5213 (Provincial Court [Criminal Division] County of
Glengarry) April 26, 1976. See "Manure Case Dismissed", The Globe and Mail,
April 29, 1976.
162
Little evidence was found of provincial advisory programmes res—
pecting control of soil erosion and sedimentation from general farming
and crop production practices. At a 1972 conference on erosion, it was
noted that:241 "Regarding the awareness of the agricultural community
for erosion, it was a surprise to some of us, and we checked this very
carefully, that persons with the advisory services of the Ontario Depart—
ment (now Ministry) of Agriculture and Food make relatively few recom—
mendations for erosion control. They tend rather to involve farmers,
through personal meetings and discussions, in recommendations for good
management. We found that the Conservation Authorities do not advise
farmers who may be operating the valley lands on erosion control measures".
In 1976, the Environmental Quality Subcommittee231 noted that it
regarded erosion as one of two areas of "serious concern" to it. (The
other area of concern is manure use.)
The subcommittee was of the view that erosion from agricultural
land has increased considerably in recent years, as a result of reduced
emphasis on soil erosion control in advisory programmes, and the ex—
pansion of corn acreage on to more erodible soils.
It has also been the experience of some municipalities225 that in
their region certain agricultural practicesas they presently occur
are "definitely not good". Some of the problems identified include: a
change to monoculture (corn in Waterloo Region) and the consequent
effect upon soil characteristics; plowing too close to streams and creeks
(to maximize productivity); discontinuance of contour strip farming (as
was more frequently practiced in the 19408) with the consequence of a
higher runoff of fine soil material and; the watering of cattle in natural
watercourses with resulting pollution and erosion.
To remedy problemsof soil erosion, the Environmental Quality Sub—
committee recommended research and development of practices to reduce
erosion without limiting food production levels; the inclusion in 1977
OMAF field crops and vegetable production publications of a section on
the effects of erosion and the availability of control practices and;
the designation by OMAF of a soils and crops specialist as well as an
engineering specialist whose major responsibility would be to develop
a greater awareness by farmers of the effects of erosion and to promote
more widespread and effective use of existing erosion control practices.242
 


































































































































dropped in 1970, and are not included in the present Agreement.


























































































































































































































































































































































































and land cultivation practices.
243. Correspondence from P.B. Flood, administrator, conservation land
management division, Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority, February 8, 1977, Downsview, Ontario.
244. Webber, note 241 supra at p. 58.
245. Presant, note 198 supra. Mr. Presant argues that while this may
be true in the short-term, in the long—term, the farmer cannot ignore
soil loss. Reduced crop yield from erosion is a distinct possibility,
particularly in eastern Ontario with its rolling topography and consi—
derable corn crop production.
246. Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority.
Branch.
Conservation Service





The authority programme envisages that financial and technical
assistance be provided to the interested landowner, for such potential
control approaches as slope and streambank revegetation; grassed water—
ways and fence emplacement to control livestock access to streams. The
authority general agreement247 requires the interested landowner to
allow no livestock access to the project area for a period of five years
from the project's completion and to employ proper land use practices so
as to provide a vegetation buffer zone of five feet from the area of the
improvement works.
The programme is still on a trial basis contingent on sufficient
landowner interest and available funding.248 One or two agreements have
been consummated to date.
At least one other authority249 is assessing the potential of a
similar programme.
Under the Woodlands Improvement Act, the Ministry of Natural
Resources could enter into agreements with farmers for the planting of
windbreaks which by reducing wind erosion, would help preserve water
quality.
However, the Ministry of Natural Resources, as a matter of policy,
will not enter into agreements for the planting of trees on private
lands unless the landowner wishes to plant five acres or more. (This
has recently been increased to ten acres.) The policy was instituted
because it was not believed to be economically viable for the Ministry
to plant trees on less than ten acres at a time. This policy effec-
tively eliminates the Act as a tool for the planting of windbreaks on
farmlands, since to be effective, windbreaks must be planted as a single
stand of trees 1,000 feet to a half mile long.
This policy has apparently adversely affected some agricultural
counties subject to wind erosion.250 The Kent County Soil and Crop Im—
provement Association, at the 1973 Annual Meeting of the Ontario Soil
and Crop Improvement Association, presented a r8801ution requesting the
247. Saugeen Valley Conservation Authority. Standard Agreement for
Private Streambank Improvement.
248. Correspondence from K. R. Westman, resources manager, Saugeen
Valley Conservation Authority, November 10, 1976, Hanover, Ontario.
249. Correspondence from R. D. Hunter, resources manager, Long Point
Region Conservation Authority, December 14, 1976, Simcoe, Ontario.
250. Interview with A. Watson, agricultural representative, Ministry



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































construction practices and induced changes of a half—million dollar
municipal drain project in the Dundalk Plateau, Ontario concluded that
the project was based on inadequate planning and that poor construction
practices led to unforseen environmental damage.
The Select Committee on Land Drainage recommended that an environ—
mental impact statement on every new drain proposed in Ontario be filed
with the council of the municipality in which the drain is to be built.
The Committee appeared to have made this recommendation out of the
recognition that the cumulative effect of a number of small drainage
projects, each of which has only a minor effect on the environment,
may still be quite serious.
The second kind of pollution is forbidden under section 83, which
permits only unpolluted drainage water to be deposited unto drainage
works. There have never been any prosecutions under this section.
Control measures for the operation of drains were a subject of
attention in the Thames River Study.220 As a water management option,
it was suggested that an interministerial committee be formed to study
a number of topics including: "the operation and maintenance of muni—
cipal drains and the quality of municipal drain effluent to determine
the most suitable means of maintaining them free of obstruction and
pollution".
It has been suggested that the present grant structure of the
Drainage Act is not conducive to the control of sediments within
drains or recipient watercourses. Drain cleanouts are regarded as
increasingly expensive. Reducing the frequency of cleanouts by em—
ploying a regular maintenance schedule, it was argued, would appear
to be a logical control mechanism, as well as more economical in the
long run. However, while the Drainage Act provides financial assistance
for cleanouts, it does not do so for regular maintenance.
 
254. Report of Select Committee on Land Drainage, note 251 supra at













The Fisheries Act and The Canada Water Act
Other Legislative Mechanisms
The Indian Act — Indian Reserve Waste Disposal Regulations
National Parks Act — National Parks Garbage Regulations
The Atomic Energy Control Act
Non—Statutory Programs
Control and Abatement of Pollution by Federal Activities
Environmental Protection Service Codes and Guidelines
Code of Good Practice on Dump Closing
Guidelines for Effluent Quality and Waste Water
Treatment
Code of Good Practice for Hazardous and Toxic Wastes
Code of Good Practice for Solid Waste Handling
Resource Recovery
Agreements
Canada-Ontario Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality
(1971)
Land Disposal of Sludge Subcommittee
Development of Guidelines for the Utilization of
Processed Sewage Sludges on Agricultural Lands













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Land Disposal of Sludge Subcommittee
The Subcommittee was established as part of the research programme for
the abatement of municipal pollution, pursuant to the Canada—Ontario Agree—
ment. Its terms of reference include: providing advice and direction in
the development of a research strategy in the area of application of sewage
sludge to land; reviewing research proposals and assessing their implications;
providing general advice in these areas; and maintaining contact with groups
concerned with environmental quality aspects of sludge disposal on land.
Principal concerns include the balance, movement, and fate of nitrogen com—
pounds to water, as well as the level of heavy metals in sludges, because of
potential problems associated with pollution of surface water from runoff, plant
uptake of metals and soil destruction, and pollution of groundwater due to
leaching. Studies include sewage sludge characterizations, equipment application,




Development of Guidelines for the Utilization of Processed Sewage
Sludges on Agricultural Lands
These guidelines have been developed by the Ontario Ministries of
Agriculture and Food, Environment and Health and are continually reviewed
and updated. They will be discussed under the provincial section below.
Canada-U.S. Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality (1972)
The agreement's objective is to improve the quality of the water in the
areas of the Great Lakes now suffering from pollution and to protect it in
the future. The International Joint Commission was given primary responsi— C
bility for overseeing implementation of the agreement. The Commission has
established a number of Reference Groups to carry out the various provisions
of the agreement; these include the Pollution from Land Use Activities Refer—
ence Group.
The agreement calls for the development and implementation of measures
to achieve water quality objectiv g as soon as practicable in accordance with
legislation in the two countries. These are to include measures governing
the disposal of solid wastes, including encouragement of appropriate regula—
tory agencies to ensure proper location of landfill and land dumping sites,
and regulations governing the disposal on land of hazardous polluting sub—
stances.30 The Commission was requested to consider the adequacy of exist—
ing programs and control measures, and the need for improvements with res—
pect to landfills, land dumping, and deep well disposal practices.31
The studies which have been initiated include evaluation of about half
a dozen landfill sites.
These sites were selected so as to obtain as much
information as possible during the study period. Wastes accepted at the study
sites are understood to range from domestic to industrial.






Article V, l(d) (iii).
31. Text of the Reference to investigate pollution from land use activities,
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































been limited to the establishment of a consultative committee. The committee
presently has restricted its concern to quantitative aspects of water resources,
leaving water quality considerations to existing mechanisms, including the
Canada-Ontario Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality.
Disposal areas on federal lands are under federal control; and here the
Fisheries Act would seem to be especially applicable. However, the likelihood
of one federal department demanding plans and specifications of another, let
alone prosecuting it, is regarded as small. Federal departments are expected,
however, to comply with the 1972 Cabinet directive on cleanup of pollution from
federal activities.
The Cabinet directive was issued partly out of a recognition of the leader—
ship that the federal government can exert in this area. The federal government
owns and operates a good deal of land and facilities in Ontario,37 and is in a
position to demonstrate exemplary management techniques at its various waste
disposal area sites, as well as to encourage new methods of waste management
and resource recovery. It was clear, also that the federal government would be
undermining its own stated policy of protecting and enhancing environmental
quality, if its own operations were seen to be continuing to pollute. It could
not reasonably expect other governments and the private sector to operate
according to standards which it did not itself meet.
Where operations at federal disposal area facilities have been unacceptable,
those operations are being closed or converted. Typical problems at such Sites
include dumping, leachate migration and pollution of groundwater tables, and
encroachment on to wetlands and streams and marshy areas.39 In order to avoid
repeating past mistakes , federal studies have been commissioned to determine the
extent of water pollution problems at old sites, to develop appropriate preventive
strategies for future sites, and to gather background data on environmental con-
ditions before beginning operations at new facilities.40 Federally sponsored
studies are also continuing to evaluate resource recovery and sanitary landfill
options where such ventures would service not only federal facilities, but
financially constrainegslocal communities that might otherwise be unable to afford
anything but disposal.
While the Cabinet directive and the various codes and guidelines were de-
veloped to act as substitutes for legislation in regard to federal activities,
the codes and guidelines are regarded by EPS as too new to permit an evaluation
of how other federal departments and agencies are responding to them. Many of
the codes are still in draft form. In the meantime, EPS expects that other
36. Canada/Ontario Consultative Committee on Water, agreed terms of reference,
May 21, 1975.
37. There are approximately 2000 federal establishments in Ontario. Many of them
utilize provincial and local sanitary landfill sites. Approximately 30 to 40
landfill sites and lagoons are on 1% of federal lands, excluding those on Indian
reserve lands.
38. In Ontario, this would apply to no more than two or three federal disposal
area facilities, aside from those operations that had reached their intended
capacity.
39. For example, at Toronto International Airport an open dump site operated by
the federal Ministry of Transport was found to be environmentally unsatisfactory
due to its potential for contamination of the air, and to surface and groundwater&
The site was found not to meet provincial guidelines for the proper operation of
a landfill site. In addition sewage sludge applied to agricultural land on the
western side of the airport property was found to cause extensive pollution to the
runoff from that area during the winter months. See Environment Canada, A Study @















federal departments will, as a matter of standard operating procedure, consult
with it before making significant decisions with environmental implications.
EARP (Environmental Assessment/Review Process) also evolved from the Cabinet
directive, as the preventive mechanism for controlling future government
initiatives with potential environmental effects. However, unlike the cleanup
program, EARP has no controlled allotment funding available to it. This,
coupled with the reluctance of other federal departments to submit their projects
to Environment's scrutiny, severely limits EARP'S usefulness.
Waste disposal provisions under the National Parks Act and the Indian Act
apply to specific types of lands under federal control.
The vast majority of waste storage and disposal facilities on Indian re—
serves in Ontario are built by the Department itself.41 As a result, few














































































































































































































































area facilities at CFB Borden.
41. There are 105 Indian reserves in Ontario.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Atomic Energy Control Act and regulations, do not require the AECB
to sit in public, hold a hearing, give notice of a licence application or
follow judicial procedures. The AECB's decision on a matter is administrative
and not judicial in nature.48 The practice of the AECB is to require the ap—
plicant to conduct a "public information programme", which is to take place
between conditional and final site approval.49 The applicant is supposed to
describe his plans, and explain what impact they would have on environmental


























































































































































































































































































































































































D I S P O S A L A R E A S - P R 0 V I N C I A L C O N T R 0 L S
OVERVIEW
Control of liquid, solid and deepwell disposal sites and systems is a
direct provincial responsibility. The legislative framework is, with some
exceptions, adequate to deal with water quality problems associated with
waste disposal activities. However, there are some problems with the ad—
ministration of waste management, arising principally from the quantities
and toxicity of wastes involved, field resources and conflicting policies.
The provincial gOVernment is presently moving from merely approving
and upgrading waste disposal operations, to encouraging various reclamation
techniques which, if technically and economically viable, will reduce the
quantities of solid waste to be disposed. But until such time as reclama—
tion can make a significant dent in the amount of waste, the province will
continue to be in the position of approving waste disposal operations which,
though better designed than they were in the past, still have the potential
for causing water quality problems. Approvals therefore sometimes appear to
authorize prima facie violations of water quality impairment prohibitions.
The province took over responsibility for control of waste disposal sites
in 1970. Since then over 500 substandard sites have been closed. Some sites
with water quality problems continueto operate under Ministry of Environment
approval. The authorization for the continued operation of these sites, and
others with potential for developing water quality problems (e.g. leachate),
appears to be a function of the transitional nature of provincial reclama-
tion techniques and the increasing wastes generated by thepublic and industry.
Under these circumstances, certain legislation and policies are found to
be working at cross purposes.
For example, toxic liquid industrial waste dis—
posal regulation and policy maybe found to be internally inconsistent in cer-
tain instances.
Provincial government policy calls for reducing disposal of
toxic liquid industrial wastes in deep wells, and also in surface landfill
sites. However, in the face of currently insufficient industrial reclamation of
liquid wastes and annually increasing quantities of such wastes, the two policies
cannot be carried out simultaneously.
Control of the application of sewage sludge to agricultural land appears
to generally suffer from lack of adequate sites and insufficient field person—
nel.
While sewage sludge transfer stations are subject to environmental
hearing board review before government approvals are given, the application
of sewage sludge to agricultural lands is not subject to environmental board
pre—scrutiny. One result of this is that the board has never adequately eva-
luated the sufficiency of provincial sewage sludge spreading guidelines and
the soil conservation practices of farmers accepting sewage sludge.
The
guidelines are regarded as being a principal tool in ensuring environmental
and water quality protection.
However, the guidelines are silent about the
need for certain soil conservation measures,
such as terracing and strip






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































57. s. 43. Failure to comply with such order may result in the Ministry
having the work done and recovering the costs from the owner, or deducting
the costs from the deposit required of all certificate holders pursuant
to s. 34. (3.44). 58. s. 46. 59. s. 29. Further exemptions from
the provisions of Part V are found in Reg. 824, discussed below.
60. R.R.0. 1970, Reg. 824, with respect to Part V of the Act. 61.3.3 of
Reg. 824. "Agricultural waste" is defined to include waste, other than
sewage, resulting from farm operations, including animalhusbandry.
"Hauled sewage" means those wastes which are subject to Part VII of the Act,
including a cesspool, septic tank system, sewage holding tank, etc. "Inert
fill" means earth or rock fill that contains no putrescible materials or
soluble or decomposable chemical substances. 62. Ss. 2 and 3 of the
regulation. 63. s. 4. A "soil conditioning site" is defined as land
where processed organic waste is incorporated into the soil to improve its
characteristics for crop or ground cover growth (s.l.25a of the regulation)-
"Processed organic waste" is waste that is predominantly organic in comp- ‘
osition and has been treated by aerobic or anaerobic digestion, or other
means of stabilization, and includes sewage residue from sewage works
(s.l.27a of the regulation). Guidelines for Sewage SludgeUse on Land are



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Director means the Director of the Environmental
188
 —
a newspaper having general circulation in the locality?0 Hearings take
place before the Environmental Assessment Board. 81 The member or members
conducting a hearing are required to prepare and submit a draft report to
the entire Board membership. This review may culminate in the executive
session of the Board adopting the draft report with changes the full
membership believes appropriate, or rejecting the draft report and taking









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 be submitted to the Ministry once a year, containing summaries of this
information, plus suchother information as the Ministry may require.
The Ontario Water Resources Act100
The OWRA is meant to apply to works for disposing of sewage by dis-
tributing it on the surface of the ground.101 This would appear to re-
quire the submission of plans to the Ministry prior to the construction,
extension or change of such works.102
The Environmental Assessment Act103
This Act has been discussed previously in some detail under Urban
Areas. The requirement in the Act that environmental impact studies
and hearings be held, could by regulation be extended to include
studies of waste disposal sites, as well as land application of sew-
age sludge as a by—product of new sewage treatment plant operations
proposals. No such regulations have yet been promulgated. It should
be noted that regulations under the Act could also restrict the appli—
cation of the Act to narrow facets of waste management,or exempt waste
management facilities from environmental assessment requirements a1—
together. However, D.P. Caplice of the Ministry of Environment notes
that the Ministry has become more insistent that comprehensive studies
and analyses be undertaken by applicants and that concern be shown for
impact upon land, communities, and other facets of the natural environ—
ment. He added, "This is getting close to environmental assessment,
and while I do not wish to introduce the need for such assessments as
a requirement, it must be pointed out that, with environmental assess—
ment legislation ready to be implemented on a gradual scale over the
next two years in Ontario, the proponents of major landfilling schemes
or other techniques for waste disposal are well to take note that these
programs will have to be defended from a variety of viewpoints."104
99. 8.26. Pursuant to s.61(4) of the Act, the Ministry, through the
Director of Environmental Approvals, may restrict the area in which a
licensee may operate, so as to control the method and or location of
his operation. 100. R.S.O. 1970, c.332 as amended. 101. S.42(6)
102. S.42(1)—(5). See Urban Areas for other provisions of the OWRA
which purport to deal with sewage works. These include section 46 and
the powers of the Ontario Municipal Board regarding inquiries into com-
plaints that a municipality is improperly constructing or operating
works; and Section 69 regarding requirements which may be imposed by
the Ministry respecting industrial or commercial sewage disposal.
103. 8.0. 1975 c.79.
104. D.P. Caplice, Director Environmentals Branch, Ministry of Envi—
ronment; address to a one—day seminar sponsored by the Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto, on "Solid Waste Disposal: Investigation and Ap—












Non-Statutory Guidelines For Sewage Sludge Utilization on
Agricultural'Lands105
Because these guidelines are intended to be incorporated in whole
or in part in specific certificates of approval pursuant to Regulation
824 of the EPA, their contents will be discussed here rather than in
the non—statutory section of this report. It should be noted that
these guidelines do not have legal effect in and of themselves, but
only when their provisions are made part ofacertificate.
The guidelines provide for the controlled application of sewage
sludges onto agricultural land, including site location, management
and land characteristics, in order to maximize the nutrient value of
the sludges for crops and to minimize the adverse effects of excess
nutrients and heavy metals from sludges on crops, soil and water.
The guidelines are developed and reviewed at least once a year
by the Joint Ministerial Committee of the Ministries of Agriculture
and Food, Environment, and Health. To the extent that they are in—
corporated as specific requirements in certificates of approval pur—
suant to regulations under the EPA, their enforcement becomes the
responsibility of the Ministry of Environment.
Key provisions are as follows: sewage sludgeshould be applied
to unplowed soil, with the residues of the previous crop present to
control runoff, and should be spread uniformly on the land.
Sludge should not be spread on frozen or ice—covered ground.
Minimum distances from watercourses are given, based on slope of
the land, soil permeability, geographic location, and time of year.
No more than 11,000 gallons of sludge per acre should be ap—
plied at any one time, except where specific site investigations
indicate that adverse conditions will not develop if more is used.
Passage of sewage sludge spreading vehicles over the land should
be minimized, to reduce soil compaction which leads to accelerated
sewage sludge application rates; special precautions may be required
where the possibility of localized surface water run—off problems
exists, or contamination from heavy metals. Where winter spreading
of sewage sludgetakes place, the sludge should be applied to un—
plowed soil with the residues of the previous crop present to con-
trol runoff.
The sludge hauler should adhere
to the application rate speci-
fied in the certificate of approval issued by the Ministry of En—
vironment.
Suitability of sludge application rates may be monitored
if necessary. The water pollution control plant operating agency must
keep records of where its sewage
sludgegoes, and the quantitites
disposed of at each site.
The operating agency should ensure that











































































































































































































before the Ontario Municipal
Board are normally required
before changes to offiéial
plans are permitted.
The Planning Act says:
Where a public work (which
would include a waste disposal
facility) is planned for an
area subject to an official
plan, unless the official plan
allows for the work it cannot
be undertaken.10 Hearings
before the Ontario Municipal
Board are normally required
before changes to offfﬁial
plans are permitted.
In the event of a con—
flict between this Act and
































































 The conflict between the Municipal Act provisions and those of
the Planning Act was raised in Re Town of Orangeville and Township
 
0f EaSt Garafraxa» 113 The Town of Orangeville applied to the OMB
for permission to purchase lands in the Township of East Garafraxa,
without that Townshipis approval, for use as a waste disposal site.
Because of the conflict between the two statutes, the OMB stated a
case to the Supreme Court of Ontario, Divisional Court, soliciting its
opinion as to whether the OMB had the power to grant such approval even
where a by-law contravened an official plan. (The Township's official
plan designated the subject lands as rural. No zoning by—law had been
enacted to cover any of these lands),
The Court did not say whether section 354 of the Municipal Act
overrules section 19 of the Planning Act, because it found that there was
no conflict in this particular case. It held that section 19 relates only
to actions by a municipality within its own boundaries. Therefore, the
Town of Orangeville by—law to acquire property in the Township for waste
disposal purposes was valid.
The lack of a decision on that question was felt to leave open the
possibility of larger municipalities exporting their garbage problems to
smaller ones.113a In this, the OMB still rejected the application, on the
basis that it was not desirable that a municipality be so imposed upon
by another municipality, at least where the subject lands did not have a
suitable land designation“ No clear line of OMB policy may be deduced from
this one decision, however.
The conflict between the EPA and the Planning Act also arose in this
case. Section 35 of the EPA provides for a public hearing before the
Environmental Hearing Board to permit the Board to consider whether or
not a by—law should apply to a proposed waste disposal site.114 In the
Orangeville case there was no by-law, hence there was no hearing. As a
result, by the time the hearing before the OMB had begun, Environment had
issued a provisional certificate of approval to the Town. The 0MB accepted
the argument of the Town that since it had received approval from Environment,
it should not be required to adduce detailed evidence as to the actual
operation of the site, this being a matter for decision by the Minister of
Environment and not the OMB. The Township had argued that the details of
the operation of the waste disposal site were legitimate matters to be
addressed at a public hearing, and that if a public hearing was foreclosed
by the EPA, the only other available forum was the OMB.
113. 2 CELN 86(1973). 113a. This charge was levelled at Metropolitan
Toronto during the York Sanitation hearing; see discussion in Comment,below.
114. The EPA does not make a distinction between a zoning by-law and a
by-law implementing an official plan. The court in the Orangeville case
ruled, however, that "by—law" in section 35 of the EPA means only a



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Under the regulations,124 where a well is not classified as an
exploratory well or a development well and is drilled for the pro—
duction of brine, or for the disposal of mineral waters,125 the lo—
cation of the well is subject to approval by the Minister of Natural
Resources. The operator of a well must ensure that salt water and
other wastes froma well, tank or other production installation do
not run into or contaminate any fresh water horizon or body of
water.126
Disposal of mineral water in an under round formation without
the approval of the Minister is forbidden. 27 Wells for the dis—
posal of mineral water must be cased and cemented in such a manner
as to prevent the mineral water from entering any formation not
approved for such purpose by the Minister.128 Operators of wells
for the disposal of mineral water must keep a record showing the
total volume of fluid injected into the well, the source from which
the fluid was obtained, the average daily injection rate, and the
average injection pressure, to the satisfaction of the Minister.
An annual summary of such information must be submitted to the
Minister.129
NON—STATUTORY PROGRAMS
Waste Management Advisory Board
The Board is a permanent body, established to investigate and
advise the Ontario Minister of Environment on all aspects of waste
124.
















Mineral waste water disposal data cannot



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Waste Management Area Planning Studies Grant Program
Initiated in 1972, this program encourages waste management








































government's intention is that9 when implemented, the plans will
result in a marked reduction in the total number of landfill disposal
sites. This will be due principally to the consolidation of a large
number of small sites into a few central treatment facilities. In
turn, these facilities will be designed to be converted in stages
to resource recoveryrather than merely disposal sites, as
reclamation processes and equipment become practicable. The find—
ings of some of these studies will be commented on below.
Resource RecoveryProgram
 
Administered by the Resource Recovery Branch, of the Ministry
of Environment, the Branch and the Program have the following goals
in coordination with the above notedprograms: (1) maximum recovery
of energy and material resources from solid waste; (2) the dev—
elopment of markets for these resources; (3) guiding the economic
development of integrated waste managementsystems; (4) reducing
landfill to a minimum; and (5) encouraging more efficient use of
material resources to minimize waste. 13
The Branch co—ordinates the Ministry's 15—year $500 million
program, which includes the construction and development of a new
experimental plant for resource recovery and a system of reclam—
ation plants across the province.
The 15-year program is divided into three stages. First,
during the period 1975—1980, waste management systems are to be
further upgraded, which means principally the consolidation of
disposal operations in a particular area into large centralized
facilities, with front—end processing plants installed. Particip-
ation in the program remains entirely in the discretion of mun-
icipalities; it is not a provincially legislated requirement. The
provincial government's policy, though, is to provide the entire
capital funding for the construction of such transfer stations and
front—end resource recovery plants, excluding the cost of land,
although 50% of this cost will berecovered as an annual charge
spread out over forty years. Commitments have been made by the
Province to six regional municipalities or cities for the establish-
ment of front—end plants and centralized facilities at this time,
in addition to the experimental plant and the "Watts from Waste"
project. 7 r u——_nrv ___-i"m .. n.. ;
During the second and third five—year stages of the pro—
gram, completion of transportation and transfer station facilities





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































For example, in a recent Ministry inventory of landfill operations
in the Pembroke area, nine of the ten sites — all of which had
Ministry approval — were found to be "substandard". Conditions
which caused them to be thus designated included dumping areas sit-
uated in swamps flowing into lakes or watercourses; groundwater
contamination; insufficient cover material; sites which were sub—
ject to spring flooding; open face of garbage at steep slopes; and
open burning. While many of these sites are probably transitional,
some approvals did not expire before November 1976, and in somf36
cases could remain in operation for another five to ten years.
Recent Environmental Assessment Board proceedings for applic-
ations for new or expanded waste disposal sites, also suggest that
new sites may be approved even where there is potential for contam—
ination of surface and groundwater.
For example, a recent application involved a tenfold expansion
of a sanitary landfill operation over an Sleven—year period, prin~
cipally serving Metro Toronto's garbage.1 The local Conservation
Authority submitted evidence indicating that leakage and runoff
of liquid industrial wastes from the site had occurred over the
years. Reports by the Authority also indicated recent (1974)
waste runoff from the site. Conflicting evidence was also prod—
uced as to whether the applicant had previously breached a control
order for removal of leachate and construction of berms to prevent
future runoff.
The application was recommended for approval by the Board
subject to certain terms and conditions, including surface and
groundwater monitoring, recycling of leachate back to the site,
minimum removal of trees so as to reduce erosion, and the estab—
lishment of a bond for compensating persons whose water supplies might
be affected by the operation. Except for the bond, Such conditions
are regarded as representative of all approvals. _It has been argued
135. Ontario Task Force Report at page 51 (note 5, above).
136, See "Report on Status and Particulars of Existing Waste Dis—
posal Sites in the County of Renfrew," prepared by the Ontario Min—
istry of Environment.
The report is attached as an appendix to
a Gore and Storrie Ltd. Solid Waste Disposal Study on the CFB
Petawawa-Pembroke Areas, prepared for Environment Canada, June 1976.
137,Environmental Hearing Board Report on the Public Hearing on
the Application from York Sanitation Ltd. to the Ministry of the En—
vironment for a certificate of approval for a Waste Disposal Site








































Environment Ministry officials would like to see a fund required of com-
mercial applicants, as they are concerned that a bond might not automatically
provide benefits to individuals whose water supplies had been affected by con-
tamination from the site.
They fear that bonding companies might try to avoid
paying benefits in specific cases, thereby necessitating protracted litigation.
A fund could cover general problems of water pollution as well.
There are further problems as to the Director's authority to require bonds.
Bonds are required for certificates of approval, but not for provisional certi-
ficates,l40 and the Ministry frequently issues only provisional certificates,141
because these can be withdrawn at any time if problems should develop. Butwith-
drawing a certificate does not provide the money necessary to rectify the prob—
lem. For that, a bond is needed, and so the Ministry has begun to require bonds
under provisional certificates as well, although the legislation does not re-
quire them.
Moreover, the Act says thatamounts and conditions of bonds should be those
set down in the regulations; and the regulations do not set down any conditions.
Thus, the authority of the Director to require bonds even for ordinary certi—
ficates of approval may be open to question.
Environmental groups have suggested that, as an alternative, the public
should be assured that, if a proposed landfill site presents water pollution
problems which a substantial — and perhaps difficult to obtain - performance
bond would be needed to cover, the site will not be approved bythe Ministry
or the Board. They have expressed disapproval of what they perceive to be the
Ministry's policy for dealing with the possibility that pollution problems
from leachate contamination may develop at an existing site in the future —
namely, to approve the operator's application for expansion. The Ministry argues
however, that with such an approach, when the problem develops in five or ten
years, the operator will still be responsible for the site, and he, not the
public, will have take steps to correct the situation.139:142
138. Interview with J. Swaigen, Counsel, Canadian Environmental Law Associ—
ation, September 3, 1976, Toronto. 139. Interview with G. Trewin, assistant
regional director, Ontario Ministry of Environment (Central Region ), August 16,
1976, Don Mills, Ontario. Mr. Trewin also noted that the majority of landfill
operations are municipal not private. Because of this the MOE is not concerned
with a bonding requirement where a municipality is involved, as municipal
continuity is assumed.
140. 3.34. 141. Interview with I. Kulnieks, Head, Waste Management
Approvals Unit, Ministry of Environment, Toronto, July 30, 1976.
142. Dennis Caplice, has stated in the speech quoted earlier that leachate
production withinlandfill sites can continue for decades under the right





















































































































































































































































































































































































































Total Ontario 1604 1029
Source: Ontario Ministry of Environment, Waste Approvals Branch,
Toronto.
* Figures are for active and new sites and systems certified as of
March 31, 1976.
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be accounted for, and/or the difficulty raised by Section 30 of the EPA
be further investigated and appropriate actidn taken.
















































































145-Ontario Ministry of Environment, "Protecting Our Environment,"






















page 51 (note 55 supraJ
204
 dealing with violations:
Mr. Black
: So then what is the procedure that you follow
(counsel to
when you see a violation on a landfill site,
the town op-
do you then take
steps to institute a prosecution
posing the
or to institute a control or stop order?
application)
Mr. Isles
: It is just not that cut and dried.
The policy
(Ministry of
of the Ministry has been to work with the operator
Environment) to upgrade the site and that is particularly true
for operations fhat have been in existence prior
to the Act ...
This argument was picked up further on in the testimony:
Mr. Isles: We are saying that the Ministry is taking the
position that landfills at this point in time are
necessary. We realize that they do emit a con—
taminant but we have to engineer them and monitor
them and make sure that they are not impairing the
resources for use by man in other forms and that
means ground water and that is what we are trying
to ensure. The aquifer beneath the landfill site
is not used and it will cover with time but we are
saying the use as a waste disposal site is necessary.
This will happen at any waste dispoSal site not
just this one.
Mr. Black: But that is not how the Act and Regulations are
drafted.l
The Ministry is aware of the situation of the operator who
cannot meet the appropriate criteria immediately, because of fin—
ancial constraints. A control order will not provide the necessary
funds, and there are no general provinCial funding mechanisms for
landfill site improvement. The Ministry prefers, in such cases. to
negotiate a program approval, with a timetable for compliance.
147,In the matter of an application by York Sanitation Co. Ltd. for
a Certificate of Approval for a waste disposal site in the Town of
Whitchurch—Stouffville. (Environmental Hearing Board) Volume X of the
transcript of proceedings, December 6, 1974 at page 1956.
148,Ibid, pages 1979—1980. 149. Interview with I. Kulnieks, note 91,
above, A telephone survey of Ministry regional offices, revealed that
prosecutions, control or stop orders were rare respecting water pollut—
ion from waste disposal sites or systems under Part V of the Act.
Some Section 43 clean up orders have been issued in some regions. Sur—
vey accurate as of August 1, 1976. Respondents were Ministry assistant










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































prove the site's operation.
206
 Item 6 Notwithstanding 8 weeks preparation time, when the solicitor
of the operator complained that he could not be ready with
his arguments on time, the Minister immediately granted him
another 4 weeks.
An additional 4 weeks of Dumping 151
(43 weeks longer than determined by the Town)
Despite this and other examples, it would be neither fair
nor accurate to say that the Ministry does not recognize the det—
errent value of prosecutions and other enforcement techniques as
a means of persuading operators of waste disposal sites to comply







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The deterrent value of prosecutions sometimes have unintended
consequences, however. One recent air pollution conviction of a




















Morrisburg. (1975) No decision. (On file at the Ontario Ministry
of Environment). They included leaving the site barren and thus
open to long—term wind erosion, and pollution of a stream running








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 These recommendations are made, in part, because, according
to Ministry officials, there is currently a large discrepancy bet—
ween the total amount of land spreadable sludge generated by all
sewage treatment plants in the province, and records of where that
sludge is going. 59














































































































































































































CERTIFICATES OF APPROVAL* FOR PROCESSED ORGANIC WASTE SITES AND
SYSTEMS IN ONTARIO















































































































































160. Interview with P. De Angelis, Ontario Ministry of Environment, Solid
Waste Unit, May 25, 1976, Toronto.
209
  
The failure to produce records and the comparatively small
number of certified sites and systems do not, in and of themselves,
demonstrate that sludge is being spread on environmentally inapprop-
riate sites, or even that the Ministry does not know, in a general
way, where sludge is being Spread. It does indicate, though, that
the Ministry's detailed review process, provided for in the Act,
regulations and guidelines, is in fact not being applied in every
case.
For example, a recent Environmental Board report states
that while both a superintendent for sewage treatment plant opera—
tions and the local district officer for the Ministry of Environ—
ment indicated that haulers had no difficulty in finding private
owners for sewage sludge land application, neither of them could
indicate specifically on which farm lands the sludge was being
disposed. 61
Indeed, the adequacy of existing controls and Ministry staff
resources in this area is raised by the following exchange between
a Niagara resident and the local Ministry of Environment official
during the course of a sludge transfer station hearing:
Mr. Hasler: ... The Ministry of the Environment is supposed
to keep detailed records of where the sludge is
spread and how much, land conditions at the time,
etc. Has your office been doing any of this?
Mr. Creamer: Not as much in Niagara because one of the
(Ministry of problems is the new (sewage sludge) guidelines
Environment) and in order to get under way in licensing we
have taken the attitude of using our Ministry
(treatment) plants. That is, where we own and
operate the land, so we tend to work in the
Haldimand-Norfolk area far more than in Niagara
in order to get the program under way. With
our plant we can give and take with them.
Mr. Hasler: The (Niagara) Region is operating more or less
without being undercontrol?

























































































 From discussions with Environmental Board officials and a
review of previous Boardfuoceedings, it is further evident that
the land application of sewage sludge has never been a matter on
which the Board was required to hear evidence or make recommen—
dations. Land application is only raised as an ancillary issue
in the context of hearings on6§he establishment of sewage lagoons
or sludge transfer stations.1 The Act would appear to permit
the Board to consider a sewage sludge application in its own right,
if the sites for spreading were deemed to service the wastes of
the equivalent of 1,500 or more people, or if the Director of
Environment Approvals judged a hearing on the application for














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































cropping, by those farmers accepting sludge. The failure to go
into these matters was undoubtedly a function of the fact that land
application per se was not formally at issue before the Board.
It is submitted that the Board has a larger role to play in
the issue of land application of sewage sludge, both in focusing
public awareness on the issue and in sifting available evidence on
the practice and on the adequacy of existing controls. The Board
should therefore be required to review specific applications for
sewage
sludge spreading or, in the alternative, hold a special
hearing on the practice. The former submission would not necess—
arily increase the work load of the Board in a burdensome way,
because a land spreading review could bepiggy-backed onto current
certificate of approval applications for approval of sewage
lagoons or sludge transfer stations. Sludge transfer station hear—
ings have generally been shorter and less numerous than waste disposal
site hearings.
Certain noteworthy features of Board practice and procedure








against the issuance of a certificate of approval for the transfer
station.
Their opinion was
that the evidence indicated
that an





























































































































































































166. The practice of executive sessions of the Board is currently
authorized under the Environmental Protection Amendment Act, 1975,
section 3.
(This section amends section 33d of the Environmental



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































       
 
  
    
  
   
   
   
   
   
into deep wells. For example, the following are the prescribed
fees to be paid into the Waste Well Disposal Security Fund for
the disposal of wastes into a deep well site:
Number of Barrels * Fee per barrel **
— Up to 100,000
barrels...... 20¢ per barrel **
— More than 100,000
barrels and up to
500,000 barrels... 10¢ per barrel
— More than 500,000
barrels.......... 5c per barrel
* This category refers to the cumulative totalof all
waste other than brine disposed of in the well in the'
calendar year.
** "Barrel" means 35 gallons (Can.)
The more waste dumped, the lower is the price per barrel. It
is submitted that this and other fee schedules should be reviewed
and revised, so that they are consistent with Ontario policy as
stated to the International Joint Commission.
There are approximately eight deep well disposal sites with
certificates of approval fromthe Ministry of Environment, though
only five or six are currently in operation.
One of those wells,
operated by Tricil Ltd., is accepting liquid industrial wastes
into the Detroit River formation though under a Ministerial program
approval to reduce such deposits. The other active wells accept only
brines into the Cambrian formation.
According to the regulations no liquid wastes, other than
brines, may be discharged into a lost circulation zone in the Detroit
River Group, and new wells in the Detroit River Group constructed for
the purpose of brine disposal may not be located within five miles
of the St. Clair River. It is understood that brines must be free
from hydrocarbon and heavy metal wastes, (A lost circulation zone is
a zone within a geological formation into which wastes can be dis—
charged and Stored, it is understood, without pollution or signif—
icant pressure increases in the formation).
172. Environmental Protection Act Deep Well Disposal Regulation

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































brines entering surface watercourses has been encountered in the
Sarnia area. Since oil field brine is exempt from Environment control
(though probably not exempt, from the flat prohibition in 3.14 of
the EPA against impairing the quality of the natural environment),
regulatory responsibility rests with NaturalResources alone. Since
permits are cooperatively required by both these agencies in other
areas of mutual interest, such as deep well disposal of liquid
wastes and brines other than oil field brines, 177 it is sub—
mitted that Environment's water pollution control function be consid-
ered for extension to oil field brines as well.
Because of the small number of wells currently in operation,
government staff resources are not regarded as stretched beyond
their capacities. But in this, as in many other areas of govern-
ment regulation, administrative agencies rely on the periodic sub-
mission of operator—consultant status reports. A brine disposal
well status report is required once a month and at the end of
the year, and a waste well disposal status report would be reqUired
every month. 178Status reports properly written and reviewed will
reveal, early on, problems that might need rectification. They
also tend, however, to replace greater governmental field review,
except where public complaints are registered. Where there are no
public complaints, regulatory review may be inadequate.
A recent application before the Environmental HearingBoard
for approval of a deep well disposal site for brine illustrates
the problem. During the course of testimony, the applicant's
consultant was asked by a local resident about control of brine
spills and the history of the applicant's activities in this
regard. The consultant stated several times that the company had
never had leakage or spills of brine. When the resident stated
that he had observed at least one such spill covering an acre of
agricultural land, the company president interjected, and the foll—
owing exchange occurred:
Mr. Crawford: I am aware of this and this is not through
(company anything going wrong. What it was is you
president) are doing some work on the well and you get
a certain amount of brine spilling you can't
help. This has been taken care of; it is not
because something broke, or something like that.
Mr. Miller: That is something I happened to see for myself
and wondered why it should be.
177.Note 174, at page 86.
178. Interview with D. Hurd, Petroleum Resources Section, Ministry
of Natural Resources, August 5, 1976, Toronto.
216
 Mr. Crawford: Well, we have taken care of the situation
insofar as any damage is concerned. The
landowner has no complaints and the man who
has been working the farm has been paid for
crop damage. 17
One may question whether financial compensation is an adequate
form of environmental protection - whether, from the point of View of
the environment, "a spill for which the affected persons were comp-
ensated" is equivalent to "no spill". The regulations require that
the applicant—operator must make provision "to contain spills resulting
from the operations within the site and effectively prevent the egress
of contaminants from the site". 180 The Act requires that the Ministry
must be notified of every discharge of a contaminant into the natural
environment out of the normal course of events. 81 The Board,
unfortunately, did not inquire further into the matter to determine
what notification, if any, had been carried out by the applicant,
or what procedures are utilized by the company for controlling and
containing spills. The Board also did not inquire into the
frequency and volume of spills that "can't be helped". The Board
report itself, in recommending approval of the application, simply
states that the applicant "has operated three brine disposal wells
since 1971 with no pollution problems reported." 182 (Emphasis
added.)
If the type of spill incident described in the testimony can
be defined as one that happens "within the normal course of events"
and therefore does not require notification of the Ministry, and
if periodic status reports are not required to report such spills,
the following is submitted. Spills occurring in the normal course
of events should be required to be reported, and/or operators should
be required to file information with the Ministry whenever they pay
farmers or other property owners for damage from such spills. Measures
should be required to prevent, mitigate, and/or clean up these spills
as well. At the very least, this information should be submitted to
the Ministry at the time of certificate renewal.
_ Sewage Systems
Part VII of the EPA is authority for provincial control of












































































































































































 has applied to all of the province. Under Part VII, the Ministry
of Environment now sets the standards that must be followed prov—
ince—wide, while at the same time providing the mechanism for the
delegation of approval, enforcement and inspection powers back to
the local health units that have traditionally undertaken them.
Under this device at least 39 local health units have entered into
agreements with the Ministry for the exercise of all approval func—
tions under the Part. The Ministry retains approval control in
several areas of Northern Ontario where agreements have not been
reached with local health units. In parts of the Metro Toronto
area an agreement was found to be unnecessary as the municipality
had passed a by—law prohibiting further development on non—municipal
sewage disposal.
Part VII controls sewage systems from two approaches. First
there is a requirement_for contractors who are in the business of
constructing, installing, altering, extending or enlarging sewage
systems to have a class I licence and for those who haul sewage
pumped out of private systems for disposal elsewhere, to have a class
2 licence.
The Ministry has not delegated this responsiblity.
The
licences only refer to the right to practise the trade and do not
give specific approvals. Second, any person who wishes to construct,
install, extend, alter or enlarge a sewage system must obtain a
Certificate of Approval before the work commences and a Permit after
the work is completed and before the system is used. A licensed
sewage hauler must also obtain a Certificate of Approval and Permit
for the specific task of hauling sewage to each disposal site he
will use in his business. The issuing of Certificates of Approval
and Permits is part of the delegated authority to the municipality
(generally the Board of Health) under agreements with the Province.
There are an estimated 28,000 approvals annually for system
installation, with approximately 750,000 systems in operation in
the province, though not all are septic tank systems. By comparison,
in 1971, there were just over 470,000 occupied dwellings using
septic tank systems as a means of sewage disposal. This last
figure does not take into account seasonally occupied cottages or
small commercial establishments using such systems. 83 There
are approximately 2000 licensed haulers and installers of systems
as outlined in Table 5.
The licensing of haulers and installers before they are per—
mitted to operate is regarded by local health units as a signif-
icant improvament
over previous regulation,
and gives them firmer
control over the private sewage situation.
The consolidation of
18,
previously fragmented authority is also regarded as an improvement.
4
However, because of the 1arge”number of systems which must be reviewed,






















 on staff resourCes.185 This control program would, of course, be
in addition to their other more diverse duties.
Table 5
LICENCES * FOR HAULERS AND INSTALLERS OF SEWAGE SYSTEMS IN ONTARIO
Region ** Number of Licences
1. South Western 404
2. West Central 209
3. Central 692
4. South Eastern 410
5. North Eastern 215
6. North Western 98
Total Ontario 2031
Source: Ontario Ministry of Environment, Waste Approvals Branch,
Toronto.
* Figures are for active and new licences certified as of October
31, 1976.
** Region refers to Ontario Ministry of Environment Regional offices.
(See Figure l for geographic area covered by region).
Because of the continuing concern of the Ministry for the
"inadequacy of private sewage disposal systems in unsewered areas,
it continues to play a role in the field when problems arise. For
example, one local health unit indicated that over 10% of its inse
pections of private sewage systems in 1975 resulted in referral to the
Ministry for further action.137
"186
185. See, for example, Perth District Health Unit Annual Report (1975).
186. Page 48 of Ontario Task Force Report (note 55). See also Cottage
Pollution Control Survey Program under Recreational Areas.
187. Lambton County Health Unit Annual Report (1975). Seventy referrals
to the Ministry of Environment out of 675 inspections.
 
   
   
 
   
   
   
  
   




   
D I S P O S A L A R E A S
  
M U N I C I P A L C O N T R 0 L S
OVERVIEW
Municipalities control waste disposal areas, as they do other land uses,
either through restrictions on where they may be located - imposed by offic-
ial plans, zoning, or designation of certain areas as environmentally sensi-
tive - or by setting environmental criteria for the operation of waste dispos—
al facilities, or both.
Many official plans, especially the older ones, do permit waste disposal
facilities in environmentally inappropriate areas. Newer plans, especially
regional official plans in which planning is done on a broader scale, tend
to be better in this regard, and many older plans are being updated.
Regional plans, however, are sometimes not sufficiently specific in
forbidding certain land uses in certain places. This deficiency, combined
with antiquated zoning, can defeat efforts to prevent a waste disposal facil-
ity from being located in a place where it may damage water quality. It is
submitted that this danger can be averted by the inclusion in official plans
of phraseology such as: "Council shall restrict uses in environmental areas,
and permit only those uses which will not adversely affect water quality."
Waste facilities are frequently owned and operated by local authorities,
and therefore those authorities rarely develop standards — which wouldbe ap-
plied mainly to themselves — which are stricter than those imposed by the
province. Where municipalities do regulate private waste operations, their









































































































































































 are authorized to consolidate the provision of various utility services,
such as waste disposal, and to provide planning on a wide regional basis.
Once regional governments have established approved regional plans, area
miniciggl official plans and zoning by—laws must conform to the regional
p an.
188
Some regional governments also have the capacity to enact regional
zoning by—laws.190For the ones that do not, there may beproblems, for in
such cases implementation of the regional official plan remains largely in
the hands of area municipalities. Moreover, the date by which area munici-
pal zoning amendments must conform with the regional plan is not stated.
Some regional governments have argued that, as a result, there can be a sub—
stantial time lag between the approval of the regional official plan and
its actually being put into practice through area municipal zoning by-laws.
In short, comments one government, "unless the zoning by-laws are in place
it may be possible to circumvent, at least in part, the intent of an approved
regional official plan."191(It should also be noted that, at this time, no
regional plans have beenapproved by the provincial government, and many
are still being drafted.)
Regional and some local official plans designate "environmental fea—
tures", for which the regional plan may enunciate policies of protection.
While plans vary as to what is an "environmental feature", generally they
are (l) flood plains or hazard land areas, areas subject to erosion or
steep slopes, and (2) environmentally sensitive areas. This latter term is
usually defined to include remnants of the landscape which have not been
converted to urban or agricultural uses, e.g. the more regionally signifi—
cant woodlots, bogs and swamps, marshes and lakes, riVer and stream bottom
lands, and selected forest areas.192
Regional official plans, then, often designate certain land areas ad-
jacent to lakes and watercourses as environmental areas. Development, both
private and public, is discouraged in those areas, and where it is permitted
it is subject to environmental criteria, or environmental impact statements
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1976, Part B, Section 1.
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 must be submitted before construction.193 Newer plans tend to keep future
waste disposal facilities from being located in places where they might
become water pollution problems. In older plans, however, the relationship
between permitted activities and water quality is often unclear or ignored.
For example, many older plans not only assume that agriculture is compatible
with, or the equivalent of, a facet of the natural environment, but
authorize the establishment of waste disposal sites in such areas as well.194
Moreover, the general nature of official plans, even newer ones,
coupled with rapid changes in waste disposal technology and terminology,
sometimes nullify the protection which was intended by the designation of
environmental areas. Many regional official plans are not sufficiently
specific as to what uses areundesirable within or near environmental
protection areas. The Niagara Region Plan states:
"Undesirable uses which could detract from and damage environmental
Areas will not be permitted on or adjacent to these areas. Such
prohibited uses (unless there are special extenuating circumstances)
include sanitary landfill sites, quarries and obnoxious industries."195
The Niagara Regional Government has argued that its Plan does not rule out
the establishment of a sewage sludge transfer station or lagoon within its
regionally designated environmental area, since these are not among the
prohibited uses listed above. 196
Local zoning by—laws rarely offer much support for environmental areas.
This, of course, is because the zoning by—law pre-dates the development of
the concept of environmental protection areas. 197
Another planning technique, which overlaps somewhat with protection
areas, is the inventory of water resources in the regional jurisdiction.
193. For example, the Waterloo Regional Official Plan requires environmental
impact statements for development proposals that are within, or may affect,
environmental protection areas, or that require a zoning change in the
legal use of such lands; August 1976 modification, ch. 13.
194. See, for example, Township of East Whitby Official Plan (1968).
195. Regional Municipality of Niagara, Regional Official Policy Plan, as
amended to October 1975, section 7.A.11. See also sections 7.A.4 and 7.A.8,
where emphasis is placed on permitted uses, principally of a recreational
nature, for such areas.
196. Report on the Public Hearing on the Application by the Regional
Municipality of Niagara for a Waste Disposal Site (Sludge Transfer Lagoons)
in the City of Niagara Falls (Environmental Hearing Board), May 27, 1976,
and excerpts from the transcript of proceedings, e.g. Vol. IV, p. 762,
March 31, 1976 (summary argument of Niagara Region Counsel).
197. See, for example, Township of Crowland, restricted area or zoning
by—law #1538 (1958), which permits both heavy industry and commercial uses
on lands zoned locally for rural agriculture and identified in the regional
official plan as environmental areas.
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 These inventories frequently result not only in the enunciation of broad
policy goals for water quality preservation,198but also in a reasonably
detailed description‘of the state of local water quality. Moreover, the
contributing factors to local water pollution problems are often enumerated.
The Sudbury Region Draft Official Plan199notes that current water pollution
problems in the area are derived from a number of sources, including faulty
septic tank or sewage systems and accelerated sedimentation in lakes and
streams through increased erosion as a result of poor land use practices.
The Hamilton—Wentworth Region Draft Plangoois even more specific. It states,
"Pollution in Red Hill Creek is attributed to the Upper Ottawa dump site
in Hamilton...."
On the basis of these inventories, some plans note the possibility of
designating certain land/water formations as special management plan or
study areas, for which abatement and prevention strategies will be developed}98
Some of these would be in addition to the areas designated as environmental
protection areas. Because these techniques are mentioned in plans that are
still only in draft stage, it is impossible to evaluate their effectiveness.
Though waste management will be covered in greater detail below, some ;
review is pertinent here of the different policy preferences indicated by i
official plans.
Regional governments have all been vested with the responsibility for h
location, operation and maintenance of waste disposal systems. However, they I
use quite a variety of controls strategies. Some regions, reflecting recent a
provincial resource recovery initiatives, propose to look into the economic l
feasibility of resource recovery plants, and to participate in comprehensive i
provincial waste recovery programsas an alternative to landfilling. Some
also acknowledge their responSibility, and that of area municipalities, to
rehabilitate landfill sites which have reached capacity or have been aban—
doned.201
Other plans focus upon the criteria for selection of sites for new waste
disposal facilities, such as ascertaining the nature of bedrock and soil con—
ditions so as to reduce the likelihood of ground water contamination.202
Still others prefer not to permit any sanitary landfillsites in the region,
except by express amendment to the Plan. This approach has been criticized
by area municipalities as unrealistic, since such facilities are viewed as
necessary, at least in the short term. Moreover, area municipalities argue
that the location and scale of such facilities are of regional concern, and
that the regional government should commit itself to an appropriate method
198. See, for example, Regional Municipality of Sudbury Draft Official Plan,
July 1976, section on water resource preservation objectives.
199. Ibid, pp. 19 and 21. See also Ottawa—Carleton Regional Official Plan,
October 1974.
200. Regional Municipality of Hamilton—Wentworth. Environment - A Substudy
of the Regional Official Plan, November 1975 (draft).
201. Sudbury Draft Official Plan, section on utilities and solid wastes.
202. Niagara Regional Official Policy Plan (note 195), section 8.D.2
203. Durham Region Plan (note 192), section 14, on utilities,
223
 for selecting them. Failure to do so, it has been argued, leaves too much
to the discretion of the regional government, to the possible detriment of
area municipalities.204
Most newer plans note that the regions are subject to provincial regu-
lation, and that therefore regional designation and other land use strategies,
though important, can only be supplementary to provincial control measures




Regional governments are required to provide facilities for receiving,
dumping and disposing of waste, andno area municipality may provide those
facilities. The regional government may acquire and use land within the
region for such purposes, and may erect, maintain and operate all facilities,
or contract with any person or the province to do so; and is further author-
ized to prohibit or regulate the dis 0331 of waste upon such land and may
charge fees for the use of the land. 07 The regional government has the power
to acquire land for garbage disposal in any municipality or territory with-
out municipal organization, by agreement with the affected municipality or
with the approval of the Ontario Municipal Board.208
Generally, waste management programs require proper planning, operation,
financing, and regulation. With some exceptions, especially where regional
government is in existence, only the first three functions are undertaken at
the local level, with regulation left principally to the provincial government.
This is in part due to the fact that most landfill sites are owned and op—
erated by regional government, which is thus the regulated, rather than the
regulator, and indeed can hardly be expected to regulate itself.209
Another area of regional waste management responsibility is sewage sludge.
204.See critique of the Durham Region Plan by the City of Oshawa and its Plan—
ning and Development Committee, adopted September 28, 1976.
205.See, for example, Sudbury Regional Draft Plan (note 11), on water resour—
ces, water pollution and solid wastes.
206.See, for example, Regional Municipality of Halton Act, 8.0. 1973, c.70,
8.131(2). "Waste" is defined to include ashes, garbage, refuse, domestic waste,
industrial waste or municipal refuse and such other waste as may be designated
by by-law of the Regional Council, 3.131(1).
207.5.131(3).
208.8. 131(7). This section merely adopts the provisions of the Municipal Act,
R.S.O. 1970, c.284, 5.354(1) para.77, as amended.
209.This is quite evident when one looks at Metro Toronto's attempts to secure
landfill sites or other means of disposal within and without its borders. For
a general summary of the Metro Toronto problem see The Royal Commission on Met-
ropolitan Toronto, Background Report on Physical Services, Environmental Pro—
tection, and Energy Supply, March 1975. However, at least one area waste man-
agement study has suggested enacting a regional solid waste by-law where the
private sector will operate sites. See Regional Municipality of Durham, Solid




 More sludge is produced each year, due to population growth as well as to the
addition of secondary treatment at some locations and phosphate removal fa-
cilities at other plants for sewage treatment. An example of the amounts in-
volved give an indication of the problem. Niagara Region estimates that in
1975 the amount of liquid digested sludge produced at the Region's sewage
treatment plans was approximately 14.9 million gallons. In 1976 this is es-
timated to increase to 22 million gallons, and to 42 million gallons in 1980.196
Such volumes, especially in a region where a good deal of sludge is
land applied, put a heavy burden on the provincial agencies which regulate
and inspect the haulers of sludge. Once the sludge is in the hauler's truck,
his contractual relationship with the region is at an end;2101t is up to him
to find farms to spread it upon. Most regional governments feel that they
have no further responsibility with regard to how and where a hauler disposes
of the sludge.
It is submitted that regional governments can play a larger role in this
area, by becoming directly or jointly responsible for where sludge is being
spread by haulers. Such a role could be a valuable supplement to provincial
initiatives to ensure that sludge is being appropriately applied. This respons—
ibility could be created by amending the Environmental Protection Act or
through the Environmental Assessment Act.
Municipal Disposal By—laws
Ontario municipalities may enact by—laws to control the use of land
for disposal purposes. This control may include prohibition, regulation and
inspection. Fees may be charged, requirements imposed for covering of ref-
use sites, and domestic and industrial wastes defined. 1 A typical municipal
by-lawzlzmight add.the following provisions: garbage must be compacted and
covered by clean soil material daily; sites must be at least 100 feet from
any watercourse, lake or pond, and may notbe on any land covered by water;
waste must be sufficiently above or isolated from the maximum water table
that groundwater and aquifers will not be impaired, and far enough away from
sources of potable water supplies to preventcontaminationof the water, or
else adequate provision must be made for the collection and treatment of
leachate; sites must be rehabilitated for at least one year after completion
of operations; municipal inspectors must be admitted at any time; and in the
event of contraventions, the municipality may do such rehabilitation as may
be required and recover its costs from the operator of the site. Such wastes
as liquid industrial and septic tank or sewage sludge residues may also be
regulated or prohibited.213
210.Note 196 above, Vol. I of the transcript of proceedings, March 23, 1976.
211.The Municipal Act, R.S.O. 1970, c.284, 3.354(1), para.ll6, as amended.
212.See, for example, Town of Whitchurch—Stouffville by-law#72-11 as amended
and subsequently repealed by by-law #75-33. (Dumping and disposal have since
been prohibited within the municipality.)
213.1bid. The Ministry of Environment has frequently deplored municipal by-





















Ministry of Environment, Phosphorus Removal Design Seminar, Conference Pro—





Municipal by—law enforcement officers, however, usually rely on provin—
cial regulatory agencies to provide inspection. Thus municipal inspection
is only supplemental to provincial, unless a serious problem develops. This
is in part because by—law enforcement officers are responsible for many and
diverse by-laws, and partly because municipalities often lack the necessary
expertise, and must rely on the province to detect and rectify subtle water
contamination, such as leachate, from waste facilities. However, it would
appear that provincial officers will often investigate and act upon violation
of provincial regulations only, not municipal byelaws.2
Solid Waste Management and Resource RecoveryStudies and Programs
Among the ongoing programs that could reduce waste disposal needs are
Metro Toronto's "Watts from Waste" program and Hamilton-Wentworth's Solid
Waste Reduction Unit.
The former is a facility that processes or burns
pulverized waste (approximately 1200 tons per day) for the production of
power, some of it to Ontario Hydro generating stations. Hamilton-Wentworth's
project is also intended to process and burn garbage to produce steam for
sale. Because of design problems, however, the 600-ton—per-day capacity has
not been reached, and costs are still regarded as non—competitive with land—
fill.
Most of the regional governments have undertaken solid waste management
studies to determine their short, medium and long—term options,215and at
least half a dozen are currently participating with the province in consid—
ering or undertaking resource recovery.
While a number of regions are mov-
ing ahead on this matter, principally as a result of external prodding, the
financial aspects continue to favour landfill for the foreseeable future.
One recent regional waste management study, for instance, recommended that a
resource recovery plant be constructed to reclaim material from the region's
garbage when firm markets for recovered materials and fuel fractions have
been established.216 Another concluded: "If resource recovery is to become
a reality, legislative steps will be necessary, not only to prevent the
waste of natural materials, but to present a clear climate in which the manu-
facturing and recovery industry can function."215 In short, regions are look—
ing to senior government to develop the technology and to secure markets for
reclaimed materials.
Municipal Recycling By-Laws






































































216-See Ontario Ministry of'Environment, Legacy, August—September 1976,,re—
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T R A N S P O R T A T I 0 N C O R R I D 0 R S
F E D E R A L C O N T R 0 L S
OVERVIEW
Federal control of water pollution from the construction,
operation and maintenance of pipelines, railways, airports and
related activities within exclusive federal jurisdiction is in
its infancy.
There is no comprehensive legislative framework that could
ensure that federal departments, agencies, and crown corporations
adopt and carry out measures to control water pollution from non—
point sources. Some piecemealattempts to do this have been made,
through legislation and regulations; but, with some exceptions,
they are not fully effective. As they stand now, they need to be
Supplemented, especially with regard to enforcement.
Administrative procedures and directives are not without
value, but their value is largely to provide advice. They depend
upon the cooperation of the department or agency concerned, and
they must compete for attention and funds with the agency's prime
legislative mandate, which of course usually has nothing to do
with pollution control. Where there are funds available for clean—
up of existing sources of pollution, this conflict is less pro—
nounced; but no controlled allotment funds exist for the prevention
of pollution from new federal activities (as do exist for pollution
clean—up at existing federal facilities)
Existing federal environmental legislation is either too narrow
in its concerns (fisheries or migratory birds), not specific enough,
or silent altogether on the concerns of this report.
  
GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
‘ c» ‘t'-Ex-\\‘v—1 . \—
Fisheries-Act
'This Act was discussed previously. For other information see comment below.
Migratory Birds Act and Regulations
The Act, administered and enforced by the Migratory Birds Branch of the
Department of Environment, implements the convention between Canada and the
U.S. for the protection of migratory birds in both countries. It prohibits
the deposit of oil, oil wastes or any other substance harmful to migratory
birds in any waters or any area frequented by them, except as authorized by
government Act or regulations.1 Penalty for violation may include a fine of
$10 to $300, six months' imprisonment, or both. If a conviction and fine
results from information provided by a member of the public, half of the
fine may be paid to that person.3
The above provisions could be construed to cover an incident, such as
an oil spill, during construction or operation of a pipeline or other trans—
portation corridor, whicn resulted in contamination of land or water fre—
quented by migratory birds. However, the Act does not grant authority to an
agency to control the manner in which a pipeline or other transportation cor—
ridor is built and operated, so as to prevent such an occurrence. Moreover,
the maximum penalty for violation is too small to be much of deterrent. It
is understood that the Act has been used in the western part of Canada prin-
cipally in relation to oil exploration activities.
OTHER STATUTORY MECHANISMS
 
National Energy Board Act
The purpose of the Act includes the approval and regulation of the con-
struction and operation of oil and gas pipelines and international power
lines. These functions are the responsibility of the Board established under
the Act, whose members are appointed by the federal cabinet. The Board is
responsible to the Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources.
The National Energy Board
The Board may make rules respecting the procedure for making applications,
representations and other matters to it, and for the conduct of hearings be-
fore it.4 The Board has full and exclusive jurisdiction to inquire into,
hear and determine any matter where it appears to the Board that violation
of the Act, regulations or any certificate, licence, permit, order or direc—
tion made by the Board has taken place. Where it appears to the Board that
the public interest requires it, the Board may make any order, direction or
approval authorized under the Act, regulations or any certificate.5 The Board
l. R.S.C. 1970, c.M-12 as amended, and Pollution Regulation S.O.R. 71/376 as
amended, 8.35. 2. S. 12(1) of the Act.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Gas pipeline owners and operators must ensure that construction and
operation of pipelines do not interfere with the quality of soil and water.
Prior to construction, investigations must be undertakentx)determine ground
conditions along the proposed pipeline route and the capacity of the soil
to support vegetation after being disturbed. River and lake bottom condi—
tions must be evaluated to determine how much bottom erosion and silting
pollution is likely to result from the installation of the pipeline where
it crosses these bodies of water.23
22
The applicant must ensure that construction contractors and subcontrac-
tors are instructed on the requirements of all conservation laws, rules and
regulations applicable to the construction area.24 Excavation of materials,
the disruption of established natural drainage, and disturbance of natural
vegetation cover by construction work must be minimized.25
Where it OPCUFS,
the applicant must restore the area to prevent erosion and, where practicable,
must employ specified erosion control measures, so long as they do not dis—
turb substantial areas of stream beds or appreciably degrade water quality.
The applicant company must further ensure that all disturbed areas are sta—
bilized before the site is left, by vegetation, seeding, planting, mulching,
or placement of mat—binders, soil—binders, rock or gravel blankets or struc—
tures.26 Other conservation measures include the practice of good forest
management in cutting and removing trees, and protection of fish-spawning
beds for sediment associated with construction work or rehabilitation.
Pesticides and herbicides may not be used on the right—of—way without prior
written approval of the Board.28
Pipeline construction must be inspected to ensure that it is being done
in accordance with the regulations. Inspection must be performed by the
company or its authorized agent, not by the construction contractor or his
agent.29 Inspectors must be competent in their fields of supervision or in—
spection.30
The Board may appoint officers for inspecting pipeline construction and
for receiving, considering and deciding in-the-field applications for changes
to the design, construction, testing, operation and maintenance of the line.
The applicant may appeal these decisions to the Board.31 Board officers,
where they are of the opinion that a company is not complying with the regula-
tions, must inform the Board and the company, in writing, of their opinion.32
The company must employ pollution prevention and control measures to keep
to a minimum the poﬂution resulting from the operation of its pipeline, and
must take reasonable steps to prevent the pipeline operation from causing
soil erosion, the deterioration of vegetation, and damage to fish and wildlife.33











26. 5.25. 27. 8.26.
28. 8.29.
This section must be read in conjunction with 3.78 of the Act,
which requires
































































































































































































dian Transport Commission and its Railway Transport
Commitee.
The Minister
of Transport has principal responsiblity for tne Act and its administration.
Construction
of railways
or parts thereof may not be commenced until
the general locatiOK,
and the plan,
profile and book of reference have been
approved by the Commission.36
All watercourses
to be crossed or affected
must be shown in the plans,37 and
if tacv are diverted or altered,
tney must
be restored as nearly as possible to their former state.38
The Commission
may authorize’deviations
from the establjsncd or proposed
routes,39 or may
by regulation
or order exempt a company from the requirement
that it submit
plans.40
The construction of railway or ancillary works over or in navigable wa—
ters, or on the beacn of such waters,
is under tne supervision of the Com—
mission and the cabinet.
The Commission may order construction on such terms
and conditions as it deems expedient;
give directions respecting the super-
vision of any such work; and alter plans and specifications submitted to it,
as necessary to secure the protection, safety and convenience of the public.41
Companies constructing railways
must



















remove all noxious Weeds along toe right—of—way.43











to orders of the Commission is punishable by a penalty of
at least $20 and up to $5000.
Officers of the company, as well as the com~
pany itself, may be penalized.45
Failure to comply with cabinet or Commission
directives respecting matters incidental to construction, including construc—
tion of bridges,
can be penalized by a forfeiture of $200 for each day after
the date set for compliance by the Commission.
Penalty for failing to re—
move noxious weeds along the right—of—way
is $2 per day.47


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Environmental Assessment and Review Process and Guidelines on
Pipelines, Transmission Lines, Airports and Related Development
The Environmental Assessment and Review Process (EARP) has been discussed
in previous reports. In summary, the process is intended to apply to all
federal departments and agencies for projects initiated by the federal
government, or where federal funds are solicited, or where federal property
is required. Federal proprietary crown corporations and regulatory
agencies are invited to participate.
Because the process has no basis in law, its success as an environmental
protection mechanism rests on the good will of participating agencies.
Departments are responsible, to begin with, for screening all their
projects for potentially adverse environmental effects. If they find,
on the basis of existing information (if any), that no adverse environ-
mental effects will result, their decision is final. No further refer-
ence to EARP is required, and no administrative appeal is allowed for,
though environmental design solutions maybe incorporated.
The department or "initiating agency” may find that it cannot tell
what the environmental effects will be. If this is the case, the EAR?
calls for the department or agency to prepare an "initial environmental
evaluation". The Department of Environment has prepared a series of
guidelines for use by other government degartments and agencies preparing
these initial environmental evaluations.5 The guidelines cover Such
areas as oil and gas pipelines, electrical power transmission lines,
railways and airports. The guidelines generally suggest that the in—
itiating agency outline the proposal, including its construction, operation,
maintenance and abandonment phases, the state of the existing environment,
and the significance of the impacts expected and measures to be taken to
mitigate them. However, agencies are not required to use these guidelines.
The guidelines clearly anticipate that the initiator will consider
the impact upon water quality from land use activities.57 As with the
first phase, however, the initiator decides on the significance of the
environmental effects. If he does not consider them to be significant,
the project may proceed as planned without further reference to EARP.
No administrative or other appeal procedure from that determination is
included in EARP, though environmental design solutions may be incorporated.
The initiator is expected to design the project so as to mitigate the
adverse environmental effects identified in the I.E.E., but no
55. The EARP was first authorized by cabinet directive in December, 1973.
It is an administrative procedure, not a legal requirement.
56. Guidelines for preparing Initial Environmental Evaluations issued by
the Chairman of the Environment Assessment Panel, September 1976.
57. See, for example. I.E.E. guidelines respecting oil and gas pipelines
and airports.
58. EARP: Procedures and Responsibilities, Part III.
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procedures are outlined in EARP to ensure that this will be done.
If the initiator finds that significant environmental effects
are expected, the matter is referred to the Chairman of the Envir—
onmental Assessment Panel.
The Chairman arranges for the establish-
ment of a review panel, which must include a member of the initiating
agency.
This group issues environmental impact statement guide-
lines to the agency.
The guidelines are available to the public,
unless otherwise directed by the Minister of Environment in consulta-
tion with the initiating Minister(s).
The resulting impact state—
ment and panel report recommendations to the Minister may be made
available to the public, unless otherwise directed by the Minister.58
Public meetings may also be held by the Panel, though this is obviously
contingent on whether the guidelines and the impact statement have
been made public.
Responsibility for surveillance and monitoring, based on
Ministerial decisions and Panel recommendations, is to be assumed by
the "appropriate" agency. This may result in Environment and the
initiating agency havingjoint responsibility for such matters.
However, the EARP gives no details on surveillance and monitoring.
The Department of Environment and the initiating agency are expected,
though, to keep the Chairman of the Environmental Assessment Panel
informed on how Ministerial agreements based upon Panel recommendations
are being carried out. The EARP does not say whether such reports
may be made available to the public.
A further important issue is the relationship of EARP procedures
to matters coming under the legislative jurisdiction of regulatory
agencies such as the National Energy Board.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































at Toronto International Airport, July 1975.
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diction, or affect or threaten to cross international or inter—
provincial waters, or when chemical dispersants are used.
 
67. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, 1972, Annex 8.
68. See Federal Department of Environment (Ontario Region) Contingency
Plan for Oilspills and Other Hazardous Materials.
69. For example, Ministry of Transport for Canada, and Ontario
Ministry of Environment.




Despite the existence of the Environmental Assessment and
Review Process, the National Energy Board, and not the Department
of Environment, decides what environmental measures must be carried
out by pipeline companies.
Fisheries The Fisheries Act,71 in theory, would permit the federal
Act Minister of the Environment to require plans and specifications from
anyone, including pipeline companies, proposing to construct works
which might adversely affect waters frequented by fish, by the
deposit of delttercous substances. TheAct has not been used in
this manner to date.
However, at least one Fisheries Act prosecution has been under—
taken in relation to construction activities. The trial court held
that silt deposited by a bulldozer stirring up a river bed was a
"deleterious substance". The Court of Appeal, however, reversed the
decision on the grounds that there was no evidence that the silt was
harmful to fish; that fish eggs (to which the silt was testified to
be harmful) were not included in the Act's definition of fish; and
that they? were no fish eggs in the stream at the time of the alleged
offence.
It is understood that amendments to the Fisheries Act will bring
fish eggs and aquatic habitat under the protection of the Act. In
any event, the use of the Fisheries Act for requiring plans and
specifications prior to the commencement of construction (including




Because the National Energy Board has essentially exclusive
N-E-B- jurisdiction over pipelines, this iscussion will centre on the
R019 Board's environmental mandate and how that mandate is carried out.






























the Act, rules of procedure,
and regulations




The Board has stated that its policy is to satisfy itself that
the construction and operation of pipeline facilities will not cause
environmental impact or pollution in excess of the limits set by
71. R.S.C. 1970, c E—l4 as amended (by lST Supp. c.l7) See Report
No. l for a fuller discussion.
72. Regina vs. Stearns Rogers Engineering Co. Ltd. (1973) 2 W.W.R.










































those agencies with primary responsibility for such matters. To
this end, the Board expects pipeline companies to provide information
and to adduce evidence on any applicable environmental standards
of federal and provincial agencies that they would be required to
meet, and also 0 0the status of, or plans for, their compliance with
those standards.
While recognizing that environmental factors are important, the
Board also states that such factors will only betaken into account
in deciding pipeline apgﬁications "to the extent that they are deemed
relevant by the Board." It is instructive to View the Board's
environmental mandate in practice, in the context of recent pipeline
applications.
Interprovincial Pipe Line Limited (IPL) recently applied to the
Board for a certificate to construct a 520-mile extension to its
existing pipeline from Sarnia, Ontario to Montreal, Quebec. The appli-
cant, as well as numerous intervenors, including the province of
Ontario, provided evidence on environmental aspects of the proposed
pipeline and on the policies, practices and procedures to mitigate
the environmental impact. In fact, the m 3t discussed aspect of the
application was its environmental impact, 7¥hich took up nearly half
of the Board report to the federal cabinet. The Ontario Ministry
of Energy, which co-ordinated the Ontario intervention, focused
particularly strongly on environmental matters. Included in the
Ontario brief were submissions that construction crews be educated with
with regard to environmental concerns, and that specific instruction
and supervision be used to ensure that procedures are followed; that
timing constraints for construction be detailed, especially for water-
course crossings; that refueling and maintenance be carried out in
approved areas and in such manner as to avoid infiltration to the
water table or runoff into watercourses; that Ontario make available
to the National Energy Board, at provincial expense, qualified per-
sons to supplement the Board's inspection staff under the direction
of the Board, or that additional inspectogs be appointed by the
Board, respecting environmental matters. '
These matters were also clearly brought out during testimony and
cross—examination before the Board. For example, thefollowing



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Mr. Rogers: No matter how well intentioned the company
may be sometimes these good intentions do not
get translated down to one or two contractors.
Mr. Duncan: Briefing of contractors is a useful exercise.
The Board, in approving the application, made a number of observations
and rulings, including: Details of measures to prevent or minimize
erosion, siltation and deterioration of water quality during river
crossing construction should be available to the Board and intervenors,
for review at the time of hearing into planning and scheduling of
construction of facilities; the applicant should have environmental
experts attached to each construction spread; construction contractors
must be instructed by the applicant to follow the advice given by the
environmental experts and, where their advice cannot be followed, the
Board must benotified; the Board's staff will inspect the construction
of the pipeline to ensure that the Board's environmental requirements
are met; the applicant's contingency plans must incorporateenvironmental
requirements; environmental inspection by the applicant in the years
following construction is expected, in order to observe conditi9 s and
advise on such remedial or maintenance work as may be required.
Despite the seeming surfeit of environmental requirements annexed
to the approval for construction, federal, provincial and local
agencies recorded subsequent in~the—field departures from those re-
quirements. For example, Environment Canada observers noted, at
various times, failure by construction contractors to implement effec—
tive temporary soil stabilization and erosion control techniques;
bank erosion and slumping where the pipeline crossed streams;
failure
to clean up or rehabilitate soil contaminated by an oil spill, five
months after the occurrence; failure to remove accumulated mud and
material from tracked vehicles before crossing streams; refueling of
vehicles directlyin, or adjacent to, watercourses, and dumping of
empty fuel cans into such waters; and a general lack of environmental
















































































































































































































































 jurisdict’ons, or before NEB~approved environmental practices were
changed. Local municipalities had urged during the hearings
that the NEE require the applicant to cons§&t with concerned
municipalies and conservation authorities.
Environmental agencies involved in field review for this
project argued that these problems stemmed principally from two
interrelated factors. First, construction contractors did not
understand the necessity for environmental constraints, despite
the hearings. Second, NEB inspectors, responsible exclusively for
environmental matters, were not continuously on site. It is under—
stood that construction frequently took place with no NEB inspectors
present, since they worked a shorter work week than construction
crews, and that the inspectors who were available were responsible
for all facets of construction — safetg, welding, engineering, etc. -
as well as environmental matters. ’ ' Many of these problems
appear to8be endemic to pipeline construction throughout North
America.
It is submitted that the following ought to be required under
the Act or regulations, not subject to the Board's discretion:
(1) Environmental inspectors from the Board or environmental agencies
should be authorized to ensure that environmental guidelines are
being followed. (2) Environmental inspectors should be authorized
to issue stop and/or clean—up orders when environmental guidelines
are not being followed. (3) lnspectors' reports should be made
available to the public at the end of each month of the project's
life.
In addition, general prohibition and offence penalties ought
to be introduced in the Act and regulations, such that when environ—
mental provisions in the regulations, orders or certificates are
violated they are subject to remedy at law.
79. See, for example, Hamilton Region Conservation Authority Report
to its Executive Committee regarding the Interprovincial Pipe Line
stream crossing and resulting sedimentation to Spencer Creek,
December 4, 1975.
80. Submission of the Regional Municipality of Waterloo, Supra note 76
at pages 38-39.
81. See, for example, Halloran "House Investigators Doubt Alaska Pipe—
line will Open on Time", The New York Times, September 5, 1976.
Environmental problems recorded in the construction of that pipeline
have included "unnecessary erosion" and "excessive" oil spills from
construction machinery.
 
    
It is further submitted that environmental bonds ought to be
required of applicants that are commensurate with the costs of
clean—up or rehabilitation that would fall upon the government if
construction contractors failed to meet environmental standards.
In addition, or in the alternative, where construction contractors
display a pattern of violation of environmental constraints,
future federal loans, grants, contracts, licenses or c§§tificates
should bedenied such operators for specified periods.
General oil pipeline regulations with environmental provisions
should be promulgated similar to existing gas pipeline regulations.
Finally, it is submitted that the relationship between the EARP
process and the NEB regulatory authority should be clarified. While
the NEB regulatory mandate is such that it has wide discretion
to receive and consider information relevant to a proposal, the
NEB is the final arbiter of which environmental constraints it will
adopt. Moreover, since other federal regulatory agencies, such as
the Canadian Transport Commission, have similar discretion and
decision—making authority, it is submitted that federal environmental
policy as conceived in the EARP process, is not uniformly applied,
since it is subject to varying interpretations and degrees of
adoption by each regulatory authority.
It is further submitted that NEB regulatory procedures (and
indeed those of all other federal departments, agencies and crown
corporations) should conform to a statutorily authorizedfederal
environmental policyembodying general EARP procedures respecting
protection of the environment from all federally owned, supported
or regulated construction activities. Such a process would have the
virtue of stangzrdizing federal environmental protection measures
and responses.
82. Such a policy recommendation is made in the Ontario Interministerial
Task Force on the Human Environment. "Toward an Environmental Action
Plan", June 1974, at page 74. 83. The NEB gas pipeline regulations,
including their environmental provisions, would have beeninapplicable
to the IPL application, as it was for a crude oil pipeline. It is
difficult to know exactly what IPL was required to adhere to, however,
as the Board did not prepare a detailed list of those undertakings
which IPL was responsible for meeting. This failure was criticized
by provincial environmental agencies (note 78, above).
84. Such a Bill was recently proposed in Parliament. See "An Act
to protect the Canadian environment by instituting mandatory impact
assessment procedures prior to the construction of installations
potentially damaging to the environment." (Private Members Bill —
Mr. Wenman). House of Commons, Order Paper No. 9, October 22, 1976,




Control of railways, other than railways operated Olly
within a province, resides with the federal government. Thus,
both private corporations and proprietary crown corporations
operating interprovincially are under Ministry of Transport and
Canadian Transport Commission jurisdiction. Relevant case law on
the issue confirms that the federal government has exclusive
jurisdiction in regards to the construction, operation and main—
tenance of interprovinggal railroads. Thus, provincial and local
laws are inapplicable.
The language of the Railway Act is such that the Railway
Transport Committee of the C.T.C. would be able to prescribe water
pollution prevention and abatement measures pursuant to terms and
conditions of licences, and through the regulations. As noted above,
all railways must submit plans agd profiles to the RTC before they
may proceed with new activities. The one exception to RTC
jurisdiction is the Canadian National Railway. The CNR requires a
direct order-in—council approval from the fe ral cabinet on the
recommendation of the Ministry of Transport. Discussion with
Railway Transport Committee officials, however, indicates that
currently the RTC does not require or recommend procedures to control
water pol§§tion from construction, operation or maintenance of
railways.
The principal responsibility in this area has thus fallen on
the Environmental Protection Service of Environment Canada. Of
special interest is the relationship of EPS to CNR. CNR, as a
proprietary crown corporation, has extensive rail facilities in the
Great Lakes Region. It is required under special Act to obtain the
approval of the federal cabinet, by order—in—council on the recom—
mendation of the Ministry of Transport, before it may constrgﬁt,
maintain and operate railway lines, branches and extensions.
Except in the case of order—in—council submissions, for which the
federal Treasury Board currently requires CNR to have an environ-
mental review from Environment Canada, Environment Canada has no
direct oversight over CNR. It is understood that because CNR is
a proprietary crown corporation, and therefore in competition with
private enterprise, it is only invited and not required to enter
its proposed projects into the EARP process.
85. The British North America Act 1867 as amended ss.92.lO(a).
86. See, for example, C.P.R. v. Notre Dame de Bonsecours (1899) A.C.367
R. v. C.S.L. Limited (1960) O.W.N. 277, (1961) O.W.N. 89 (County Court)
and R. v. C.N.R. (1975) 4 C.E.L.N.7. (Provincial Court of Ontario
(Judicial District of Hamilton—Wentworth)).
87. See General Order N0.E.l of the Canadian Transport Commission res—
pecting the filing of maps, plans, profiles and books of reference
which must be received by the Commission.
88. CNR Order-in—Council, Privy Council of Canada, P.C. No.1967—205
respecting bridge construction and related facilities.
89. Interview with H.G. Hibbard, Director of Rail Services, Railway






























Current CNR environmental policy, however, is to ensure in
all company operations the provision of such protection of the
environment as is appropriate, technically feasible and economically
practicable; and to reduce over a period of time (undefined) air, water,
soil, sight and noise pollution to a level equal to or below the
standards set by the responsible government agencies.91 That policy not—
withstanding, CNR has recently successfully opposed having to comply with
conservation authority dump, fill and construction regulations.92
Although Environment Canada has no power to regulate railway
environmental protection practices, it has undertaken reports, inventories,
and assessments. Since 1971, it has issued at least three inventory
inspection and assessment reports of CNR pollution problems in Ontario,93
and is currently undertaking a fourth. 94 Environment Canada recommendations
arising from these pollution inventories have included the need to control
and immediately clean up fuel oil and other spills; use of drip trays and
interceptors at oil fueling stands; clean up of oil-saturated water;
replacement of contaminated top soil; minimizing use of oil for dust
control; control of erosion, sedimentaion, and contaminated runoff from
existing facilities. To 1974, CNR had taken such remedial measures at at
least ten of its facilities. It is understood, however, that CNR sets its
own priorities as to which measures it will adopt, and how quickly.
At least five CNR order—in—council submissions have had environmental
reviews by EPS. 95 These have usually involved spur line, car loading
and industrial development facilities. Recommendations for minimizing
erosion and sedimentaion during construction, operation and maintenance
of such facilities have been included and incorporated into planned
expansions. However, on at least one occasion, CNR has
91. Statement of C.N.R. Environmental Protection Policy (1975).
92. R. v. C.N.R. (1975) 4 CELN 7. The prosecution, undertaken by the
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority for CNR failure to obtain a
permit, was rejected by the Provincial Court on grounds that dumping
fill and track construction were matters falling under the term
"construction, operation and maintenance of a railroad", and as such
were matters falling under 9.92.10 (a) of the BNA Act and relevant
Federal legislation, and did not come under the jurisdiction of a
conservation authority, which is a Provincial agency. '
93. "Inventory Inspections and Assessment of Pollution Problems of
CNR Facilities, Great Lakes Region", August 1971; "Inventory Inspections
and Assessment of Pollution Problems, CNR, St. Lawrence Region", August
1972; and "Inventory Inspections and Assessment of Pollution Problems,
Prairie Region, Lakehead Area", June 1973.
94. Inventory Assessment of CNR begun in fiscal year 1975 to run to 1977.
95. To February, 1974.
249
 used its review from Environment Canada to shield it from having
to comply with Provincial Eggulations respecting the dumping, filling
or constructing of works.
It is submitted that, as Environment Canada does not have approval
authority over railway pollution problems, and cannot satisfy itself
that the measures it directs for water pollution control will beadopted,
it has the worst of two worlds — responsibility without appropriate
authority. It is submitted that recommendations made in the discussion
of pipelines, respecting statutory authorization of an EARP—like process,
would be useful with regard to railways as well.
Airports
Control of land ‘e within airport property is within exclusive
Federal jurisdiction.
Some proposed major airports or airport expansions in Ontario
are being preceded by comprehensive environmental studies as part of
the EARP process. These studies have reviewed or are in the process
of reviewing, water quality protection measures which will be
necessary during the construction, operation and maintenance of such
facilities should they be approved. These measures are understood
to includeggppropriate nutrient, sediment, erosion and stormwater
controls.
Because the current proposals in the EARP process are not yet
at the approval stage, it is not possible to detail how the proper
adherence to such environmental constraints will be ensured,
especially during the construction stage. For example, while it
is possible to postulate that proper sediment and erosion control
will be attached in construction contract documents or specifications,
recent experience with pipeline construction (discussed above) indicates
that supplementary mechanisms may be necessary. However, it is
understood that monitoring programs for tracing environmental effects
at every stage of the proposed projects have been recommended.
Only a small percentage of total airport construction projects
planned to 1982 are submitted to EARP. In Ontario, construction
96. R. v. C.N.R. (note 92, above), and Written Argument Presented on
Behalf of Canadian National Railway Company Relevant to a Charge
Brought Against it Under the Conservation Authorities Act and tried
in the City of Hamilton Before His Honour Judge Morrison, April 9,
1975. By Solicitors for CNR, pp. 1 and 2.
97. Johanneson v. West St. Paul (1952) 1 S.C.R. 292; Orangeville
Airport Limited v. The Corporation of the Town of Caledon (1975)
9 O.R. (2d) 7.
98. This is understood to be the case for at least the Hamilton and
Windsor airport proposals.
 




projects that have been determined by the Ministry of Transport
to require an "initial environmental evaluation" (IEE) form ap—
proximately 2.5% of total airport construction projects to 1982.
Nationally, the figure is 2.3%.99 The figures are outlined in
Table 6.
It is arguable that the cummulative effect on the environment
of the many smaller construction activities associated with the
expansion of the airport program will be as significant as the few
major projects which will receive detailed environmental scrutiny.
CATA's proposed guidelines indicate that appropriate measures for
erosion and water pollution control will beincorporated into con-
tract documents and specifications.61 Comments made in the discus—
sion of pipelines, respecting the necessity of supplimentary mech—
anisms, may apply for smaller projects as well.
With respect to existing water contamination problems from
airport runoff, studies at Toronto International Airport are cur—
rently being undertaken to find out how to minimize the environ—
mental impact from the application and use of urea as an airport
runway de—icing agent. Results are also expected in September 1977
from investigations at airports in British Columbia.
Transport of Dangerous or Radioactive Materials by Road and Rail
Dangerous commodities are defined by the Canadian Transport
Commission to include explosives, compressed gas, flammable liquid,
flammable solid, oxidizing material, poision, radioactive or corrosive
material. It is understood that under the Railways Act, apart from
handling, shipping and packaging requirements under the regulations,
there is no requirement under terms and conditions of approvals, or
under the regulations, for the type of clean—up procedures which
must be followed in the event of a release of a dangerous commodity
to the environment. There is also no requirement in law that a
company carrying dangerous goods must have a contingency plan in the
event of a spill or other release of dangerous goods to the environ—
ment; nor will the proposed Transport of Dangerous Goods Bill require
one for trucking or multi—modal carriers.
Carriers have, however, adopted some form of plan in many in—
stances. The CNR, for example, notes that it is company policy to
initiate containment and clean—up procedures at the scene of
accidental spillage originating from CNR operations. When a spill
occurs the appropriate regulatory agencies are to be informed of,
among other things, any material that has escaped to a waterway or
poses a threat of doing 30.1
 
99. Projects for which initial environmental evaluations are performed
do not necessarily go on to require full environmental assessments..
See discussion under EARP,above.





PLANNED AIRPORT CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS *
  
1976—1982




   
Source: Environment Division, Canadian Air Transport
Administration (CATA) Ministry of Transport and
Environmental Assessment Panel, Department of
Environment, Ottawa.
* Figures are for planned airport construction projects in
CATA, MOT plans as of August, 1976, exclusive of equipment.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1972 1973 1974 1975
TOTAL NUMBER OF
INCIDENTS INVOLVING
DANGEROUS COMMODITIES ** 34 35 43 32
TOTAL
NUMBER
















TO THE AT CROSSINGS 1 0 0 0
ENVIRONMENT
     
Source: Railway Transport Committee, Canadian Transport
Commission, Ottawa.
* Figures are a summary of accidents—incidents reported to the
CTC, March 1976. These figures do not include spills associated
with stationary facilities such as locomotive fueling.
** Other than in train accidents.
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derelict motor vehicle sites and systems.






































of Ministerial control orders.
Litter
































































































classified and exempt from the provisions of the Act and regulations.
Ontario Water Resources Act117
Plans for sewage works118 which do not have to be submitted to the
Ministry of Environment for approval include drainage works under the Public
Transportation and Highway Improvement Act or the Railways Act.ll
107. Where provisions of statutes have been reviewed previously, they will
not be discussed in detail here. Where necessary, recourse should be had to
previous chapters. 108. 8.0. 1971, c.86 as amended.
109. 5.50. 110. 85.49-55.
111. Interview with G. Trewin, assistant regional director, Ontario Ministry
of Environment (Central Region) August 6, 1976, Don Mills, Ont.
112. 8.65. 113. 8.68. 114. 5.67. 115. 0. Reg. 505/72.
116. 5.2. 117. R.S.O. 1970, c.332 as amended.
118. "Sewage works" are defined in the Act to include drainage and storm
water works. 119. S.42(6) (e).
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 Table 8
CERTIFICATES 0F APPROVAL* FOR DERELICT MOTOR VEHICLE
Region**
SITES IN ONTARIO
Number of Active Sites



























Source: Ontario Ministry of Environment, Waste Approvals
Branch, Toronto
* Figures are for active and new sites certified as of
March 31, 1976.
** Region refers to Ontario Ministry of Environment regional
offices.




























































































































































































































mental assessments as part of their planning process.121
Section 30 of the Act provides
that where the Minister of Environment
is of the opinion that it is in the public interest,
he may, with the ap-
proval of the provincial cabinet,
by order exempt the undertaking from the
application
of the Act or the regulations, and/or may impose terms and con-
ditions.
There is no Opportunity for judicial review of such orders under
the Act.
Pursuant to this power,


































Among the MTC activities exempted are a list of routine construction
and maintenance activities under the MTC capital construction program.122
These activities include construction or re—construction of crossroad or
railway grade separationS,operational
improvements such as adding local
lanes for auxiliary purposes,










sand, gravel, fill and other maintenance activities. Among the reasons
given for exemption of these activities is that MTC's own environmental
screening process will provide environmental protection.123
Other exemptions include a 21-page list of new routes, major re-
alignments, rural and urban highway widenings, and new or modified water
crossings under MTC's planning, design and Capital Construction Program
which are Scheduled for completion January 1980. Undue delay in projects
well advanced and the MTC environmental screening process are given as
reasons for this set of exemptions. Terms and conditions attached to it
include that where road construction for this portion of the program is
not substantially completed by January 1980, an environmental assessment
must be submitted by MTC to the Ministry of Environment. A periodic list
of all proposed projects in the program must be prepared, with proposed
dates of commencement and completion as well as an indication of which
projects will have environmental assessments. This list must be sent to
MOE and is available for public review. Substantially similar rationale
and terms and conditions are given for exemption to January 1980 of the
planning, design, provision and construction of new or extended runways in
the province's airport construction program.
 
120. 8.0. 1975, c.69. See Urban Areas for discussion of this Act's key
provisions.
121. See "Environmental Assessment Required of Major Ontario Government
PrOjects. "Ministry of Environment News Release, October 19, 1976.
122. These are designated by the province as having little environmental
effect. See Ministry of Environment publication EA Update Volume 1,
Number 1, October 1976.
























Exemption orders for Ontario Hydro projects,124 including new transmi—
ssion lines, indicate that Hydro must still carry out any construction and
maintenance in accordance with construction and site restoration guidelines
approved by the Ministry of Environment. In some cases it will be required
to perform class or program environmental assessments on such activities.
Regulations under the Act exempt municipalities from compliance with the
Act for the time being.125 It is understood that the exemption has been granted
to allow appropriate recommendations about the way in which municipalities will
have to respond to the Act.
Other sections of the regulations126 provide that loans, grants permits or
approvals are not, in themselves, undertakingswhich‘require environmental assess—
ment. The intention is not to regulate these activities, but rather to apply the
Act to the undertaking which they facilitate, if such undertakings are environ—
mentally significant. It should be noted that a joint undertaking by a munici—
pality with the province or a public body, or an undertaking by a body not exempted
by the regulations, would be subject to assessment.
OTHER STATUTORY MECHANISMS
 
The Public Transportation and Highway Improvement Act127
The Act is administered by the Ministry of Transportation and Communication.
The functions of the Environmental Office of MTC include, the identification of
environmental problems related to the construction and operation of provincial
roads and highways and; recommendations on the adequacy of environmental pro—
tection measures or devices developed to mitigate or solve the environmental
problem identified. The functions of the Highway Design Office are to develop
the mitigating features relating to the problem identified by the Environmental
Office. The responsibility of MTC regional offices is to incorporate the en—
vironmental mitigating features into contracts and to ensure that the features
are built or installed during construction. Environmental protection pg£_§g
is not outlined in the statute.
Where the Minister deems it necessary that a local highway should be cons-
tructed as, or converted to, a connecting link for the King's Highway, the pro-
vincial cabinet may so designate the highway, and the locality issue debentures
sufficient to pay the municipality's share of the cost of construction. The
Minister and the locality may enter into an agreement for the construction and
maintenance of the highway, or for additional roadways and widths. Jurisdiction
and control of such highways remain with the locality, although the Minister may
exercise thg powers of a municipality respecting the King's Highway in the
locality.12
The Minister may initiate proceedings under any Act to obtain proper drain—
age for the King's Highway, but no drainage works may be constructed onthe King's
Highway withoutthe Minister's consent. Drainage engineers designated by the
Minister for the purposes of securing proper drainage for the King's Highway
have all the powers and must perform all the duties on behalf of the Ministry re—
quired of an engineer appointed by a municipality.129 Road superintendents
124. See Order in Council 2887/76, 125. O. Reg. 83/76, 8.5. 126. 8.9.




appointed by road authorities under this Act may initiate and carry
out proceedings under the Drainage Act to obtain proper drainage for any
road within the jurisdiction and control of the road authority.130
The Ministry may plant trees along such highways, and may pay up up to
75¢ as a tree—planting bonus per tree. 31 Municipal or suburban roads commi—
ssions may plant trees on its roads, and the cost allocated as part of the
cost of maintaining the road.132
A Township where statute labour has been abolished133 may submit to the
Minister for approval such plans, specifications or by—laws as he requires for
any or all of the following purposes: grading; drainage for road purposes; gra-
velling, metalling with broken stone, or the construction of any kind of road
surface; dust prevention by oiling, tarring or other means; systematic main-
tenance by dragging, gravelling, or other means; the construction of bridges,
culverts and approaches; the opening of a new road or the relocating, widening
or straightening of an existing road; other road improvements. The Minister
must annually advise every locality of the amount of money he has allocated to 1
it for road improvements, and the locality must file with the Minister a de—
tailed estimate showing how it proposes to spend the money.134
No earth, debris or excavated material may be deposited within the limits
of a road without the permission of a road authority. 35
Local municipalities may construct sidewalks and other improvements to



















of snow from a tertiary road, or the application of chemicals or abrasives to
icy roads, with not more than 50% of the cost of the work to be paid by the
province.137
The Minister may, without the consent of the owner, enter upon and use any
land, alter any natural or artificial feature of any land, construct and use
roads to or from any land or place, or remove from any land substance or struc-
ture for the purposes of land acquisition, highways and other works.138 Claims






































Court of Appeal, appeal to that court from any determination or order of the
Board respecting compensation.140
130. 8.92. 131. 8.27 132. 8.98.
133. Statute labour refers to a former requirement that owners of land abutting




















ment. Thus s. 71 would apparently apply to much of the province.
134. S. 71(1) and (2). 135. 8.96. 136. 5.97. 137. S.38(4).














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tanks must be appropriately diked.













































141. R.S.O. 1970, c.354 as amended 142. 8.94.
143. R.S.0. 1970, c.189 as amended. 144. S.6(l) (d).
145. S.6a-d. The judge may specify other persons as parties besides the
Director, applicant or licensee.
l46. S.6e 147. 3.8. 148. S.5(64) of the Code
149. Ss.6(28) and (26) 150. 11.3.0. 1970, c.202.
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scrap, must be covered with a covering made of tarpaulin, canvass,
netting or the li capable of confining the load to the vehicle
and its container. Exemptions to this provision include winter
highway maintenance operations (i.e. salt, sand or a mixture of
both); waste collection; vehicles carrying waste or weighing less
than certain amounts; of agricultural products; and movement on
crude road surfaces or pursuant to a highway construction contract.
152
Municipal Planning and Management Activities
The more significant initiatives here are to be found in the
policies, practices and official plans of municipalities than in
their by—laws. The Regional Municipality of Waterloo, for example,
states in its draft official plan that it will seek the full co—
operation of the Ministry of Transportation and Communication,
Ontario Hydro, provincial and federal energy boards and other pro—
vincial and federal agencies with its policy of not building new
public works, nor expanding existing ones, including expressways,
trunk roads, Hydro transmission lines, trunk gas oil and cable
lines, in environmentally sensitive policy areas. Its policy is also
to ensure that new regional roads and lines will not be permitted
within, over or under these sensitive areas. Minor re—alignments
and widening of existing provincial, regional, and area municipal
roads, and services necessary to implement existing and approved
changes in the legal use of land where they affect environmentally
sensitive areas, will be permitted only after environmental impact
statements indicate that any envirpgmental damage will beminor and
acceptable to the Regional Council. Normally the Council would be
further aided in its decision—making process by the Regional Ecologi—
cal and Environmental Advisory Committee, which reviews such proposals.
The committee consists of representatives of various agencies and
organizations in the Waterloo area.
At least with respect to environmentally sensitive areas, con-
cern for the location of transportation corridors has gone hand in
hand with concern that construction practices cause a minimum of dis—
turbanggSto the environment, including a minimum of contaminated
runoff.
One provincial mechanism which has apparently not been exploited
to require or enc0urage local government to systematically incorporate
erosion and sediment control in its roads programs is the financial
one. It is estimated that the Ministry of Transportation and Communi—
cation subsidizes municipal road building to the amount of approximately
151. O.Reg. 632/76 (came into force January 1, 1977), 8.2.
152. 3.3.
153. Regional Municipality of Waterloo Draft Official Plan, December
1975 as modified August 1976. Environmentally sensitive areas in
Waterloo region comprise about 19,500 acresor about 6 per cent of













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Some regional road departments acknowledge that interim and
temporary soil stabilization techniques are proven, but that in—
creased cost factors make their systematic adoption financially
prohibitive.156d Other regional road departments do not regard
the lack of interim and temporary soil stabilization techniques
as a problem, because most of their road construction contracts
are completed within a fiscal year. 6
Most municipal officials interviewed felt that when the
provincial Environmental Assessment Act applied to municipalities,
measures for environmental protectionduring construction includ—
ing control of contaminated runoff, will be developed at the
local level. Whether this materializes, however, depends on whether
the Environmental Assessment Act, normally devoted to larger scale
activities and programs, can be a substitute for a Sediment Control
Act. (See further discussion below).
Some municipalities, mainly at the regional level, are currently
reviewing pesticide spraying practices. Waterloo Region, for example,
is halting or severly limiting spraying on Regional roads adjoining
woodland and swamp areas. The provincial Weed Control Act re—
quirement to control noxious weeds, however, makes it difficult
to eliminate spraying adjacent to croplands.
Ministry of Environment surveys of the winter roads maintenance
practices of major municipalities indicated that it is not uncommon
to apply up to 1800 pounds of salt per mile of two—lane road at a
time. Most municipalities, however, were understood to utilize the
salt application rates recommended by the Ministry of Transportation
and Communication (1972) of 450 lb/2—lane mile for rural roads and
800 lb./2-land mile for urban roads.157 Recent surveys for this study
indicated that sixty per cent of Ministry of Environment regional
offices responding did not know whether municipalities in their region
were adhering to provincial guidelines158 respecting highway de—icing
application rates.158a A canvass of selected municipalities revealed
that while municipal salt application rates might average 450—500 lbs.
/2—lane mile, the range might be 350—650 or 400—700 lbs./2—lane mile
in the course of a number of applications.
156e. Telephone interview with R. Martin, Roads Design and Construction
Engineer, Regional Municipality of Niagara, Public Works Department, St.
Catharines, Ontario, April 6, 1977.
 
157. Ontario Ministry of Environment. A Review of Literature on the
Environmental Impact of De—Icing Compounds and Snow Disposal (1974).
158. Ontario Ministry of Environment. Guidelines for Snow Disposal
and De-Icing Operations in Ontario. 1975
158a. Responses to the December 1976 survey were received from 5 MOE




Guidelines Evaluating ConstructionActivities Impacting on
Water Resources — Roads and Highways
These guidelines were developed to assist Ministry of Environment
staff with their assessment of construction activities impacting on
water resources. The guidelines outline expected environmentaleffects
from construction of highways and roads and make general recommendations.
Principal effects are noted, including erosion, sedimentation and ground
water contamination from Cuts and fills on steep slopes, vegetation
removal, and improper interim stabilization. Extensive recommendations
are made for mitigating or preventing water pollution problems during
such construction phases as initial right-of—way clearing, open cut
and fill area stage, stream channel relocation and excavation, construc-
tion and installation of drainage ditches and culverts, and final
stabilization techniques.

































































































































means, the approval of the Ministry of Environment is required before
it can be dumped directly into a watercourse. The guidelines outline
land site criteria for snow dumping, procedures for using de-icing
chemicals and salt, and salt storage.
Ministry recommendations for salt application are derived from the
operational practices of a number of Ontario municipalities. These
recommendations include a salt application rate of 400-500 lbs./2—lane
mile; salting of main thoroughfares and critical road sections only;
employment of rate—controlled salt distribution equipment which operates
independently of vehicle's speed; use of an appropriate salt/sand
mixture containing only enough salt to achieve desired results; frequent
cleaning and maintenance of catch basins; and accurate record keeping.
These guidelines are also of no legal effect. Adherence to their
recommendations cannot be insisted upon. As noted earlier, Environmental
Protection Act regulations exempt salt and chemical de—icing agents from
the Act's provisions. Thus, the prohibitory sections of the Act are of
no effect, even where salt application rates are excessive.
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Ontario Hydro Practices for Protecting the Environment
During Power Line Construction
 
In lieu of enacting regulations under the Power Corporation Act,
Ontario Hydro has developed internal guidelines which it expects its
operators to observe during right—of—way and transmission line con-
struction. Though Ontario Hydro construction activities are currently
not subject to environmental approvals, the Environmental Assessment
Act will apply in future to most right—of—way and transmission line
construction. Thus, Hydro practices for protecting the environment
from such activities will be subject to scrutiny. This is already
taking place with respect to those Hydro proposals recently brought
under the ambit of the Act.159 Hydro construction practices for en-
vironmental protection are reproduced in Appendix II. They include
minimization of clearing and grading to prevent erosion, as well as
controlling vegetation and topsoil disturbance. Environmental agency
review of Hydro construction practices is discussed below.
AGREEMENTS AND CONTINGENCY PLANNING
Ontario Contingency Plan for Spills of Oil and
Other Hazardous Materials
The Plan may be implemented by the Ontario Ministry of Environment,
with assistance provided where necessary by other provincial or federal
agencies.160 The Plan was approved by agreement with these agencies in 1975.
The purpose of the Plan is to provide a framework for a coordinated
response to spill incidents of major proportion that are of concern to
the Ministry of Environment. Generally, the Plan may be implemented where
a spill incident is too big to be handled by the party responsible for it,
or when the responsible party fails to respond; in certain instances where
the source of a major spill cannot be readily established; or upon request
for assistance.
The Plan is intended to develop appropriate preparedness measures
and effective systems for reporting the occurrence of pollution spills;
to institute prompt countermeasures in a major incident to neutralize
and/or restrict the further spread of the spilled pollutant; to provide
expertise, resources or information to minimize environmental damage
from spills; and to supplement other spill contingency plans, Such as
the Joint Canada — U.S. Responses.
The Plan also outlines the responsibilities of the various agencies,
the nature of response elements and operations, including discovery and
alarm evaluation and plan invocation, containment and countermeasures and
clean—up and dispOSal phases. Information dissemination procedures and
surveillance requirements are outlined.
The Policy of the Ministry of Environment, as expressed in the Plan
and in various statutes such as the Environmental Protection Act, is that
the party who precipitates a spill is responsible for containing and
cleaning up the spilled material, and for removing any contaminated debris
or similar material. Statutory responsibilities of such parties respecting
pollution of the natural environment, the reporting of spills, and the
repair of damage to the environment are also outlined in the Plan.
159. See discussion under Environmental Assessment Act.
160. The other agencies include the Ontario Ministries of Natural Resources,



































Roads, Highways and Related Development
 
Until recently, the Ontario Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications' route construction erosion control program was directed
to protection of roadways, shoulders and embank ents, and of private
property near the route construction right—of—way, damage to which
might give rise to lawsuits and other liabilities. In the early
1970's, this narrow approach began to give way to a broader one which ,
included intangibles, especially environmental matters, as well as a
more comprehensive planning, design, construction and maintenance
methodology.
The shift in MTC policy arose from the recognition that erosion
control BEE ﬁg does not necessarily protect the environment, including
water quality. The highway designer has traditionally included erosion
control in his plans because erosion might damage the facility itself.
It is now generally recognized, however, that erosion affects not only
the facility within the right—of—way, but also land and water outside it.1'61
The MTC has therefore developed internal guidelines fog the identifi-
cation of environmental impacts and appropriate solutions. They are
concerned with the effects on fisheries and water quality and quantity
which may be caused by erosion and sedimentation from road construction.
These guidelines indicate that project managers are to maintain contact
with staffs of the Ministry of Natural Resources and the Ministry of the
Environment in order to: identify environmental sensitivities related
to the effects of erosion and sedimentation, and; identify the adequacy
of the proposed protective measures to be included in the contract. The
guidelines further indicate the contract documents, where applicable, are
to include the following information to the contractor: qualification of
construction practices and/or staging of construction operations, and;
protective measures required to avoid or minimize the effects of various
construction operations on water quality and local natural systems.
The guidelines also indicate that the Special provisions developed
to minimize environmental impacts must be specific, and capable of being
bid upon by thecontractor. They further note that where a mutually
satisfactory solution cannot be developed between the parties involved,
or where remedial measures would result in an unacceptably high cost or
unconventional construction techniques, coordinated efforts between the
Transportation Ministry and all agencies must be made to resolve the
environmental problems in a manner acceptable to all parties.
Highway agency programmes for erosion and sedimentation control
are not based upon, or required by, any statute. Because of this,
it is submitted, theremay be wide fluctuations, from project to
project, in the types of controls which are applied and in their ef—
fectiveness, due to economic and other factors.
161. J.J. Armstrong, environmental planner, Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munication, "Erosion Control in an Urbanizing Environment: A Transportation
Planner's Viewpoint", seminar address before the Hamilton Region Conservation
Authority, Spring 1974, Hamilton, Ontario.
162. Ministry of Transportation and Communication, Memorandum on Procedural










The MTC or a local agency may prefer, for instance, to risk a future
lawsuit for damage to private property , rather than to take the necessary
— and erhaps expensive — steps to prevent offsite damage in the first
place. And because, as the MTC estimates, the majority of these cases
are settled out of court, they neither improve the state of the law (since
they result in no judicial determination) nor increase awareness of water
pollution problems involved in road construction, either on the part of the
legal profession or the public at large.
A spinoff effect of the lack of statutory requirements for erosion and
sediment control in highway construction activities is the relationship that
develops or is seen to develop between the highway agency and the construction
contractor where the only control is the contract respecting construction
methodology.
For example, the MTC has prepared a manual on environmental field re—
view, to alert MTC construction staff to problems that might develop during
construction. If the contractor's method of operation is poor, and he is
working in a careless manner and doing unnecessary damage, the MTC officer,
according to the manual, is to monitor the contractor's operations, suggest
alternative procedures, and point out that the Ministry requires a high
level of workmanship. (Emphasis in the original.) The manual does not
say what the MTC officer should do if the contractor continues to be careless.
  
The Ministry could, of course, refuse to hire that contractor again;
that threat is implicit in the passage referred to above. But this c0urse
of action is drastic, rare and, in any event,after the fact.1633 The MTC
does not have the option of using stop or control orders, or other enforce—
ment mechanisms open to a regulatory agency, which, as the owner of the
facility being built, it is unlikely to use in any case.
The manual — which is a good summary of the environmental measures to
be taken during construction — notes that it is possible for the MTC to pay
for additional environmental protection, not included in the contract, once
construction has begun. It points out, however, that environmental pro—
tection costs may not always be justified.
In short, economic or financial considerations may frequently determine







































and Communications, Supreme Court of Ontario, Civil Action No. 3962/75. This
action for damages is for impairment of local water quality resulting from soil
erosion and accompanying sedimentation of watercourses on private property.
1633. It is understood that in circumstances where a contractor's performance is
























































































MTC contracts for exclusively environmental reasons.
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observed directly downstream of the construction area.
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Uned universally on soil aronﬁ disturbed by C0n~
nLructinn unless otherwise treated by soddinn
grnnulnr blanket or paving.
Used where immediate cover is required {or uoa—
thctic reasons (urban sectiun<l or for immedi—
ate erosion control (ditch lines)
Used to collect and [rdrﬂprrt concentrated flaws
of water which would oIhrrLlsc :auxe erosion,
Uaually used to carry high discharge of water
down steep alOpea.
Uaud on earth slopes under structures whereVege‘
tation will not grow, at culvert outlets or other
highly erosion susceptible areas.
Usually 11“ » 24” thick. Uccusinnally used on
cut and fill slopes and in ditches where easily
erodeahle material which will not support vegeta—
tion is encountered or on slopes where seepage
must he controlled to prevcnt erosion. 1n urban
areas it is occasionally covered with top soil
and sod.
Used to draw off suhsurfnru unter. Lowers water
table, reduces seepage. Partly directed toward
stability and erosion control.
Used to protect erosion susceptible material
from erosion by wave action or fast running
water.
Most catch hasina incorporate a sump to collect
sediment which is cleaned out periodically.
Used in ecologically sensitive locations to
collect material eroded during the course of
construction.
Used on steep grades in ditches and channels or
to dissipate energy where large volumes are dis-
charged from atotm aewera into streams and on
stream diveraiona involving steep grades in
erodeable material.
Low walls of timber rock concrete or steal con—
structed into the water at right anglaa to the
shore of lakea or atreama to trap sand or other
water transported material. Developa beaches
and protecta shore line from eroaiva action of
waves and currauta.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































contamination of groundwater supplies.1
MTC policy is not to restore well water supplies adversely affected by
salt spreading, Eggugh it will do so for supplies contaminated by leaching
from salt piles. Offending salt piles, even when subsequently covered,
frequently also require the installation of impermeable pads to prevent
groundwater contamination.





































tions. MTC indicates that some municipalities apply road de-icing salts at
168. Correspondence from J. Hatton, Surface and Groundwater Evaluator, MOE,
Sudbury, Ontario, December 30, 1976. See also note 157.
169. Correspondence from D.F. Aitkens, Manager, Technical Support Section,
































regarded as excessive” The Metro Toronto Roads Department indicates that the
volume of salt spread on Metro roads has dropped by approximately two—thirds
since 1970. However, this caused numerous complaints from drivers, and it
was anticipated that the amount of salt spread in Metro would increase this
year.
Ministry of Environment guidelines for snow disposal sites recommend that
they be brought to the attention of the MOE regional office for evaluation
before seasonal use. One MOE regional office indicates that there are ap-
proximately 80 land disposal sites for snow utilized by municipalities in the
regiYg8 though none of the sites are brought to the attention of MOE before
use. The MOE banned the dumping of snow into watercourses and lakes in
1972, except in emergencies. The province prefers the use of land disposal
sites. However, some municipalities, such as Metro Toronto, estimate that
within five years there will be no land disposal sites for snow left within
their boundaries.
Road and Highway Spills
Local and provincial agencies, such as fire and police departments,
traditionally deal with emergencies, such as highway accidents, that cause
fires or dangers to population from overturned trucks or exposure to toxic
substances. More recently, environmental agencies in Ontario have been
attempting to supplement these emergency procedures with environmental
protection procedures. This has evolved because substances transported
on highways are obviOus potential environmental contaminants in the event
of an accident.
In 1973 there were 900 oil spills in Ontario, approximately 10% of
which involved accidents on highways. In 1975 there were approximately
600 spills involving oil and other hazardous substances, 83 of which —
about 14% — involved highway accidents. In 1976 there were approximately
596 spills of oil and other hazardous or toxic substances; approximately
19% (113) of them involved highways.171
In addition to encouraging the development of governmental contingency
plans with environmental aspects, the Ministry of Environment also encourages
the industrial sector to develop contingency plans for the substances they
carry. MOE statistics indicate that in 1975 approximately 27% of spills
(166 out of 604) did not have a contingency plan.”1 Neither the Environmental
Protection Act nor any other provincial or federal law requires carriers to
have contingency plans. The Ontario Contingency Plan is itself mainly an
agreement among eight provincial and federal agencies to coordinate their
actions for environmental protection in the event of a spill or other release
to the natural environment. The principal requirements in the Environmental
Protection Act which a carrier would have to meet are the requirements that
he report a release or spill3to the MOE, and that he clean up if ordered to
do so by the Minister.17 ’
170. R.V. Power Tank Lines Limited (1975) 23C.C.C.(2d)464.










































































































In this regard, the Power Tank Lines case sets an important precedent.
It creates a duty, distinct from motor vehicle liability, to act in the
event of a spill. That is to say, where a spill of hazardOus substances
occurs, prompt action to prevent or curtail the environmental damage (in
this case the spread of bunker oil from a highway storm sewer to a creek
and ultimately to Lake Ontario) is required of the party in whose control
the toxic or hazardous substance lies, even where such preventive action
is necessitated by the negligence of a third party. The Court held further
that:
"a person or company which causes oil to be carried upon the high—
way must accept a certain foreseeable risk of accident no matter
by whom caused. Additionally, when a spill occurs hemust be
prompt to deal with the same."
A number of difficulties persist with the Environmental Protection Act,
however. For example, section 17 is, in reality, a reactive, not a preventive,
provision. It states that the Minister of Environment may order repair of
damage of the natural environment that has been caused. A preventive provision
would permit the Minister to issue an order where any emission, discharge or
release might or may cause damage to the natural environment. Amendments to
make section 17 more of a preventive provision are anticipated.
Other provisions will be amended, it is understood, to uphold further
the policy that carriers of hazardous materials that are involved in ac-
cidents, whether caused by their own negligence or that of a third party,
have a responsibility to deal promptly with spills which may adversely affect
the environment. These amendments may include making the owner, as well as
the carrier, of hazardous substances jointly and severally liable for any
clean—up costs which might be incurred following a spill. Such a require-
ment exists in the Canada Shipping Act; though it is not currently an
offence under”other federal enviféhméntal legislation, such as the Fisheries
Act, to fail to clean up a spill. The value of the Powér Tank Lines
decision is that it defined the responsible party for a spill as the one
with custody of the material at the time of the incident.
Ontario Hydro Transmission Line Rights—of—Way
 
Under recentzgrders and regulations issued under the Environmental
Assessment Act, Ontario Hydro will be required, for the first time, to
carry out its transmission line construction and maintenance in accordance
with construction and site restoration guidelines approvedby the Ministry
of Environment.
Ontario Hydro construction practices, until recently, included clear—
cutting and bulldozing to establish a right—of-way for its transmission lings.
The removal of all ground and forest cover resulted in extensive erosion.
Hydro's right—of—way and other construction and maintenance practices have
recently come under the scrutiny of the Royal Commission on Electric Power
Planning. The Commission was established to examine the long-range electric
planning alternatives of Ontario Hydro, so that an approved framework can be
decided upon by the province. The Commission's terms of reference empower
174. Testimony of J. Winter, Ontario Hydro Representative before the Royal





















 it to consider environmental and land use matters associated with Hydro
activities, including all facets surrounding transmissioncorridors.
In this regard, Hydro was required to submit information respecting its
construction practices and transmission line right—of-way restoration
and management practices.175 An updated version of the Hydro power line
construction practices for environmental protection is reproduced in
Appendix II.
Ministry of Environment officials who have had field experience in
observing Ontario Hydro construction activities argue that the practices
as described on paper are generally good but that Hydro has had a mixed
fidelity to them in the field. They argued that, in their experience,
the following were not pursued adequately or at all: timing of construction
to minimize soil, water and other environmental damage; topsoil preservation;
measures to avoid environmental harm at stream crossings; supervision of
construction forces to ensure compliance with environmental guidelines;
temporary or interim erosion control measures to avoid damage before final
rehabilitation in areas of high erosion hazard; erosion control practices
during counter-poising (grounding) and during the crossing of environ—
mentally sensitive locations; research and development to lessen environ-
mental impact of construction practices.
175.
Ontario Hydro Transmission — Environmental.
Memorandum to the Royal
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in bodies of water only in certain concentrations,3 or in tailings impound-
ment areas which, when they are constructed near to bodies of water frequented
by fish, must be designated in writing by the Minister.4 The mine operator
must take and analyze samplesof discharges from the mine on a periodic
basis.5 Sampling frequency,6 test methods,7 and reporting requirements8 are
set down in the regulations, although the Minister may authorize variations
in these procedures where he is satisfied that the alternate procedures will
permit him to determine whether the mine operator is complying with the lim—
its for deposit of deleterious substances.9
Although the requirement is not part of the regulations, explanatory
notes indicate that the Department requires the following additional infor—
mation of applicants:
- plans and a complete water balance which clearly indicate how the mine
operator proposes to maximize the recycling and reuse of water, and minimize
the volume of fresh water used, and the amount of effluent deposited, by the
operation;
- detailed maps of the operation indicating the watersheds, either contam-
inated or uncomtaminated, depending on the quality of surface drainage that
is to be expected or actually exists within them;
— direction and volume of all flows that enter or leave the operation area;
- location of all receiving watercourses;
- locations of all known or potential sources of contamination, including
ore stockpiles, waste rock dumps, haulage roads, tailings and treatment ponds,
and exposed rock containing reactive minerals;
- information and plans clearly indicating the facilities the mine opera-
tor will use to segregate and divert both contaminated and uncontaminated sur—
face drainage, and to collect and treat contaminated surface drainage.
OTHER STATUTORY CONTROLS
 
Atomic Energy Control Act and Regulations10
A Mine Safety Advisory Committee has been established to advise the Atom—
ic Energy Control Board on safety aspects of uranium and thorium mining and
milling operations, and to provide advice on the adequacy of safety precau-
tions in uranium and thorium mines and mills licensed by the AECB. The Commit—
tee evaluates information contained in pre- and post-licensing reports, and
recommends conditions to be imposed in the Board's licences or remedial orders.
Recommendations are expected to cover such matters as inspection, monitoring,
effluent control, and tailings management. The membership of the Committee
includes government and non—government experts in mine safety, health and
environmental matters. Two of the eleven Ontario members haVe environmental
expertise. The AECB also has a Radioactive Waste Safety Advisory Committee.10a
3 S 5(1). 4. 3.5(2). 5 S




10. R.S.C. 1970, c. A-19 as amended, and S.O.R. 74—334. Principal sections
were discussed in previous reports.
10a. See Liquid, Solid and Deepwell Disposal Areas.
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Mining for any prescribed substance must be done in accordance with a
licence issued under AEC regulations, except where the AECB has authorized an
exemption.11 Other provisions of the regulations outline broad requirements
for licence applications.12
The AECB has prepared a licensing guide and procedure,
pursuant to the
regulations, which describes the requirements for obtaining a licence to op-
perate a uranium or thorium mine—mill facility.l3
An applicant does not have
to follow the guide;
but if he chooses to diverge from its provisions, he
must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Board staff that the alternative
method fulfills the intent and requirements of the regulations.
Five stages of activity must be approved:
underground exploration or
pre—development; site location; construction or development; operation; and
abandonment.
Site approval includes the location of the tailings management area,
which is critical because of its potential for extensive environmental impact.
According to the licensing guide, environmental assessment and review should
take place at this stage.
Included in the site phase report should be the
route and estimation of runoff from the mine—mill site, with special reference
to periods of heavy rain or thaw; the susceptibility of the area to flooding;
the ability of the ground and surface water environment to disperse, dilute,
or concentrate accidental releases of liquid radioactive or chemically toxic
effluents, with reference to existing or potential water users; and a program
for monitoring effluents and the quality of receiving waters during operation
of the facility.
The guide further notes that, under an operating licence, an annual re—
port must be submitted, summarizing the performance and operation of the mine—
mill facility and associated waste management facilities, and describing any
changes in procedures and reporting events of significance for public safety.
NON-STATUTORY CONTROLS
 
Environmental Code of Practice for Minesl4
The Code is a technical document, outlining what the Environmental Protec—
tion Service regards as good practice in design and operation to minimize
water pollution. The Code applies to industrial liquid effluents and waste
rock and mill tailings resulting from base metal, uranium and iron ore mining
and milling operations. It is intended as a guide for professionals in meeting
their environmental control responsibilities, and emphasizes pollution control
practices at all stages of mine—mill development, from initial planning to
abandonment. Areas covered include minimization and treatment of water—borne
wastes, including mine and surface drainage; waste rock and mill tailings dis-
posal monitoring; contingency planning; and rehabilitation.
The Code was prepared to indicate methods and practices which should be
11. S. 3. 12. S. 7.
13. Atomic Energy Control Board, Guide to the Licensing of Uranium and Thorium
Mine—Mill Facilities, No. 31, August 1976 (final draft).











































followed to meet both the intent and substance of the environmental regulations
on metal mining liquid effluents. It is of no legal effect in itself, though
it can be adopted in whole or in part by government agencies which regulate
water pollution control in mining operations.
Guidelines for the Control of Liqpid Effluents from Existing Metal Mines15
These guidelines, which are not legal requirements, describe the prac-
tices that should be followed by mine operators to bring their operations
up to a state of performance that would meet the general water pollution pro-
visions of the Fisheries Act. They are to be used to permit the Environment
Minister to negotiate with mine operators on the implementation of a compliance
schedule, respecting such items as tailings and waste rock disposal and minim—
izing contaminated surface drainage, in addition to planning, monitoring, and
reporting matters.
Guidelines for the Measurement of Acute Toxicity and the Control of Effluents
from New, Expanded, and Reopened Metal MinesIS
 
These guidelines are also without legal effect. Explanatory notes indi—
cate that the procedures outlined in the guidelines are meant to give the Min-
ister and the mine operator time to negotiate and implement a compliance sched—
ule.
The guidelines are silent — as is the Fisheries ACt itself — as to any
role the public might play in negotiations about pollution control.
Provisions of these guidelines concern acute toxicity testing procedures
for fish, as well as minimization of contaminated surface runoff, control of
tailings and waste rock disposal, and planning of tailings impoundments, ore
stockpiles, and waste dumps.
COMMENT
Because the mining regulations, codes and guidelines have not yet come
into effect, it is impossible to tell how effective they will be in protecting
water quality.
The guidelines and code of practice set out the principal practices and
procedures for minimizing water pollution from surface mine drainage and tail—
ings impoundment areas. They are without legal effect, in part because the
government and mine operators need sufficient time to negotiate and implement
a compliance schedule, during which a comprehensive effluent control program
can be designed and constructed.
Fish toxicity requirements are also guidelines rather than regulations,
because, at the time the standards were developed, it was not certain that the
effluents from mines meeting the prescribed limitations on concentration would
also pass the toxicity test. (The test exposes trout to effluent samples
15. Environment Canada, October 1975 (draft).
l6. T.S. Munro, Environment Canada, "Development of Federal Environmental Pro—
tection Requirements",



















Because compliance must necessarily be negotiated on an individual,







































remains to be seen whether the resulting lack of uniformity will produce
inadequate water pollution control.
The mining industry has long argued that mining operations and local en-
vironmental conditions are so diverse that to consider a rigid, standardized
control program for all mines would be harmful to both the environment and
the mining industry, as well as discouraging development of new methods and
equipment. It thus concludes that each mine, with its associated facilities,





































































































































































disuse as a mining water pollution prevention mechanism in Ontario, since the
province has its own water pollution control legislation, and does not make much
use of the older, narrower federal legislation. Though the Fisheries Act has














































































































































































indicate that deleterious substances which have not yet been prescribed include




















Impact on Mining", The Northern Miner, April 22, 1976.
18. British North America Act, s.9l(12).






































































Under the common law, an citizen may institute a private prosecution
for violation of legislation. 1 It is submitted that if the information col—
lected under the proposed regulations is not made available to the public,
members of the public will not have access to the evidence they would need to
properly prosecute a case, and this common-law right will be, in effect, ex-
tinguished — through administrative action, not by act of Parliament.
Uranium and thorium mining controls under the AECB licensing process are
also under review. Currently, AECB licences frequently indicate that the ap-
plicant will be expected to comply with all provincial and federal pollution
control regulations which are not inconsistent with the Atomic Energy Control
Act and regulations.13 In the past, this has meant that provincial environ—
mental agency approvalshave preceded AECB approvals.
However, Ontario environmental agency officials have recently come to
doubt the validity of provincial approvals in this area, which is under ex—
clusive federal jurisdiction. Their opinion is based upon recent judicial
decisions indicating that local by—laws cannot prevent the establishment of
federal facilities (e.g. airports).23 This has been especially true where
the works have been designated by Parliament as being for the general advan-
tage of Canada.24 Nuclear facilities, including uranium and thorium mining
operations, have beenso designated.25
Provincial officials would like to see the current approvals process re-
versed, with AECB approval coming first and provincial environmental approval
following. In order to bring atomic facilities within provincial jurisdiction
in this respect, the AECB approval under the AEC Act would have to provide
for provincial approval as a further condition the mining operator would have
to meet. However, while the provincial approval could probably add terms and
conditions, it is doubtful whether they could be so stringent as to amount to
rejection of a project.
For example, the province has recently indicated its intention of hold-
ing a public hearing, before its newly constituted Environmental Assessment
Board, on a three-fold expansion of uranium mining in the Elliot Lake area.
The groposed expansion has been spurred by increased world prices for urani-
um.2 The companies involved in the expansion have agreed to prepare an en-
vironmental assessment dealing with such matters as tailings drainage and run-
21. S.H. Berner, Private Prosecution and Environmental Control Legislation: A
Study, 1972. Commissioned by Environment Canada.
22. Interview with J.N. Mulvaney, Director of Legal Services, Ontario Ministry
of Environment, Toronto, September 13, 1976.
23. Orangeville Airport Limited v. The Corporation of the Township of Caledon
(1975) 9 O.R. 2d 7 (Ontario Divisional Court and Court of Appeal); Johanneson
v. West St. Paul (1952) S.C.R. 292 (Supreme Court of Canada).
24. An area normally of exclusive federal jurisdiction. British North Ameri—
ca Act, 1867, s.92(10)(c).
25. Note 10 above, 8.17. This would also include radioactive waste management
facilities and nuclear reactors.
26. Ontario Ministry of the Environment News Release, "Public Hearing on Ex-
pansion of Elliot Lake Uranium Mining", September 23, 1976.
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 off, which have beenlocal area problems in the past.
The companies options include consideration of a deep water disposal
site for radioactive tailings. Costs, and land available for the reception
of the estimated tonnages, have been factors in the companies' inclusion of
this option, it is understood. However, provincial environmental studies
indicate that when mineral tailings are disposed of on a properly engineered
land storage site, maximum environmental control is possible. Only a
moderate degree of control is possible at land—water tailings disposal sites,
and minimum control with deep water tailings disposal.27 If the provincial
government insists on a land disposal site, it could conceivably jeopardize
the proposal, and come into conflict with the federal (AECB) mandate. The
problem illustrates the jurisdictional dilemma.
AECB officials also indicate that there may be some question as to whether
the AECB, under the current Act, can condition, reject or revoke a mining or
other licence for exclusively environmental reasons.28 The Act permits the
AECB to do or order that all things be done respecting the health, safety and
security of the public. While many environmental matters can be subsumed under
health, safety or security, many cannot. Amendments under the Act to better
define the involvement of environmental regulatory agencies respecting
standards, surveillance and related matters are currently being considered.
The AEC Act and regulations, do not require the AECB to sit in public,
hold a hearing, give notice of a licence application, or follow judicial
procedures. The AECB's decision on an application is administrative and
not judicial in nature.288 Hearings can be held under the Environmental
Assessment and Review Process of the federal Department of the Environment.
However, as described in previous reports, regulatory agencies under
legislative mandate, such as the AECB, are the final arbiters of the nature
and type of constraints that they will impose on an applicant.2
27. Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Tailings Disposal: Recommendations
for Site Selection, 1976.
28. Interview with M. Duncan and A. Dory, Mining Licensing Directorate, Atomic
Energy Control Board, October 5, 1976, Ottawa.
28a. S.E.A.P. (Save the Environment from Atomic Pollution) v. Atomic
Energy Control Board and Eldorado Nuclear Limited (1977) 6 CELN 36, (Federal
Court of Appeal).



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































requirements, would provide more certainty and consistency.














































































































































































































































































































































































 GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
 
Ontario Water Resources Act30
The Industrial Approvals Section and the Pollution Control Branch of
the Ministry of Environment are responsible for assessing the technical
adequacy of all applications from industry, including the mining industry,
with respect to all facets of the environment, including water quality.
The Industrial Abatement Section of each regional office of the Ministry
is responsible for protection of the environment from emissions and land/
water contamination problems from industrial processes. The Technical
Support Water Resource Group of each regional office of the Ministry of
Environment monitors the quality and quantity of water within the region;
responds to complaints on water quality or interference, and establishes
a network of surface and ground—water stations for determining water
quantity and quality. Analyses are also performed on the impact of devel-
opment on water quality and quantity; and recommendations are made on what
is required to minimize or correct environmental degradation.
The Act authorizes the Ministry of Environment to require a water
taking permit from any person who intends to take more than a total of
10,000 gallons of water in a day by means of well, inlet supplies or
diversion structures or works constructed for that purpose.31 The
Ministry may issue or cancel such permits, impose terms and conditions
before issuance, and alter them afterwards.32 Where the taking of
water interferes with the use and interest of other people in the water,
it is prohibited without a permit issued by the Ministry.33 Flowing or



















to be corrected to the satisfaction of the Ministry.34 Contravention of

































































































































































































































































































































, where the exiiting facil—








































































































































































































































































quarries be exempted from the provisions of the Environmental
Assessment Act.
OTHER STATUTORY CONTROLS m PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL
 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































recommendation to the Minister.
General Obligations of Pit and Quarry Operators
Six months after a township is designated as coming under the
provisions of the Act, a licence issued by the Minister of Natural
Resources is needed to open, establish or operate a pit or quarry.
The licence is based on a site plan, and the pit or quarry operator
must carry on his operations in accordance with ghe plan, though he
may amend it with the consent of the Minister. 5 Pit and quarry
operators must ensure that the requirements of the Act and regulations
are complied with. 5 No quarrying is permitted in certain geologic
formations of rock within 300 feet of the natural edge of the Niagara























is needed to open, establish, or operate such a site.56
Licensing, Site Plan Control, Notice and Hearings
The site plan which accompanies applications for licences to
operate a pit or quarry must include a description of the lands to
be disturbed, existing and anticipated final grades of excavation,
contours and setbacks, drainage provisions, ultimate pit development,
including progressive and ultimate road plan, water diversion or






















rehabilitation, for which a security deposit is required.
Public notice must be given of an application for a licence
to establish a new pit or quarry, unleSs it was operating immed—














































































a hearing, the Minister is required to refer the matter to the
Ontario Municipal Board.62 The Minister may refer 3n application


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































71. 8.6(3). 72. 3.6(4) 73. 8.8
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 After an OMB hearing7 the OMB must make a report to the Minister,
whose decision is final. 4
Licence Review and Revocation
The Minister reviews the operation of each licensee annually,
for the purpose of reassessing his compliance with the Act, regu—
lations, site plan and terms and conditions of the licence. If any
of these are not being complied with, the Minister may revoke the
licence. 75 The licensee is given notice and the opportunity for an
OMB hearing. 76 The Minister may also make an interim suspension of
the licence where, in his opinion, the operation constitutes an
immediate threat to the public interest. 77 If no hearing is
required by the licence holder within 30 days of Ministerial notice,
the Minister may then proceed to revoke the licence. 78 In holding
a revocation hearing the OMB may consider matters ngt directed to it
by the Minister, including environmental matters. 7
Offences, Penalties and Restraining Orders
Violation of any provision of the Act or regulations, or breach
of any term or condition of a licence or permit, is an offence for
which the maximum fine is $5,000 for each day on which the offence oc-
curs or continues. No prosecutions may be instituted except with the
consent or under the direction of the Minister. 80 This provision
alters the unrestrained common—law right of any person to prosecute
for violations of legislation. 81
The Minister is also authorized to apply to a judge of the High
Court for an order directing compliance with the Act or regulations.
Such an order can be appealed to the Supreme Court of Ontario.
Regulations on Operation and Rehabilitation 83
Security deposits are required of pit and quarry operators,
equal to 2 cents per ton of material removed from the pit or quarry
in the previous calendar year, to meet requirements in the Act
respecting rehabilitation of active and abandoned pit and quarry
operations. Where the operator has carried out progressive
rehabilitation, he is entitled to refunds from the security deposit,






78. 8.8(3) 79. See Re Horan and Minister of Natural Resources (1974)
3 CELN 114 (Supreme Court of Ontario, Divisional Court) respecting
matters covered in 8.6 of the Act. 80. Ss.18(l)(2). 81. For
general background see S.H. Berner, Private Prosecution and Environ—
mental Control Legislation: A Study (1972), commissioned by Environ—
   
ment Canada. 82. Ss.15(l)(2) 83. O. Reg. 541/71 as amended.
84. S.5(l)(2) 85. 5.11 of the Act 86. O.Reg. 541/71 as amen—
ded, S.5(4).
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Operators of all pits and quarries87 have a duty, where possible,
to rehabilitate the site while the pit is operating. Existing top—
soil must be maintained in sufficient quantity and condition to permit
the growth of vegetation adequate to bind the soil and to prevent
erosion.
Topsoil must be replaced in excavated areas and other areas
designated in the site plan, and must be planted with the appropriate
trees, shrubs, legumes or grasses.88
Operators must stockpile sufficient existing topsoil, stripping
or fill to facilitate rehabilitation of the site.
The stockpile must
have stable slopes and seeding so as to prevent erosion.89
Where an






Where the Minister permits a pit or quarry to operate to within
50 feet of the road allowance of a highway,
instead of the normal 100


















































It is administered by the Mining Lands Section, Division
of Lands, of the Ministry of Natural Resources and by MNR mining recorders
in the various mining divisions through the province.
Their role is to
ensure that the requirements
of the Mining Act relating to the prospecting,
staking and performance of tax assessment work on mining claims are met
and to arrange for the issue of the various title documents authorized
under the Act.













































































































































































(S.l(a)) as a pond of a certain minimum size resulting from a

































































 In this case, land owners abutting a lake98 argued unsuccessfully before
the Mining Commissioner that the mine operator's application for an order
permitting it to continue to deposit mine tailings into a compound on its
own land be denied, because the overflow from the compound was entering a
stream flowing into the lake where they resided, resulting in alleged
water pollutionharmful to their health. On appeal, the Court of Appeal
held that under section 645(l)(i), the onus is upon the applicant to
establish that the depositing of tailings is not injurious to life or
health. The evidence of government water quality and health experts at
the hearing furnished grounds upon which the Commissioner's finding
that the applicant had discharged the onus under that section could be based.
Should government agencies upon continuing lake monitoring find injury to
land, water or health, the landowners can Bhen apply to the Mining
Commissioner for a revision of his order.9
The above notwithstanding, mining companies would still have to
comply with the water quality provisions of the Ontario Water Resources
Act. 00 This would include obtaining a certificate of approval from
the Ministry of Environment prior to start—up for mining discharges or
drainage works into or near water.
I . 101 . .
n R.v North Canadian Enterprises Ltd., a mining company was
convicted for violating the general prohibitory sections of the OWRA
respecting water quality preservation, when its tailing dam burst
during a heavy rainfall, causing mining effluent to escape into near—
by creeks and watercourses. The company's defence, that the bursting
of the dam by heavy rainfall was an act of God, was rejected by the
court, since the company had not taken precautions normally associated
with areas of heavy rainfall. The company also argued that, alth8§gh
no formal approval was received for the construction of the dam,
the Ministry, through acquiescence and passivity, gave tacit approval to
the construction and manner of operation of the tailings dam, bringing
the comBgny under the protective statutory immunity provisions of the
OWRA. l The court rejected this argument as well, since there was
evidence that the Ministry had attempted to get the company to obtain
the appropriate approvals, although it had not instituted legal action
for the company's failure to do so. 04 The court noted, however, that
a tacit Ministerial approval could have been construed had the Ministry
done nothing. The company would have been immune from prosecution only
if its sewage works had been constructed, and maintained and operated
in conformity with the orders of the Ministry. 101: 105 Thus, the
98. At common law known as riparian owners. 99. 8.645(13)
100o Eg.ss.32,42 and 69, 101. (1974) 3 C.E.L.N. 204 102. App—






































































































prohibitions only. 105. R.v. Sheridan (1973) 2 O.R° 192.
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Liquid, Solid and Deepwell Disposal Areas.
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 
Subaqueous mining, which includes the removal of sand and related
material from beach areas, often results in loss of aquatic habitat
from turbidity or siltation arising from excavation activity; and in
erosion and loss of recreational areas arising from removal of beach—
feeding source material. The Beach Protection Act, administered by
the Ministry of Natural Resources, is the principal legislative tool
that COuld be used to incorporate MOE recommendations into any licences
iSSued under that Act.
Effects and recommendations for surface mining operations, including
strip, open-pit or quarry and hydraulic mining, are also outlined.
For evaluation of a mining activity in relation to water resource
concerns, information is needed on site location, procedures, time and
duration of operation, and frequency of maintenance. Information on
type of equipment used and sequences of operation is also useful.
Information required respecting the mining activity and watershed
characterisitcs includes annual precipitation, seasonal variation in
precipitation, rainfall intensity and duration, soil erodibility, slope,
type and density of vegetation, evidfpge of slides or soil movement, and
location of streams and tributaries. Other required information is
discussed below.119a
The above information, insofar as it relates to sewage, drain—
age or storm water works that would be needed for a new mine facility,
is already required as a precondition to approval under section 42
of the OWRA. Otherwise, it will have to be required under the En—
vironmental Assessment Act, when it is applied to the private sector.
COMMENT
Pits and Quarries and Provincial Controls
Recent governmental studies in Ontario indicate.that pit and
quarry operations can be sources of both surface and groundwater
pollution. Provincial agency field experience has also been that
such operations may though most do not create problems of erosion,
runoff and sedimentation. ’ 22
Provincial agencies can control water resource interference from
pits and quarries by use of a water taking permit under section 37 of
119a. See note 144 and accompanying text.
120. Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Mineral Aggregate Study,
Central Ontario Planning Region, March 1974 (prepared by Proctor and
Redfern, Consultants); and, Mineral Aggregate Study and Geological
Inventory, Eastern Region, November 1975 (prepared by Proctor and
Redfern, Gartner and Lee, Consultants). 121. Correspondence from
R.A. Baxter, Director, North Central Region, Ontario Ministry of Nat—
ural Resources, Thunder Bay, Ontario, December 8, 1976. 122. Cor—
respondence from J. Viirland, Groundwater Evaluator, Ontario Ministry
of the Environment,














the Ontario Water Resources Act; a certificate of approval under sec-
tion 42 of the OWRA, or a permit or licence under the Pits and Quarries
Control Act.
The water taking permit program, both on its face and as ap lied is
aimed primarily at protecting water quantity, not water quality. 22,123
It is meant to ensure that a pit or quarry operation will not seriously
lower water tables or affect the quantity of water available to existing
water users. Historically, the water taking permit system had been used
to ration water used for agricultural irrigation systems during low flow
periods. The permit system was established to provide some protection to
ground water users since none existed under riparian rights or common law.
Administrators of the Ministry of the Environment's water taking permit
program are thus not legislatively authorized to attach conditions to such
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pits and quarries are understood to be located. Two other MNR Regions (Northwestern and Algonquin)
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all was required. (This includes regions where the Mining Act applied
to pits and quarries on Crown lands). One regional office noted


















































































































































































































































































drainage, grading, and the use of excavation equipment, in the site plan
or in practice. The remaining offices characterized operator practice
respecting snuﬂumatters as varying from "good" through "satisfactory"
to "poor", "terrible" or "disappointing".
The Working Party noted that most aggregate extraction areas are
covered by very limited amounts of topsoil and overburden. During the
 
129. Correspondence from J.R. Oatway, Director, Northern Region , Ontario









course of its review of pit and quarry operations it was informed
that topsoil was being stripped off land, not only as a source of
revenue, but also to facilitate rezoning by changing the agricultural
classification of the land involved. The Working Party supported mun-
icipal legislation in this area, but recommended that licenced pit or
quarry areas be exempt from municipal control.
MNR publications note that the proper moving and storing of
overburden and topsoil are essential to rehabilitation. Ministry
of the Environment offices indicate that silty runoff has been known
to enter a water—course from extraotive operations where stripped or oviﬁgurde
materials have beenimproperly moved and become susceptible to erosion.
The Aggregate Working Party found that the provincial government
has lacked credibility in its administration of the Pits and Quarries
Control Act as a result of a "failure to enforce the Act." 126
Despite this conclusion, the Working Party did not recommend repeal
of current provisions of the Pits and Quarries Control Act which have
the effect of extinguishing the common—law right of any citizen to
prosecute operators for violations of the legislation. (Currently, no
prosecutions may be instituted except with the consent or under the
direction of the Minister of Natural Resources.) Nor, did it rec—
ommend that under proposed Mineral Aggregate legislation, members
of the public should have the right to institute court action to
require government officials to enforce the legislation.
It should be noted that the Working Party did recommend that the
Ontario Water Resources Act be maintained as the controlling legis—






















































































































past. The Working Party recommended an increase in enforcement staff






























































































































































































































































































of the control over location and management of pits and quarries.
To this end, the Working Party proposed changes to the Municipal
and Planning Acts that would elminate municipal control in areas
of the province where the proposed Aggregate Resource statute would
apply. In regions and counties where aggregate supply areas are des—
ignated in the official plan, decisions on the issuance of licences
would reside with the regional or county council, subject to appeal
to a provincial resources board. The regional or county c0uncil c0uld
attach conditions to the issuance of a licence, which could include
measures for controlling water pollution (e.g. special rehabilitation
measures). If the Minister of Natural Resources regarded a council's
decision as vexatious or prohibitive, he could appeal it to the proposed
provincial rescurces board. The board's decision would be subject to
review by the provincial cabinet or by a Minister designated by the
cabinet.
The working Party's recommendations are based in part on its own
investigations and public meetings, and in part on a consultant's stu—
dy issued two years ago 120 which predicted that the Central Ontario
region would run out of sand and gravel in twenty years unless changes
were made. The report stated that a major factor reducing the prov-
ince's potential aggregate resources is the spread of urban development.
It recommended a reduction in local control to counter the tendency of
municipalities to prohibit or severely restrictaggregate operations.
The Working Party's policy proposals are currently before the prov—
incial government for its consideration.
Review of municipal official plans and by—laws indicates that
municipalities are concerned about the water quality implications of
pit and quarry operations. For example, in the Regional Municipality
of Sudbury, abandoned or unreclaimed pits and quarries have, in the
past, created erosion problems which generally have been seen to con—
tribute to accelerated sedimentation in local lakes and streams.
The Region intends to designate three areas for industrial min—
eral extraction, and to prohibit pits and quarries from operating any—
where else in the Region. The Region can make exceptions to this
policy, and permit the operation of a pit or quarry through amend—
ment to the zoning by—law;132 but the Regional Council must consider,
among other things "the effect the extractive operationswill have
on the natural environment including... drainage considerations;"
and the "environmental policies of the official plan" which include



































The Region notes that its attempts to regulate pits and quar— ,
ries must be subordinate to the provincial government, which has pri— é
mary jurisdiction. The Region indicates that it will "comment" to
the provincial Ministry of Natural Resources regarding pit and quarry
operations, and that while the Region can control their location, H
management control resides principally with the province. There app- W
ears to be no desire to attempt to duplicate the province's regulatory
control, principally because the Region does not have the resources.
The Region is concerned that provincial control is not applied uniformly
on Crown lands and private lands.131 As noted above, pit and quarry op-
erations on Crown lands are currently subject only to Mining Act con-
trols, which are less comprehensive than those under the Pits and
Quarries Control Act.
Other regional governments have expressed concern over potential
water quality problems from pits and quarries Peel Region , in
a submission to the Aggregate Working Party, 1 indicates that
"because of the possibility of ground and surface water pollution
(including siltation of streams, etc.)... an environmental assessment
and details of the operation should accompany licence applications





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to evaluate proposals and determine whether they should exercise their
veto power under 8.6(2) of the Pits and Quarries Control Act. That
decision indicates that an official plan provision as general as the
Uxbridge one would probably be insufficient to restrain the Minister
of Natural Resources from issuing a licence. In order to meet the test
in the Uxbridge decision, the municipal official plan would
haveto
prevent the operation of a pit or quarry at the location decided by
the applicant.
Normally, local official plans do not ban such activ—
ities outright.
Local municipal official plans and other controls may also come

















































































essarily preclude a regional government




















































































































































135. See, for example, Regional Municipality of Peel Act. 8.0. 1973 c.60
Part IV sections 54—56. The City of Mississauga has proceeded with the
development of its official Plan on the understanding that when the Peel
Region Official Plan is approved, the Mississauga O.P. will be deemed
to conform. 136. This comment ignores for the moment the Aggregate
Working Party's recommendations respecting elimination of municipal
control of pits and quarries through the Municipal Act and Planning Act
enabling mechanism. 137. Regional Municipality of Durham Official



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































can continue at a property long after it has been abandoned. 141’142
Tailings disposal areas
are the main source of acid drainage
problems. 41 They may be direct sources of water pollution through
tailings dam breaks or overflows, 101 or if they are located in deep-
water or land/water areas.
The Ministry of Environment's current approvals process for
mining proposals, pursuant to section 42 of the Ontario Water Resources
Act, requires that applicants report on a number of items to the satis—
faction of the Ministry. These include a description of regional phys—
iography and geology, so as to find out whether special control techniques
will be needed and can be used; submission of water quality samples on
an area—wide basis; identification of local soil and slope character-
istics and, with respect to tailings disposal areas, precise details
of all retaining structures; details of all decant systems; details of








Ministry of Environment guidelines also note that the mining oper—
ator should deal with problems relating to the stripping and disposal
of open pit overburden and erosion. 14 These items are not, however,
specifically raised in the available application/information forms;
and it may be appropriate to amend the forms to include them. The
measures by which the applicant proposed to deal with them would
then become part of the Ministry's approval.
Ministry of Environment application forms for mining proposals
also request that the applicant explain whether all tailings areas on
the property will be revegetated or otherwise stabilized.
Revegetation
is a method of controlling acid mine drainage and other contaminated
runoffs. l 1 However, the OWRA does not authorize the MOE to require
that this be done. Legislative authority for requiring and ensuring
that tailings areas will be stabilized resides YZgh the Ministry of
Natural Resources, pursuant to the Mining Act. The Mining Act
also authorizes the MNR to require a bond or security deposit in
an amount necessary to complete rehabilitation. However, security
 
141. Ontario Ministry of the Environment, The Problem of Acid Mine
Drainage in the Province of Ontario, 1972. 142. K.E. Arkay, En—
 
vironment Canada. "Exploration and Abandonment: Environmental Aspects,"
a paper delivered for the Technology Transfer Seminar on Mining Effluent
Regulations/Guidelines and Effluent Treatment Technology as Applied
to the Base Metal, Iron Ore and Uranium Mining and Milling Industry,
Sudbury, Ontario, Montreal, P.Q. and Banff, Alberta, November/December
1975. 143. Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Tailings Disposal:
Recommendations for Site Selection, 1976. 144. Ontario Ministry
of the Environment, Mineral Industries Application/Information Sheet,
September 1973. 145. Ontario Ministry of the Environment.
Environmental Design Considerations for Ontario Mining Operations. 1976.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ministry, but no information was available as to the number of
such extensions. It is understood that such extensions normally
run from a few weeks to periods in excess of one year. 147 Ontario
environmental legislation does not authorize that members of the public
play any part in industry—government negotiations of time-tables or
extensions.
Since 1969 there have been approximately twelve prosecutions
for mining violations of environmental legislation. No information
was available as to the amounts of the fines. Several of the more
significant mining prosecutions are noted above. 101 105
Ministry of Environment officials regard abandoned mines as the
major problem in the mining industry. There are approximately
30,000 of them in Ontario, though no more than 30 to 50 are regarded
as contributing to significant environmental degradation.147
The Ministry has taken two approaches to this problem. First,
the Ministry is attempting to ensure that future mine operations observe
Ministry guidelines for the post abandonment control of contaminants.
(However, techniques for ensuring post abandonment contaminant control,
such as revegetation, can only be required through the Mining Act).
Second, the Ministry has begun to catalogue abandoned mines that
are regarded as significant environmental problems. The Ministry
will then rank the problems found in order of environmental importance
(e.g.,waste rock, tailings, liquid effluents, runoff, etc.)150
In the second phase of the program, the MOE will notify the mine
owners of the problems found at the sites, and recommend remedial
meaSures. This is regarded as a difficult phase, as normally a company
is not willing to spend money on a site which is providing no return.
In the third phase, where ownership of the facility cannot be
ascertained, the provincial government may undertake the appropriate
remedies, including revegetation, removal of waste rock, the sealing
off of underground mines and the like. It is expected that the program,
especially its third phase, will run into the millions of dollars.
 
150. See, for example, Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Pollutional
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Ministry of Natural Resources Design 334
Guidelines for Forest Management
’ Methods of Incorporating Environmental Considerations 336
into the Planning, Design, Construction, and Maintenance
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Under Part I of the Act, the federal Minister of the Environment must,
in relation to the forest resources of Canada over which the federal
parliament has jurisdiction, provide for the conduct of research
relating to the protection, management and utilization of the forest
resources of Canada and the better utilization of forest products.
The Minister may undertake, promote or recommend measures to encourage .
public cooperation in the protection and proper use of Canadian forest
resources; with the approval of the federal cabinet, the Minister may
also enter into agreements with provincial governments or with any person
for the purposes of forest protection and forest utilization and man—
agement or research.
Similar powers are granted to the federal Minister of Envir—
onment in relation to silviculture. Where the Minister actually has
management control of forest lands, he has responsibility for the disposal
of timber, grass, grazing rights, and other natural products of the soil
within these forest lands. 1
Under Part II of the Act the federal cabinet may establish forest
experimental areas either on federal land, or on land agreed upon with
the province or any person. Subject to the provisions of the Act, the
Minister is authorized to undertake or construct such works within any
forest experimental area as he deems necessary for forest protection
and management, including the disposal of timber and other forest prod—
ucts, and for forest research.
Subject to federal cabinet approval, the Minister may enact regu—
lations for the protection, care and management of forest experimental
areas including regulations on cutting, removal and disposal of timber.20
Pursuant to this enabling power, forestry timber regulations for
forest experimental areas have been promulgated. 21 Under these reg-
ulations, the cutting of timber on forest experimental areas is gen—
erally prohibited except under the authority of, and to the extent
provided, in a permit or agreement 22 described below.
Under the regulations, designated forestry officers are auth—
orized (though not required) to issue permits for the cutting and
removal of timber from forest experimental areas. They may cancel
a permit where the permittee has failed to observe the terms and
conditions of the permit or has failed or refused to comply with
the instructions of the forest officer supervising the cutting
and removal of timber. Thus, there is at least an implied power
under these regulations for forestry officers to attach terms and
conditions to such permits.
These could include provisions for
 
15. S.3(l)a l6.S.3(l)(b)(c) l7.S.3(3) 18.8.4 19 .5
S
.3
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   







adequacy of existing programs and control measures, and the need
for improvements, in relation to the various land use activities,
including forestry.
Comment
The actual management and protection of most public or Crown
lands in Ontario is a responsibility of the provincial government.
Thus, there is little direct federal involvement in the management or
control of forest lands for water pollution abatement purposes by
either the Environmental Protection Service or the Canadian Forestry
Service, whose primary function is forestry and forest products
research.
In Ontario, the federal and provincial governments established
the Great Lakes Forest Research Centre to help provincial and industrial
forest managers solve forestry problems in their areas. This centre has
been conducting much of the research on forestry area contributions
of contaminants to the Great Lakes System under the Canada-U.S. Ag—
reement. 33
As was discussed above, the status of Fisheries Act provisions
for controlling water pollution to fisheries from logging operations
has been affirmed.4a However,
the role of the Environmental Protection
Service of Environment Canada in controlling logging operations as











the deleterious substance section33(2))to control logging operations that
result in sedimentation to streams, though it has not done so in Ontario.
EPS concerns in
Canada respecting logging operations have been
directed gzincipally to the effects of wood or log floatage on water
quality. Wood floatage has long been a major method of handling
logs in Canadian forestry practice. EPS studies indicate that adverse
water quality effects from wood floatage can include chemical and
biological oxygen demandfrom wood and bark leachates; changes in the
aquatic community physical habitat, including smothering of fish eggs
and spawning areas from biodegradation of benthic bark deposits; and
erosion and siltation to streams and adverse effects on fish eggs and
spawning areas arising from the mechanical action of logs on riverbanks
and shorelines. 3 These problems exist on the Ottawa River, for example.
Discussions with the forestry industry have taken place, but no other
regulatory actions to date haVe taken place in Ontario at the federal
level.
 
32. See text of the Reference to investigate pollution from land use
activities, annexed to the Agreement. 33. See, for example, Great
Lakes Forest ResearCh Centre. Organization and Program, 1976 — 77;
J. Nicholson, The Impact of Forest Management Practices on Forest Hydro—
logic Processes in Boreal Ecosystems. 34. Environmental Protection































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 The CDA agrees that the proponent of a spray program may not be
staffed so as to provide in—depth assessments on environmental impact.
However, the CDA notes that the proponent may have made some ob-
servations that are useful in that area. The proponent may be able to
assess infestation levels, tree vigour and the need for control and
how to achieve it. CDA also argues that government agencies have the
data base from which to assess probable environmental impact and
effects from particular or changed spray regimes. a
These concerns notwithstanding, the CDA decision to institute
prior permit control in forest management situations is an important
one. It establishes a precedent for prior permit control of pesticide
applications, as well as a rationale for such action.
As noted in previous reports,however,3O applying these controls to
other land use activities, such as agricultural use of pesticides, is
easier said than done. Regulatory officials doubt the efficacy or
manageability of a permit program for the farm community's use of
pesticides. The spraying of large forest areas by a relatively small
‘number of operators is viewed as lending itself to control by permit or
licence; the spraying of similarly large geographic areas by many
farmers is not. As noted elsewhere,3 in Ontario the majority of
pesticide use is by the farm community.
CDA argues that the above comparison of the rationale for the
regulation of forest operations and agricultural operations mis—
construes certain operative concepts. It argues that forested areas
are complete biotic entities requiring utmost care in the application
of pesticides. Hence, they are restricted not because they are
easier to regulate. Onthe other hand, CDA argues that agricultural
areas contain few of the biotic entities found in the wild and do not
embody water courses as do forested regions. Further, agricultural
pesticide applications are better controlled and involve smaller areas
as a rule, hence less risk. Where necessary, however, CDA notes that
additional controls can be applied in agriculture. a While not
specified, these additional controls would appear to include prior
permit control.
 
34a. Correspondence from E.R. Houghton, Acting Director, Plant Products
Division, Canada Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, March 18, 1977.
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 GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
35
 
Ontario Water Resources Act
3
Environmental Protection Act 6
37
Conservation Authorities Act




The principal provisions of this statute have been reviewed in prev-
ious reports. However, a number of developments respecting regulation
of forest management areas have occurred which are of relevance here.
Under section 30, the Minister of the Environment, with the approval
bf the provincial cabinet or of selected Ministers, may make an order
exempting an undertaking, or the proponent of an undertaking, from
the application of the Act or the regulations, subject to such terms
and conditions as the Minister may impose, where he is of the opinion that
it is in the public interest.
Pursuant to this provision the Minister of Environment has exempted












management in connection with bodies of water, watercourses and public
lands.
The reasons for the Minister's decision are that the undertakings
have reached a sufficiently advanced stage that the application of the
Act would cause undue interference and would not be in the public interest;
that the Ministry of Natural Resources requires a period of time to
implement environmental assessment procedures; and that in the meantime, the
protection,
conservation and wise management of the environment will be
sufficiently provided for by the use of "Ministry of Natural Resources













































































































35. R.S.O. 1970. c. 332 as amended.



























































































































































































































































































































and insects, by ... chemicals...c
OTHER STATUTORY MECHANISMS — PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































plan must show the groposed operations and must say what the timber
is to be used for. 8 The Minister is authorized to approve management
or operating plans as submitted, or with whatever alterations he
considers advisable. 5
Licensees are required to conduct their operations in accordance
with Ministerially approved management or operating plans. Where plans
are not submitted on time the Minister may have a plan prepared for the‘
licensed area and charge the cost to the licensee.
Before commencing cutting operations for the year, the licensee
must submit to the Minister an annual plan outlining them. Information
must also be submitted as to what licensedareas have beencut and those
which have been retained uncut. Annual cutting operations must conform
to the approved annual plan. 63 Alterations to annual plans, as well
as corresponding changes to management and operating plans, may be app-
roved by the Minister.
The Minister may enter into regeneration agreements with a licensee
for the promotion and maintenance of the productivity of the licensed
area.
The provincial cabinet may cancel or vary any licence. 66 The





















determine the species and quantities of Crown timber that a licensee
may cut. For the purposes of forest management, watershed protection,
landscape preservation and related matters, the Minister is authorized
to direct the marking of trees to be left standing or to be cut in any
area designated by him, and to direct the licensee to pay the cost of























in matters of fire protection. 8 It is forbidden to commit wasteful
practices in forest operations. 69 Wasteful practices are defined under
the regulations chiefly with respect to timber wastes, not water
contamination generated from cutting and removal operations.
Information respecting the use, transformation or disposal of cut 0
timber on a licensed area must be furnished to the Minister on request.
Where licensees violate provisions of sections 24 — 28, the Minister
may suspend the operation of the licence in whole or in part for up
to six months, and the provincial cabinet may suspend it indefinitely
or cancel it altogether.
Penalties for unauthorized cutting operations range from the stump—











































































































































































   























charges to be made for amounts of timber cut, and erection of buildings
and other structures.
Public Lands Act75
The Act is administered by the Public Lands Section of the Ministry
of Natural Resources. It provides for a number of matters relating to
public lands, including the disposition of Crown land for purposes of
sale, lease or licence, and the administration of roads on Crown lands,
including the designation of public forestroads and agreements with 77
occupiers of private forest roads concerning their use by the public.
Under the Act, letters patent for land sold or leased may contain
a condition that the land is to be used (or is not to be used) in a
particular manner. Such a condition must be deemed as annexed to the
land, and where it is violated, the Minister of Natural Resources may
apply to a county or district court for an order returning possession
of the subject land to the Crown. 78 Such conditiona may be released
from the land by the Minister in whole or in part.
Forestry Act 80
Under the Act, the Minister of Natural Resources may provide for
entering into agreements with landowners, including municipalities
and conservation authorities, to manage forest lands. 81 Private forest
reserves may be created on private lands with the consent of thg owner.82
Tree nurseries may be established and their stock distributed. 3
. . . . 8
Prov1nc1a1 grants may be made to localities, l_and agreements
between the Minister and landowners entered into, for "forestry pur-
poses", which are defined to include "protection against floods and
erosion".
Owners of private forest reserves are not permitted to cut or
remove trees without the consent of the Minister. Where the Minister
refuses to give his consent he must provide the owner with reasons.
Contraventions of the Act or regulations may bring a fine of $10
to $500.86
The provincial cabinet is authorized to enact regulations "pro—
hibiting or regulating and governing the running at large of livestock
or other domestic animals in private forest reserves," and generally
for the preservation of trees on private forest reserves.87 Regulations
have only been enacted for the establishment of nurseries in certain
areas of the province, and ancillary matters.
 
74. R.R.O. 1970 O. Reg. 159 as amended 75. R.S.O. 1970 c. 380 as
amended 76. $.18 77. Ss. 50—57 78. S.21(1)(2) 79. $.22
80. R.S.O. 1970 c. 181 as amended 81. S.2 82. 8.5 83. 5.7
84. S.1(a) These grants may also be made for assistance in purchasing land
pursuant to agreements for the management of forest lands. 85. 5.5(3)
(There are, however, no private forest reserves in existence).











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is said to be "a great number of woodlots in rural areas" 5 there is




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
  
These areas may be used for conservation, forestry and wildlife man—
agement,123 and they may be the subject of "programs to retain and
maintain forest cover in a natural undisturbed condition, to manage
land for forestry purposes, and to encourage reforestation". Such
programs will "when appropriate be established in co—operation with the
appropriate public agency and in accordance with provincial legislation
such aizzhe Forestry Act, the Trees Act and the Woodlands Improvement
Act .
The Mississauga draft plan also notes that the City will identify
environmental protection areas to be acquired, and in those areas
will "undertakereforestation programs where required, particularly
along watercourses and on steep slopes," and "establish forest manage-
ment practices to increase ecological diversity and to encourage regen-
eration of forest cover."
The Mississauga draft official plan takes into consideration the
inclusion of woodlots and watercourses in open space areas, and, where
a woodlot is established, appropriate forest management practices to
increase the "diversity and age composition of plant species".
The draft plan further notes the City's intention to request the prov—
incial government to establish a private forest management area within
Mississauga, pursuant to the Woodlands Improvement Act.
Here again it is too soon to know how effective the Mississauga
plan and policies will prove to be.
NON—STATUTORY ACTIVITIES
 
Ministry of Natural Resources Design Guidelines for
Forest Management
The guidelines for forest management are meant to incorporate
environmental protection and other constraints into normal cutting
and silvicultural techniques and operations currently in effect in the
Province. Problems addressed by the guidelines include roads, cut—
ting and reforestation as they may affect watercourses, lakes, ponds,
wetlands and related areas. The authors of the manual note that it has
been organized to facilitate planning at all administrative levels
in the Ministry, "though it is recognized that it may be some time
before this becomes effective in all districts and at all levels". 126
Thus, the guidelines are meant primarily to assist the forest manager,














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































130. p.79 131. p.81
335
     
    
Methods of Incorporating Environmental Considerations into the
Planning, Design, Construction, and Maintenance Phases of the
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Roads Program (Unofficial
Draft) l35'
 
The purpose of the MNR Road Manual is to "incorporate environ—
mental considerations into all phases of MNR road development."136
The report notes that the two most important problems associated with
roads and the biophysical environment are the disruption of the
hydrologic regime, the high sediment content often associated with
roadway runoff, and the flow of this low—quality water into adjacent
water bodies; and the disruption of the fish and wildlife movement
patterns.
The draft manual notes that stream siltation can be reduced by
a better roadway, a drainage system, and by locating roads away from
streams, marshes, bogs, lakes and areas which are highly susceptible
to erosion. In both the planning and design phases and the construc—
tion and maintenance phases, special attention should be given to road
location3 drainage design, and to revegetation of all disturbed
areas.
The rest of the manual is broken down into planning, design,
construction and maintenance phases, with discussion on measures to
control erosion and sedimentation.
The draft manual is represented as an "initial effort by MNR
to incorporate environmental considerations into all phases of MNR
road development".
COMMENT
The full cycle of activities which comprise a forest management
system includes: treeharvesting or cutting; log transport; regeneration;
and regrowth, leading to cutting again. Timber road building and main—
tenance are also an integral part of the system. As noted in the MNR
guidelines each of these activities can contribute to water pollution
problems, primarily through sedimentation to streams arising from
erosion.
Approximately 400,000 acres of Ontario Crown forest lands are cut
every year. There are approximately 105 million acres of available
forest in the Province, 95 million acres on Crown lands and 10 million
on private lands. 138
135. Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, RoadManual, Summer 1976






Currently, Crown timber licences do not normally contain any
provisions setting down how the licensee is to control erosion and
sedimentation during cutting or subsequent operations. 139,140
Crown timber licence application forms are primarily devoted to a
summary description of the number of square miles comprised in the
licensed area, and the prices that must be paid for cutting rights.
Section 3 Crown timber licence application forms do contain the
condition "that the licensee shall, at the request of the Minister,
enter into an agreement with the Minister respecting the regeneration
of the licenced area" in accordance with appropriate draft agreements.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MNR regeneration objective by the year 2020 for the tract is "6,900
acres of the annual cut of approximately 13,000 acres, or nearly 55
per cent of the cutover". 143 Table 11 illustrates what the results
of the MNR regneration program in this management area have been
since its inception.
The management forester indicated that on the average "approximately
25 per cent of the cut is now being treated".
The barriers to
increasing the low proportion of regneration were seen to be "manpower,
site and technological problems".
At another point MNR "manpower
inadequacy" was identified as "the heart of the problem".143 Records
for this Crown management area indicate that since 1971 "40 per cent
of the areas that have been planted are less than 40 per cent stocked
or have failed.
Fifty per cent are unsatisfactorily stocked and 10
per cent have stayed within desirable stocking standards".
A 1973
survey showed that "direct seeding was a failure in over 50 per cent
of the area surveyed".
Another survey in 1975 indicated that of
"6,000 acres cruised, 20 per cent have failed, 50 per cent were
143
unsatisfactorily stocked and 30 per cent had desirable stocking".
'MNR silviculturalists indicate that a failure to meet stocking standards
does not necessarily mean that the areas are left barren or subject to
erosion.
It may frequently mean that simply the trees on the area are
less desirable or less suited to the site.
MNR silviculturalists also








































































































































































































































REGENERATION OF CUT-OVER AREAS






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































smaller cuts, Large clearcuts are also more subject to site alter-
ation due to exposure. The paper also indicates that numerous MNR
regeneration surveys show the lack of suitable regeneration follow-
ing clearcutting, and that patterns of regeneration appear to be influ-
enced by the size of the clearcut°
The purpose of the policy paper is to “control and reduce the
size of clearcut areas and the development of large contiguous clear—
cut areas in northern Ontario". Its recommendations include limiting
the size of clearcuts to those widths consistent with preservation of
area soil quality; animplementation period for the size constraints,
staged over ten years; limiting contiguous clearcuts; prohibiting a
return cut in an area until there is adequate growth and stocking on
'the first cut (estimated ten years); and constraint modifications where
necessary.
The MNR indicates that, from a productivty perSpective, certain
species will not regenerate unless they are clearcut. The key, how—
ever, is perceived to be controlling the size of the clearcut. MNR
officials prefer a clearcut not to exceed ten acres, whereas the
principal current practice is a clearcut often as large as 10,000
acres. As noted above, from a productivity perspective, this is
regarded as unsatisfactory.
The policy paper was developed therefore, primarily, but not
exclusively, out of concern for maintaining forest production. Other
matters addressed include wildlife protection and aesthetics. Water
pollution control was not one of the key facets underlying the prep-
aration of the policy paper. MNR officials regard the use of skidders
(for log transport), harvesters and other types of heavy machinery and
equipment to be the principal contributors to erosion and sedimentation
of watercourses, not the cutting of trees.
It is clear that the MNR can control the size of a clearcut under
the Crown Timber Act (at least with respect to productivity), though this
is currently not taking place. However, doubt was expressed that MNR
could require, pursuant to the Crown Timber Act, that measures be
taken by licensees to preserve water quality during cutting operatiins
without the aid of a statute like the Environmental Assessment Act. 39
It was also regarded as doubtful that any Crown timber licences had
ever been revoked for reasons of water quality degradation.
Other facets of forest management activities with water pollution
implications (i.e. aspects of erosion and sedimentation) might also be
340
    










   
  
   
  
     
  
   
   
  
   
  
   
  
    
  


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   


















ation Section in consultation with the Ministry of Environment,
new roads will be subject to class and individual environmental assess—
ments; road maintenance will be subject to class environmental assess-
ments; and forest management activities will be subject to class and
"planning manual" environmental assessments. A recent proposal
involving 19,000 square miles of timber rights in Northern Ontario will
be subject to an individual environmental assessment.
Since both the Act and its application to forest management
activities are in their infancy, it is not possible to evaluate their
effectiveness. However, a number of observations may be made. While
there will undoubtedly be many individual environmental assessments
which will address, on a site-specific basis, such items as harvesting,
road construction, log transport, regeneration and the like in relation
to water quality matters, there will also be many such activities for
which only class or generic environmental assessments will be required.
Normally, environmental assessments are done on larger scale develop-
ments, and the Environmental Assessment Act may not therefore be an adequate
substitute for a statute directed toward control of sediment from many
smaller forest management activities. It may be that effective sediment
control of forest management activities Can be obtained by incorporating
conclusions resulting from a general or generic environmental assessment
into forest management plans and annual operating plans of individual
licensees.
38-41,152
Even granting that the generic approach will have some value in
defining general procedures to be followed on smaller projects, it is
submitted that such a general approach may not be an adequate mechanism
for determining the appropriate mix of water pollution prevention and
abatement measures necessary on a site-by—site basis. The Environmental
Assessment Act is not clear on how general conclusions from a generic
environmental assessment will beenforced as a practical matter for
smaller activities which are not specifically addressed by the
environmental assessment and review.
The difficulty in translating general conclusions into useful and
enforceable sediment control options on a smaller, case—by-case basis,
may seriously weaken the effectiveness of environmental assessment
mechanisms in forest management sediment control situations. It is
fairly easy to determine that a single proposal for timber rights to
19,000 square miles of forest land should be subject to a specific
environmental assessment which could include site—specific sediment
control review. It is another matter, however, to know whether over
 
150. Accurate to October 1976. 151. The prOposal was made by ReedLtd.
See Globe and Mail stories for October 25-29, 1976. 152. Interview
with P. Anderson, Supervisor (and staff), Land Use Co—ordination Section,









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































with other cabinet directives and with laws that are silent on environ—
mental matters, as well as by a tendency it has developed to concentrate















































































































environmental agencies to know if their recommendations are being
followed — or, if they are being followed, if they are effecting the
































































































' been proposed which are of relevance here.
The definition 0f "fiSh" (shellfish and crustaceans) has been
1 expanded to include "aquatic animals and the eggs, spawn, ﬁpat and
juvenile stages of fish, shellfish, and aquatic animals"s This
J has come about partly because of the difficulties which have occasionally
1 confronted fisheries officers in establishing that "Silt" or "sediment"
L is harmful to "fiSh" per se.4 This definition is also related to one
created for the preservation of "aquatic habitat", also a proposed
amendment to the Fisheries Act. "Aquatic habitat" is defined to mean
"the physical, chemical and biological components of the environment
3 on which fish depend directly or indirectly in order to carry out their
life processes and without limiting the foregoing includes living aquatic
3 organisms, non—living nutrients and spawning grounds and nursery rearing,
‘ food supply and migration areas".
h Aquatic With these two definitions established, new offences are created
W habitat in relation to protection of "aquatic habitat". It is now an offence
protec- to carry out a work or undertaking that results in the harmful alteration,
tion disruption or destruction of aquatic habitat,6 unless it is authorized by
the Minister of Fisheries and Environment, the federal cabinet or under
regulations to the Fisheries Act or any other piece of federal legislation.
Penalties include maximum fines of $5000 for a first offence and $10,000
for each subsequent offence, and up to two years' imprisonment. Where
a person is convicted of an offence under section 33, in addition to
any fines or any orders to refrain from doing certain things, the court
3 may order that appropriate affirmative action be taken to ensure that
= further offences will not occur.
 
Plans The Minister is also authorized to require plans and specifications
; for ex— forany work or undertaking that results or is likely to result in the
E
isting
alteration, disruption or destruction of aquatic habitat.
SUCh infor-
g and new mation must be sufficient for the Minister to determine whether the
' activ- undertaking is likely to create effects that would be an offence under
ities section 31, and what measures, if any, would prevent or mitigate it.
If the Minister is of the opinion that an offence is being or is likely
to be committed, he may by order, subject to regulations, or if there
1. R.S.C. 1970 c. F—l4 as amended. 2. House of Commons of Canada,
Bill C-38, an Act to amend the Fisheries Act and to amend the Criminal
Code in consequence thereof, Second Session, Thirtieth Parliament. First
Reading, February 21, 1977. 3. Ibid, 8.1. 4. See, for example,
3 R. v. Stearns—Rogers Engineering Co. Ltd. (1974) 3 W.W.R. 285 (B.C.C.A.)
‘ 5. Op. cit. 5.5. (new S.3l(5)). 6. S.3l(l). 7. S.3l(2).
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 for any person to deposit or permit the deposit of oil, oil
wastes or any other substance harmful to migratorygbirds in any
waters or any area frequented by migratory birds. This provision
may have some applicability to dredging or landfilling activities
in sensitive foreshore areas. Fines upon conviction are nominal,
however, and no permit system is established.
2
Navigable Waters Protection Act 0
q The Act is administered by the federal Minister of Transport.
3 The purpose of the Act is the protection of navigable waters for
; purposes of navigation. Works are defined to include "any dumping
H or fill or excavation materials from the bed of navigable waters."
The Act provides that no work may be built or placed in, upon,
p over, under, through or across any navigable water unless the work
and the site and plans have beenapproved by the Minister, upon
3 such terms and conditions as he deems fit,2 and the work is built
E and maintained in accordance with the plans, the regulations and the
1 terms and conditions set out in the approval. 3 Works that in
the Minister's opinion do not substantially interfere with navigation
do not require this approval.
f A work constructed without Ministerial approval, or built
contrary to approved plans, may be removed by Ministerial order;
or upon non-compliance by the owner of the work, the Minister may
cause its removal. The maximum fine for non—compliance is $5000
(no minimum).26 Government costs associated with the work's removal
are recoverable from the owner.27 Works mag be approved by the
Minister after construction has commenced.
Regulations may be made by the federal cabinet under this Act
for the purpose of navigation. 9
 
The throwing or deposit of materials that are liable to inter—
fere with navigation is prohibited,30 as is the throwing or deposit
i;
of stone, gravel, earth, cinders, ashes or other material that is
liable to sink to the bottom of navigable waters, where there are
not at least twenty fathoms of water at all times.
The Minister of Transport is authorized to appoint places in
any navigable water not within the jurisdiction of certain harbour
commissions where stone, gravel, earth, cinders, ashes or other
material may be deposited, even though the minimum depth of water
‘5
there may be less than twenty fathoms.
The Minister may make rules
‘ regulating the deposit of such materials.
 
l9. Pollution Regulation SOR. 71/376 8.35 as amended.
 
5






















 Canada Shipping Act33
The Act is administered by the federal Minister of Transport,
who is responsible for certain public harbours not covered by the
Harbour Commissions Act.34 Several of these, including Kingston
and Port Hope, are on the Great Lakes. Part XII provides for the
appointment of harbour masters35 whose duties include ensuring that
the rulgg and regulations provided by the federal cabinet for the
harbour are complied with.37 The harbour master must report all
contraventions of the rules to the Minister, who may instruct the
harbour master to prosecute the persons responsible.37
Harbour Commissions Act38
The Act, also a responsibility of the Minister of Transport,
provides for the establishment of Harbour Commissions. Once a
Commission is established, it has the authority to regulate and
control the use and development of all land, bUildings and Other
property within the limits of the harbour.39 Commissions may pur-
chase, construct and sell lands, buildings and equipment within the
immediate vicinity of the harbour limits with the Minister's approval,
and below certain amounts without the Minister's approval.
By—laws Commissions are further authorized, with federal cabinet
approval, to make by—laws respecting certain matters, including the
regulation or prohibition of the construction of buildings, structures,
docks, wharfs within the harbour limits, and the "excavation, removal
or deposit of material or any other action that is likely to affect i_
in any way the docks, piers, wharfs or channels of the harbour or
adjacent lands".41
The majority of Commissioners are appointed by the federal Cabinet,
and the remainder by municipalities adjoining and within the harbour
limits.
 
Selected Harbour Commissioners'Acts ;
A number of Harbour Commissions established under the Harbour
Commissions Act have enacted by—laws which deal with shoreline land—
filling activities. These include Lakehead, Oshawa, Windsor and
Belleville Harbour Commissions. Separate Acts for Toronto and yﬂ
Hamilton harbours havealso enacted roughly similar provisions. ‘
 
Under the Oshawa Harbour Commissioners' by-laws, for example, 16















































































































The Act is administered by the Department of Public Works. Under
the Act, the Minister of Public Works has the management, charge
and direction of such properties belonging to Canada as hydraulic
works; harbour construction and repair; piers and works for improving
navigation on water; and related matters. When the federal cabinet
authorizes that certain works be performed in any navigable water
for improvements to navigation, any officer or servant may enter
upon, dig up, dredge and remove any part of the bed of a navigable
water.
Government Harbours and Piers Act47
The Act is directed to administration of commercial and federal
marine facilities not under the jurisdiction of independent harbour
commissions, and includes such matters as breakwaters piers and
certain harbours.
The Minister of Transport administers commercial
marine facilities.
The Department of Fisheries and Environment is
responsible for federal marine facilities used predominantly by
commercial fishermen,
sports fishermen and recreational boaters.







































































































































amended (Lakehead); SOR/53—377 3.51 and 58 as amended (Belleville);
Toronto Harbour Commissioners Act S.C. 1911 c. 26 (By—law No. 11); and
Hamilton Harbour Commissioners Act S.C. 1912 c. 98 (General By-law).
44. R.S.C. 1970 c. P—38. 45. 5.9. 46. 8.37. 47. R.S.C. 1970
c. G—9 as amended.
48. 8.5.
49. Proposed Fishing and Recreational




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The activities carried out under this program are subject to the
federal environmental assessment and review process.
AGREEMENTS
60
Canada — U.S. Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality
As noted in previous reports, the objective of the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement is to improve the quality of the water
in the areas of the Great Lakes now suffering from pollution and to
ensure that Great Lakes water quality will be protected in future.
The provisions of the Agreement, including research and publication
of findings, are being undertaken by the International Joint
Commission for the respective federal, state and provincial govern—
ments.
The Agreement calls for the development of measures for the
abatement and control of pollution from various activities, includ—
ing land uses such as land and construction excavations and dredging,
described together as shoreline landfilling activities.
Dredging was also the subject of a special International Working
Group review to identify current practices, programs and institutional
mechanisms for its control.61 The Working Group's terms of reference
required it to conduct its study and formulate its recommendations
on the basis of the following principles: (1) dredging activities
should be conducted in a manner that will minimize harmful environ—
mental effects; (2) all reasonable and practicable measures shall be
taken to ensure that dredging activities do not cause a degradation
of water quality and bottom sediments; and
(3) as soon as practicable,
the disposal of polluted dredged spoil in open water should be carried
out in a manner consistent with the achievement of the water quality


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Fisheries Act amendments2 could be used to require
eries
shoreline landfilling activities to comply with federal environ—
act
mental standards for fish-frequented waters.
This is so because
amend-
the definition of aquatic habitat is now broad enough to cover
ments
most of the sensitive foreshore areas that are subject to heavy
development pressures for landfilling,
and because the Minister



















the proposed section 31 contains a flat prohibition against
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is intended to apply to projects (1) initiated by federal depart—
ments and agencies; (2) for which federal funds are to be made
available; and (3) where federal property or federal Crown lands
will be used.
Federal proprietary crown corporations and regulatory
agencies are invited, but not required, to participate.
The EARP is a fairly new administrative procedure, and
experience with it in relation to landfilling activities is not
extensive. However, preliminary experience with the process as it °
has developed in relation to the landfilling proposals of selected
federal entities, such as harbour commissions in Ontario, illustrate
the difficulties of using a non-statutory administrative process to
do the work of regulatory control.
First, there is the problem of the scope of the EARP. Harbour
Commissions would appear to be neither agencies nor crown corporations,
as the terms are used in descriptions of the application of the EARP.
Lack of precision in defining what the EARP was intended to apply
to has made it difficult for federal environmental officials to
persuade some harbour commissions that their activities come under
the EARP process. This has been the case, for example, with
proposals by the Oshawa Harbour Commission to landfill significant
marsh and wetland habitat on the north shore of Lake Ontario for potential
harbour expansion purposes.
Second, cabinet directives on environmental protection procedures
may conflict with other cabinet decisions relating to commercial
development. In the case of shoreline landfilling, a directive on
preventing environmental pollution may conflict with a directive N
respecting major ports and harbours development. 8 Where separate H
administrative mechanisms are set up to implement each cabinet directive, M
who is to determine which one is to take precedence in the context
of any particular development proposal? Since cabinet directives
are in—house administrative procedures and not law, recourse cannot ;L
be had to any public tribunal or court to resolve "conflicts of 3K
jurisdiction".
X:
Third, the relationship of cabinet directives to existing federal ﬂ
laws would appear to place the former at a disadvantage when it comes fﬂ
to ensuring that environmental matters are incorporated at the planning
stage. As a result, EARP, which is meant to be a planning tool to
prevent environmental damage, may more frequently be a reactive tool. x
This has happened with regard to Oshawa Harbour Commission initiatives ,6
























Harbour Developments," May 5, 1971.
















Under the Harbour Commissions Act, harbour commissions are
authorized to regulate and control the use and development of all
land and other property within the limits of the harbour.
Commissions
are also authorized to purchase, construct and sell lands and other
property within the immediate vicinity of the harbour limits with
the Minister of Transport's approval, and below certain amounts
without the Minister's approval.
The Act does not require a Commission
to consider the public interest in matters of environmental protection
in relation to its activities, or to be cognizant of non—statutory
environmental constraints (e.g. EARP) in planning future initiatives.
Nor does any other federal Act require this consideration by federal


















































































































































law can reach such activities under federal jurisdiction. See, for

















70. This same 1975 dump and fill incident was the subject of questions
in the House of Commons in May 1976, including one as to whether the
federal Department of Environment intended to take action against the
Ministry of Transport (responsible for harbour commissions to
Parliament) if any infractions of federal laws (Fisheries Act?) were
indicated. As of November 1976, the response of the federal Minister
of Environment has been that federal departments do not (it is
understood that they cannot) take legal action against one another.
It is also understood that no legal action has been instituted against
the Harbour Commission by Environment. House of Commons of Canada,
Notice Paper No. 1,054, Questions of Mr. Broadbent, Second Session,
Thirtieth Parliament, May 4, 1976. Questions reintroduced
November 15, 1976. AV
71. See, for example, Darling, "Creation of Jobs Important to
Harbour Commission: Rated Higher Than Environment", The Oshawa Times,
March 3, 1976, wherein the Oshawa Harbour Commission chairman stated
in part: "We rate the provision of jobs and the service to the
industrial community as factors much higher than we rate environmental
factors". The chairman also noted that the habour commission, the
2 department of public works and the ministry of transport are working
4" on a development proposal for the harbour, for which no environmental




Fourth, as the EARP has evolved administratively, it has
tended to concentrate on major development proposals, whereas the
original cabinet directive intended all activities at the federal
level to be controlled. In practice, this can mean that a landfill
project may be considered by the proponent federal agency (and perhaps
also by the Environment Canada screening body) not to require a
full—blown environmental assessment, and yet might still require
solutions of an environmental design nature. The EARP does not
ensure that these smaller development activities are given approp—
riate review and approval by the relevant federal environmental
agency. This may be especially problematic in a shoreline landfilling
context, where provincial law, permits or approvals may be inapplic-
able to the proposal because of perceived or actual exclusive federal
jurisdiction.72
Some of these difficulties could be alleviated, it is submitted,
by amending each relevant piece of federal legislation (e.g. Harbour
Commissions Act, NWPA, etc.) to require that the public interest in
environmental protection be consulted and observed; that relevant
federal environmental agencies be consultedand their concurrence
obtained prior to going ahead with any project; that where more than,
say, $50,000 or $100,000 worth of planning has taken place for a
proposal, no further monies be spent without the appropriate
environmental studies being undertaken, etc. In the alternative,
a single statute could effectuate these ends. Such a statute has





Environmental problems can arise during the excavation,
transportation, or disposal phases of dredging. They generally involve
contaminated sediments introduced into the aquatic environment, and g
72. See, for example, R. v. Canadian National Railways (1975) 4
C.E.L.N. 7 (Provincial Court of Ontario (Judicial District of
Hamilton—Wentworth)) Provincial conservation authority dump and
fill regulations held inoperative in relation to fill activities
i of an interprovincial railway. (Pursuant to 5.92 (lO)(a) of the
’ British North America Act, 1967 as amended). See also Hamilton
Region Conservation Authority, Recommendations on Applications to
Dump Fill in Hamilton Harbour, August 3, 1972, where steel industry
[ applications for conservation authority dump and fill permits in
5 Hamilton Harbour were made while expressly reserving the right of H
the companies to dispute the jurisdiction of the conservation 3
authority to control the dumping of fill into the harbour. ﬂ
(Presumably, this reservation is based on an opinion that the Hamilton
Harbour Commission's federa1.navigation and Shipping juriSdiCtiqn Eakes H
Precedence). 73. House of Commons of Canada. Bill 0—236 "An Act to protect
the Canadian environment by instituting mandatory impact assessment 1
procedures prior to the construction of installations potentially a
damaging to the environment" (Privat8{Mambers 3111 — Mr, Wenman), ‘
House of Commons, Order Paper No. 9, October 22, 1976, Second L
Session, Thirtieth Parliament, Ottawa. i2






marshland destruction. In the Great Lakes area, the federal Depart—
ment of Public Works (DPW) carries out up to 500,000 cubic yards of
dredging annually.74s75 This is mostly maintenance dredging which
is carried out by privately owned dredges under contract. Individual
dredging projects usually involve from 10,000 to 200,000 cubic yards.
Currently, the Department of Public Works enters all of its
dredging projects into the EARP process, providing environmental
information on proposed dredging location; operation; dump site
(open water or land); previous dredging history in the area;
preventive measures; and evaluations of environmental advantages
and disadvantages of the vggious alternative methods and alternatives
to the proposed operation.
Specific information requirements may also include a description
of benthic (bottom dwelling) and aquatic communities in the project
area; description and prediction of the effects of dredging activity
on water quality and aquatic biology; description of secondary
Changes which may occur from sedimentation and water quality
degrad-
ation due to disturbance from dredging;
effects of
the dump site on
the aquatic environment, including alternatives to the site;
drainage pattern and proposed restoration methods (if the site is on
land); and previous complaints (from Ontario Ministry of Environment,
local medical officer of health, and municipal records).
This information would be provided to the Environmental Protection
Service of Environment
Canadaas part of the EARP process.
EPS
recommends design changes and the creation of a monitoring
program, where appropriate.
For example, EPS might require that
a dredge spoil containment facility be designed to control the mOVe—
ment of heavy metals (e.g. mercury) back into the aquatic environment,
and to ensure that there is no vegetative uptake of heavy metals; the
dredge spoils7area might have to be covered to prevent wind and water
erosion,
etc.
Other design recommendations may be derived frOm
 
74. T.E. Douglas, Department of Public Works, "Comments on Present
Dredging Trends in Canada", at the Seminar on the Report of the
International Working Group on the Abatement and Control of Dredging














































































































provincial guidelines as well. (See below). These require—
ments are usually incorporated into the dredging contract spec-
ifications.
While the process is expanding federal agencies' awareness of
environmental concerns, a number of difficulties arise with the
current procedures, both in practice and in theory.
At the implementation level, environmental agencies do not
always have the resources to ensure that dredging contract specif-
ications regarding environmental matters are carried out. For example,
it often happens that a particular part of a harbour might be less
than ideal for open water sediment deposition because of the sed—
iment's poor quality.
The EPS might recommend in such a situation
that the poorer quality sediments be placed at the bottom and the
better quality sediments be dumped on top. While these recommen—
dations would go into DPW contract specifications, EPS does not have
sufficient resources to do on—site review to ensure that they are
in fact carried out. Similarly, it may be that a certain timing res—
triction is needed to protect fish migration and spawning.
EPS does
not have the resources to be in the field to ensure that the restriction
is observed. Indeed, the need for site—specific examination was affirmed
at the recently convened seminar on the International Working Group
Dredging Report, where it was said that even the dumping of clean fill
directly into a fish spawning areawas likely to have an adverse impact
on subsequent spawning activities.
Not only doesEPS not know whether its recommendations are
being followed, even assuming that they are, EPS cannot tell whether
its recommendations are successful in correcting the water pollution
problem. As a result, EPS cannot refine and improve upon its recommen-
dations to DPW in future dredging proposals.77 This problem was
recognized by the Working Group in 1975, when it noted that "even
though environmentally acceptable determinations may be integrated
into project design, it appears from recent experience that there
will be a continuing need for close supervision during the project ,
execution phase by both the proponent and the regulatory agencies to 5?
ensure that the intent is achieved. Moreover, for some time it will if
be desirable to provide for detailed surveillance of selected projects :{
to accumulate definitivexperience data."62 DPW officials also ‘3
note "severe staff restrictions " and "limited budgets for controlling
contaminants". 4
One further result of this situation is that it may be difficult
for EPS to prosecute a dredging company for pollution, because the
agency may not have sufficient field information or evidence to
support a case. The Working Group Report noted that the principal V
Fisheries Act enforcement tool was the capacity of the Department i






































the Department had sufficient personnel, and made more systematic
use of the Minister's power to require plans and specifications and
issue orders, it could then prosecute a company for violation of
those orders (such violation constitutes an offence without proof
of pollution13).
The current scheme of incorporating EPS comments into DPW
dredging contracts means that EPS cannot enforce violated contract
specifications in any event. Only DPW could enforce whatever pen—
alty provisions might exist in its contracts.
There are also difficulties, at the conceptual level, with the
ability of the current process to protect open water and wetlands-
(Wetlands provide a vital function in maintaining water quality.)
This concern was bestexpressed at the Working Group Dredging Seminar
by the Federation of Ontario Naturalists. F.O.N. was concerned
about the ability of site—specific, case—by—case review of dredging
projects to protect long—term quality. This approach makes it
possible to rationalize local degradation, allowing an incremental
water quality to deteriorate bit by bit. Long-term goals and guide—
lines are needed as a yardstick against which to measure individual
dredging projects.
Representatives of the Working Group argued that because of
the many complicated factors and the wide variation in the natural
conditions of the Great Lakes Basin, no rigid criteria could be
established that would be acceptable for all situations. Therefore the
Working Group, "after examining more doctrinaire approaches, recommen—





























































































78. D. Wilkens, Ontario Ministry of Environment, "Provincial Admin—
istrative/Regulatory Procedures", address to the Dredging Seminar,
January 14, 1977. 79. M. Singleton, Federation of Ontario
Naturalists, "Remarks to the International Working Group on its
Report and Recommendations", address to the Dredging Seminar,
January 14, 1977. 80. C. K. Hurst, Canadian Chairman of the
International Working Group, "Dredging and the Environment",


















































federal laws, but which the environmental agency cannot enforce.
(e.g. Incorporation of elements of EARP or EPS design recommenda-
tions into contracts authorized under the Public Works Act between
DPW and the dredging industry).
The case—by-caSe approach, while a clear step forward, still
does not establish a statutory right to environmental quality
comparable to the statutory right to, for example, protection of
naVigation- One measure of some resulting difficulties may be
found in the Report of the Working Group on Dredging itself. While
the Working Group's terms of reference required it to formulate recom—
mendations based on principles that included, "as soon as practicable,"
the phase-out of open water disposal of polluted dredged spoil, no
recommendations for either interim guidelines for open water disposal
or a timetable for its phaseout were made.79
S H O R E L I N E L A N D F I L L I N G A C T I V I T I E S
P R O V I N C I A L A N D L O C A L C 0 N T R O L S
OVERVIEW
Provincial capacity to control water pollution arising from landfill
and construction excavations and dredging activities is broad, but
suffers from both constitutional limitations and implementation restrictions
within provincial legislation. Where the validity of provincial juris-
diction is in doubt, then comprehensive and preventive federal environ-
mental legislative controls must bedevised and used together with prov-
incial ones. If they are not, any provincial control strategy may be
insufficient by itself.
Operative constraints, such as the exemption of clean fill from
preventive controls, may also hamper a comprehensive provincial strategy.
Moreover, such limitations may also strain staff resources by forcing
provincial agencies to use only reactive pollution controls, instead of
preventive ones. New legislation, such as the Environmental Assessment
Act, may help to alleviate some of these difficulties.
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Under the general prohibition section,
the dis—




































































































































































































































































85. R.R.O. 1970, Reg. 824 as amended.
86. S.l(2).
87. S.lO(l).
The heading for this section, however, is
"Standards for Waste Disposal Sites." As a rule, these standards are
utilized in conjunction with waste management certificates of approval
under Part V of the EPA. It is understood that land—filling sites in
a shoreline landfilling context are not subject to the requirement
of obtaining a certificate of approval under this Part.
"Inert fill"
is exempt from Part V & 0. Reg.824. 88. S.lO(l)(6).
89. S.lO(l)(7). 90. S.l4 of the Act. 91. 3.6 of the Act.
92. 3.7 of the Act.
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 by the Ontario Court of Appeal recently.93 The Ministry of Environment
had argued that the fill was impairing the quality of the natural
environment. There was no evidence before the Court that the fill was
placed in the lake adjoining the owner's lands or otherwise caused
pollution beyond the owner's lands.
Two of the judges (the third dissented) held that the EPA is applic— ,
able not only to the natural environment (as defined in S.l(f) of the
Act) owned by Ontario, or which is part of the public domain, but with—
in the whole of the province. To hold otherwise would give the Act
a very limited application to land in southern Ontario.
One of these two judges also held that provisions of the EPA
purporting to prohibit activity on a person's own land which, apart
from the Act, causes no injury to the property or person of others
and breaks no relevant laws, are not to be given a broad and remedial
interpretation to accomplish the purpose of the statute.94 Rather
they are to be construed strictly, in the sense that only clear
and unambiguous language should be held to prevent such activity.
"I do not find in the Act in clear and unambiguous language any
prohibition of the deposit of clean fill upon an owner's private
property, unaccompanied by any discharge of dust or odour into the





The principal provisions of this Act have been reviewed in
previous reports. The statute provides for the establishment of “
conservation authorities,97 and the undertaking in the area over which Q
they are given jurisdiction of a program designed to further the
conservation, restoration, development and mana ement of natural res- ‘
ources other than gas, oil, coal and minerals.9 For the purposes 7
of accomplishing its objects, a conservation authority has the '
power to control the flow of surface waters in order to Brevent floods
or pollution, or to reduce the adverse effects thereof.9


































for the placing or dumping of fill of any kind in any place where it





























































































at p.11. 96. R.S.O. 1970, c.78 as amended. 97. 8.10. 3









Conservation authority dump and fill regulations havebeen held
not to apply to the activities of an interprovincial railway.
Refusals by conservation authorities to issue permits under regu-
lations respecting the dumping of fill have also been judicially
upheld on appeal. 02
Environmental Assessment Act103
 
The principal provisions of this Act have been reviewed in prev—
ious reports. However, there have been a number of developments
respecting the regulation of certain shoreline landfilling activities.
Section 30 Exemption Orders
Under section 30, the Minister of the Environment, with the
approval of the provincial cabinet, may exempt byorder under-
takings from the application of the Act and regulations, subject to
terms and conditions, where he is of the opinion that it is in the
public interest to do so. He must take into account the purpose of
the Act,104 and must weigh that purpose against the injury, damage
or interference that might be caused to any person or property by the
application of the Act to the undertaking. Exemptions, or terms and
conditions to exemptions, may be suspended or revoked by Ministerial
order.105
Pursuant to this provision the Minister of Environment has
exempted a number of Ministry of Natural Resources activities until
July 1, 1979, including dredging activities.106 It is understood
that such undertakings will ultimately be subject to a class or generic
environmental assessment, rather than to individual site specific
assessments.
Environmental Assessment and Local
Shoreline Landfilling Activities
The activities of conservation authorities are exempt from the
provisions of the Environmental Assessment Act until July 1, 1977. 107
The manner in which conservation authorities will be required to
respond to the provisions of the Act at that date has been under
examination by a grOup of government representatives, appointed by
the Chairman's Committee of the Authorities and the Minister of the
101. R. v. Canadian Natidnal Railways (1975) 4 C.E.L.N.7 (Provincial
Court of Ontario (Judicial District of Hamilton-Wentworth)).
102. Re Case and Cataraqui Conservation Authority (1972) 1 C.E.L.N.
2, 4 (Ontario Court of Appeal).
103. 3.0.
1975, c.69.
104. The Act's purpose is "The betterment of the people of the whole
or any part of Ontario by providing for the protection, conservation
and wise management in Ontario of the environment". (3.2).
105. S.30(b)(c).
106. Order—in—Council 2891/76 respecting








Environment.108 The CA—MOE Working Group has recommended that cer-
tain undertakings of conservation authorities be subject to the
provisions of the Act. These include activities described as
"lake shoreline alterations," 10 which may include shoreline land—
fills. It has not yet been determined whether they will be subject
to individual or class environmental assessments.
The activities of municipalities are exempt from the provisions
of the Act until thirty days after an exemption order by the Minister
is made under section 30.1 O The manner in which municipalities
will be required to respond to the provisions of the Act at such time
has been under examination bya group of government representatives
from municipalities and the Ministry of Environment. This Municipal
Working Group has recommended that certain undertakings of municip-
alities be subject to the provisions of the Act, including activities
described as "waterfront plans".111 While it is understood that
waterfront plans could occasionally include shoreline landfilling
activities, the Municipal Working Group report indicates that the
impact of other projects, "such as landfilling operations, new marinas
and harbour facilities was also considered." Because of this dis—
tinction between "waterfront plans" and "landfilling operations," it is
understood that the Working Group is considering a separate designation
for municipal landfilling activities. It has not yet been determined
whether such activities will be subject to individual or class
environmental assessments.
The Working Group also notes that undertakings described as
"lake shoreline alterations", which are normally associated with
conservation authorities, might occasionally be the responsibility
of municipalities. In such circumstances, the Working Group rec—
ommended that the municipality carry out an environmental assessment,
or that the conditions resulting from approval of the class environ—
mental assessments prepared by the conservation authorities be applied
to the corresponding municipal undertakings.
OTHER STATUTORY MECHANISMS — PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL
Public Lands Act112
The principal provisions of this statute have been reviewed in
previous reports. The Act is administered by the Ministry of Natural
Resources. The Minister is authorized to manage, sell and dispose












Assessment Digest on the implementation of the Environmental Assessment
Act in Ontario. October 1976. Vol.1, No. I. 109. Ontario Ministry
of the Environment, EA Update, January 1977. Vol.11, No. I.
110. O. Reg. 836/76 8.5.
111. Report of the Municipal Working Group
Recommendations for the Designation and Exemption of Municipal Projects
under the Environmental Assessment Act, December 1976.
112. R.S.0. 1970 c.380 as amended.
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M of purposes,113 a d to manage public lands by zoning for certain land
w ‘ use designations. 14 Where lands are sold or leased under the Act,
h letters patent may be attached, defining how the land must (or may
i not) be used. 15 The Minister is authorized to release land use con—
ditions from land sold or leased under the Act, subject to any terms
and conditions he considers proper.
V
Penalty
It is an offence punishable by a maximum fine of $500, to throw
g for un— or deposit any material or substance upon public lands, whether or not
}§ authorized covered with water or ice, without Ministerial consent.
'* filling
The Minister is further authorized to grant a lease or issue a
licence of occupation respecting any public lands covered with water,
1. and to set the rent or fee and terms and conditions, unless they are
: prescribed by the regulations. With cabinet approval, the Minister
‘1
may sell any such lands at such price and upon such terms and con—
ié ditions as he considers proper.118
; Beds of Navigable Waters Act119
 
Administered by the Ministry of Natural Resources, this Act declares
that the beds of navigable waters remain the property of the provincial
Crown, and do not pass to anyone granted title by the Crown to land




The principal provisions of this statute have been reviewed in
previous reports.
The Act is administered by the Ministry of Natural
Resources.
The Act prohibits the removal of sand from the bed, bank,
beach, shore or waters of any lake,
river or stream in Ontario, except
‘1
under the authority of a licence issued under the Act.122 Licences are
not required of municipalities for municipal use
or of individuals
resident in Ontario for their own personal use.123
The removal of























however, except with the consent in writing of the Attorney General
of Ontario.12



























































































Resources and conservation authorities,
municipal and regional
official plan development is also an important component in the
process.
In practice, the development of official plans and policies and
resulting zoning by—laws involves the public and several levels of govern-
ment.
For example,
in approving an official plan, the Minister of Housing
may refer the plan to any ministry that may be concerned, and modif—
ications arising out of that process may result
in policies aimed directly
at protecting certain facets of the environment.
After the plan is app-
roved, zoning by-laws must conform to it.‘
However,
because of the generality of official plans, and the
potential for conflict with the jurisdiction of senior levels of
government,
environmental policies in an area or regional official
plan cannot always be fully realized. This difficulty may be
demonstrated in a shoreline landfilling context, where many juris-
dictions may be involved.
For example, the Durham RegionOfficial Plan environmental policy
states that "wherever possible,
the Regional Council shall endeavor
to retain in a natural state all marshes, swamps, bogs and water
recharge or headwater areas, and environmentally sensitive areas, and
shall not permit development which could result in damage to these
‘
natural areas." 128 The Region's environmental policies are intended
Q
to provide "present and future residents of the Region with a high
"
quality living environment that protects and enhances natural features,
incorporates good community planning and design and minimizes pollution
of air, water and land resources."1 9
 
At the same time, a review of the Regional Official Plan maps of 9
designation indicates that the Oshawa Second Marsh area — understood
'
to be one of the more significant marsh areas in Ontario and the fifth
largest marsh in North America — has been designated for an "industrial
use."130 It is understood that the reason for this discrepancy in 1
the Region's policy and planning designations is the fact that the
y;
ownership of the properties which constitute the Oshawa Second Marsh ”
is vested in the Oshawa Harbour Commission (OHC), an entity established


















































































































































during the course of the development of the Durham official plan
have emphasized the Regional government's lack of authority over the
Oshawa harbour. OHC submissions to the Region have therefore asserted
that the Regional government has no alternative but to adopt the OHC
proposal to designate land surrounding the harbour for industrial
development.131 The matter is currently before the Ontario Municipal
Board.
Municipal and regional planning inventories, done in preparation
for official plan development, can describe ecosystems within the
region, and evaluate existing and potential water quality conditions
with and without the implementation of plan proposals. In a shoreline
landfilling context, they can highlight the limits of area or regional
municipal control in the face of superseding senior government
jurisdiction.
For example, in Hamilton—Wentworth Regional planning initiatives,
the water quality in all parts of Hamilton Harbour is described as
H "132 n . . . .
generally poor. The need for industrial expans1on and expan51on
of port facilities", draft planning reports state, has "resulted in
reclamation by filling and a 20 per cent reduction in harbour water
area between 1917 and 1970." Landfilling operations have been described
as "accentuating water quality degradation". The draft planning
studies estimate that "an additional 100 acres of waterfront land will
be required before the end of this century to handle the estimated growth
in cargo of approximately 500,000 tons per year. Any future reclam—
ation by landfill together with increased sewage effluent from
expanding communities may further jeopardize the self—cleansing potential
of the harbour and reduce the quality of water within the harbour itself
and of that entering Lake Ontario.13
Under such circumstances, a high degree of cooperation between local
government and the Harbour Commission will be necessary to carry out regional
environmental planning goals, as the jurisdiction within the harbour itselgz
for lands related to navigation and shipping is the‘Harbour Commission's.
Even in situations where senior government jurisdiction is not
in conflict with area or regional environmental planning goals, cemmen—
tators note that local environmental policies frequently need to be
tied to specific means of accomplishing them.1 3 Environmental assess-
ment requirements made mandatory in the Official Plan itself for
municipal undertakings can be one means of doing this. A number of
recently adopted regional official plans have incorporated such
131. See, for example, "Harbour Control Blocked by BNA Act," The
Toronto Star, October 3, 1975, reporting the submissions of OHC counsel
to the Durham Region planning department. 132. Regional Municipality
of Hamilton-Wentworth, Substudy of the Regional Official Plan,
Environment (Draft), November 1975. 132 a. See. The'Hamilton Harbour Commissigﬁ
V. The CorpOration of the City of Hamilton,'The'OntariO'MuniCipal'Board, and
the Attorney General of Ontario (unreported) Supreme Court of Ontario. 29
November 1976, this decision has been appealed.
133. Lang and Armour,


















Resources (Draft), January 1976.
Ministry of Environment Guidelines for Fill
Emplacement and Marine Constructionl35
The purpose of the guidelines is to assist MOE staff in assessing
construction activities, outlining potential water resource impacts,
and suggesting appropriate mitigation measures. The guidelines in
and of themselves are without legal effect unless they are tied to
specific approvals.
The marine construction guidelines address water quality con-
cerns arising from dredging; dredge spoils disposal in open water;
parameter levels; spoils disposal within dyked areas or on land;
and dredge spoils disposal within containment facilities.
Matters reviewed for dredging and open water spoils disposal
include the physical, chemical and biological quality of dredged
materials; quantities involved; location of dredging or disposal
site in relation to other water users (including fish and wildlife);
physical characteristics of the watercourse; existing and potential
quality and use of the water in the dredging or disposal area;
frequency of maintenance dredging; and past history of spoils in the
area.
Matters reviewed for land or dyked area spoils disposal include
adequacy of dyked structure to contain spoils under forces of lateral
pressure, seepage, and/or erosion; the quality and quantity of any
supernatantl3 draining to a watercourse; and the adequacy of native
soils to contain contaminants (including groundwater quality protection).
The guidelines note that the proponent should be aware that the MOE
has special regulations governing on—land disposal of contaminants,
including a formalized permit system (sanitary landfill permits).
Matters reviewed for dredge spoils disposal containment facil—
ities include capacity, design and construction, operation, effluent
quality, and maintenance. The guidelines emphasize that, as a general
rule, a containment area for spoils disposal should retain "the spoil
solids and contaminants within the designated confines so that it will
not re—enter any watercourse or cause detriment to adjacent areas and139
allow only water of acceptable quality to return to the watercourse."
134. See, for example, Durham and Waterloo Region Official Plans.
135. Ontario Ministry of Environment, Water Resources Branch,
Guidelines Evaluating Construction Activities Impacting on Water














































The filling referred to in these guidelines relates to the
filling in of a portion of a body of water "and has no relation to
an on—land sanitary landfill." "In most cases," the guidelines note
such "a landfill is a stone or rubble armoured earthfill structure." 40
The guidelines note that the possible environmental effects of
landfills include: increased turbidity during and after construction;
formation of embayments which may generate nuisance conditions; '
loss of benthic habitats and fish spawning areas because filling
removes water area from use by aquatic organisms; contamination of
aquatic environments where core material for landfills is obtained
from construction areas and dredge spoils.
MOE policy as enunciated in these guidelines includes: turbidity
levels from fill emplacement should not exceed MOE criteria for
particular water uses; control of runoff so that adjacent water body
water quality is not degraded; material not meeting open water spoils
disposal guidelines is generally unsuitable for unconfined dumping
in a watercourse as well; where fill contains toxic, hazardous or
excessive quantities of nutrients, measures must be taken to prevent
Such material from gaining access to surface and ground waters; and
filled areas should be located so that they do not impair water quality.
The guidelines also make a number of recommendations on protecting
water quality from landfills.
Ministry of Natural Resources Guidelines for
Dredging Operations on Inland Waters $45
The guidelines form a checklist of concerns respecting dredging
activities and their control in relation to environmental quality.
The
guidelines note that "poorly planned dredging programs can have serious
consequences upon the immediate environment, either over the short—term
or on a long—term basis." 144
The environmental impact of dredging
and related activities such as spoil disposal (open water or land) are
addressed

































dyke location and construction;
hydrological
aspects of the lake watershed; and prevention of accidental spills of
deleterious materials.














































Act provisions respectigg public lands,1 5 property,146
and natural resources.1
Landfill and Construction Excavations
 
Ministry of Environment studies of selected harbours indicate
that shoreline landfilling activities are causes of "measurable
degradation of water quality in the region of the filling."149 Other.
studies of waterfront landfill sites indicate that such sites can create
pockets of local water quality degradation.150 The dumping of fill
creates localized high turbidity in the water, with elevated bacteria
and nutrient levels. (This is understood to be most noticeable
during periods of high wind and heavy wave action. Areas which have
not been stabilized by armouring are also susceptible to erosion in
these conditions). However, bacteria increases resulting from landfill
construction are understood to diminish rapidly after stabilization
has occurred.1 0 Landfill site embayments frequently result in
"generally poor water quality because of the transport of pollutants
into the area and subsequent poor circulation with cleaner offshore lake
water." 150 Other government water quality concerns with landfill sites
have been noted above.
Provincial capacity to control the adverse environmental effects
of shoreline landfilling activity through the use of the Ontario
Water Resources Act, Environmental Protection Act, Public Lands Act,








































legislation itself, and limited staff and resources. The cumulative




























































































































































































































































































































145. S.92(5). 146. S.92(l3). 147. S.92(16). 148. 8.109.
149. Ontario Ministry of Environment, Water Quality Branch, Hamilton 5



























Conservation Authority to the Oshawa Harbour Commission for unauthfga
ized dumping of fill, but nothing more was done about the matter.
a
Similarly, private companies, when applying for conservation authority




























relation to matters arguably under exclusive federal jurisdiction.
























encies to control landfill activities that are otherwise under federal
jurisdiction.
But unless provincial agencies can use the Minister's
provision respecting plans and specifications
systematically as a'
permit system, then the Act's effectiveness as a preventive measure
‘
will be diminished; and it is understood







































































































































































































































































































water quality degradation,,l4l’l49’150 it is submitted that the
rationale for exempting "inert" or "clean" fill from the preventive
instruments in the EPA be re—examined. The continuance of such
exemptions coupled with recent judicial determinations of EPA
provisions 93 may provide a serious constraint to MOE control strategies.
With reSpect to control of fill activities, it is understood, however,
that the majority of such activities would not exclusively take place
on land/water property owned by one person.
It may be possible to exercise preventive control of landfill
operations through approvals under the Environmental Assessment Act.
However, the exemptions of "clean" fill activities might impinge on
the validity of EAA approvals, as, conceivably, might the judicial
opinion in Rockcliffe Park.
There are difficulties with the operative provisions of other
provincial statutes, such as the Public Lands Act. For example,








































penalty is to be anything more than a fee, then the amount should
be increased significantly. In addition, each day that the offending
activity continues should constitute a separate offence, so that
multiple charges may be laid and cumulative fines assessed.
It is also understood that when a person engages in unauthorized
filling, there is no means under the Act of halting that activity





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































property, it is arguable that a judicial determination might hold
that, without specific legislative authorization, conservation
authorities do not have the power to attach conditions to a fill
permit. As the Act reads, conservation authorities may only accept
or reject applications for fill permits.
A number of conservation authorities have recognized this
difficulty, and, instead of issuing a permit with terms and conditionS‘
attached, they request the applicant to re—apply, or to amend his
application so that it fully meets their requirements. However, many
authorities still issue permits with conditions attached; and their
entire permit program could be vulnerable if subjected to court
challenge.
Moreover, many authority regulations, while not specifically
authorizing permitswith conditions attached, empower an authority
to "withdraw any permission given under the regulation, if, in the
opinion of the Authority, the conditions of the permit are not complied
with."152 Because the Act does not specifically authorize the
withdrawal of a permit — either for violation of conditions the
imposition of which it does not authorize , or for any other reason —
this action, too, could be subject to court challenge. A number of
authorities have recognized the difficulties created by the present
statute, and have redrafted their regulations so that they are em-
powered to "withdraw any permission given if, in the opinion of the
authority, the representations cogtained in the application for the
permission are not carried out."
Because MOE cannot control landfill projects (where only inert
or clean fill is involved) through a certificate of approval process
(under Part V of the EPA), the agency normally negotiates with the
landfill proponent, which may be a conservation authority, to ensure
that the control techniques agreed upon are incorporated into contract
specifications and carried out. Implicit in this process is the power
of the MOE to issue stop orders or to prosecute for resulting pollution,
but these are reactive tools, which put a greater strain on the agency's
time and staff resources than preventive instruments.
It is understood that there have been instances where landfill
proponents,










dumping of fill without adequate pollution preventive works; have
continued to dump beyond the time agreed to; have exhibited poor
control over smaller trucks dumping materials other than clean fill
(e.g. oil and paint cans, varnish and turpentine); and have failed
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Environment prefers a confined disposal site, which will restrict
contamina9t movement, to open water disposal of contaminated dredged
material. 8 In this regard (again leaving aside constitutional
constraints), it is arguable that the MOE could utilize, on a
systematic basis, its certificate of approval process underPart V
of the EPA and its regulations to effectuate preventive controls
over dredged spoil sites. (Contaminated dredged spoils are not
likely to be regarded as "clean" or "inert" fill, which is exempt
from Part V and the regulations). Indeed, MOE guidelines note that
the "proponent should be aware that the MOE has special regulations
governing on—land disposal of contaminants including a formalized
permit system." 135 It is understood that the systematic applic—
ation of Part V requirements to such on—land dredged spoil sites is
under consideration. Currently, federal Department of Public Works
contract specifications with the particular dredging company
frequently include on-site disposal techniques which reflect concerns
noted in MOE guidelines.
Where long-term egress of contaminants from such sites and res—
ulting water pollution is a possiblity, local governments may be
unwilling to assume responsibility for the ultimate control and
management of dredged spoil site areas, especially where liability
may arise. To the extent that this is the case, federal expropriation
of the lands may be the only alternative. In that case, care and
control of the site would become exclusively a federal responsibility,
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Cottage Pollution Control Program




























































































R E C R E A T I 0 N A L A R E A S
F E D E R A L C O N T R O L S
OVERVIEW
Recreational lands under federal jurisdiction include national parks,
Indian reserves, and specially designated recreational lands (the Rideau—
Trent-Severn corridor). Septic tanks and related systems are the sources
of most water pollution on these lands. Though provincial laws do not
normally apply to national parks and Indian reserve lands, provincial
standards for septic tank pollution are often the yardstick which federal
agencies use.
Federal control of water pollution in recreational areas under
federal jurisdiction, moreover, depends to a high degree on cooperation
between the non—environmental agencies responsible for administering the
lands, and agencies with environmental expertise. Generally, agencies





The Act is administered by the Department of Indian Affairs and


















parks; the protection of fish, including the prevention and remedying





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This Act is also administered by the Department of Indian
Affairs and Northern Development. Under the Act, all laws of
general application from time to time in force in any province are
applicable to Indians in the province, except where such application
would be inconsistent with treaties or Federal Acts, or where a
matter is specifically dealt with in the Indian Act.l7 Whether this
provision applies to non—Indian tenants on reserves is somewhat
unclear because the "landlord" or "permittor" is the Crown itself
rather than Indian Bands or individuals. It is understood that there is
some cottage development on reserves on the Bruce Peninsula, in the
Georgian Bay area.
The Indian Reserve Waste Disposal Regulations18 have been
discussed previously.
AGREEMENTS
Canada—Ontario Rideau-Trent—Severn Agreement (CORTS)
 
On February 20, 1975, the governments of Canada and Ontario
entered into an agreement to implement a series of objectives
relating to future recreational use along the 425 mile Rideau—Trent—
Severn river corridor. The corridor is regarded as one of Central
Canada's most significant recreational resources. The objectives
include: a pollution—free environment; adequate open space; adequate
public use and recreational areas; and adequate commercialand private
development. Among the terms of the agreement are included the
identification of the causes of water pollution, and the improvement
and monitoring of water quality.'
The corridor area is generally recognized as a unique mixture
of recreational areas, and already has a high level of cottage
development. In this regard, the targets for improvement that have
been identified by bothgovernments include: the elimination of
pollution from septic tanks; the control of boat wastes; and the
significant raising of the level of commercial and residential water
treatment. They are also concerned that a cottage set-back from the
high water mark be enforced in future; along with a complete
prohibition on building, dredging and filling on narrow channels.
The CORTS Program is to provide a framework plan for the
implementation of the objectives approved by both governments.
To this end, the Agreement contains an administrative organization,
with a CORTS Advisory Committee of ten citizens from thrOughout the
corridor, and a CORTS Agreement Board of ten public servants from
both governments.

































National There are two national parks in Ontario (Point Pelee and Georgian
parks Bay Islands), with a third under consideration for the Lake Superior
and Area. Environmental problems in these areas have generally related
sewage to the adequacy of sewage disposal at areas such as temporary camp
disposal or resort sites. The responsibility for such areas resides with
the Parks Branch of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development (DIAND), which frequently deals with these problems in
cooperation with, or at the urging of, the local district health
offices and the Environmental Protection Service of Environment Canada.
Problems that have manifested themselves in the past have included
unsatisfactory use and location of pits for sewage disposal; exposed
leaching pits; and undyked or poorly located oil and gas tanks for
boating use.
Indian It is understood that the Department of Indian Affairs and
reserves Northern Development is the "landlord" or "permittor" in approx—
and cot— imately 3900 leases on Indian Reserve lands within Ontario to non—
tage Indian individuals for seasonal recreational cottage development.
develop- Most of these leases are for cottages on the Bruce Peninsula.
ment
The principal maintenance clauses in the DIAND standard form
cottage lease for Indian reserve lands 19 deal primarily with visual
standards for garbage removal,20 and fence maintenance. 1 Lessees
or occupiers may also be ordered to abate any nuisances and clean
up the demised lands. Septic tanks or other sanitary waste diSposal
systems must conform to the specifications and sanitary standards of
local boards of health.
Other clauses of the DIAND seasonal recreational leases to non—
Indians require that the lessee "prior to any construction or
alteration of the landscape on, or adjacent to the said lot, must
























































other structures on such lands. It is understood, though, that no



















































































































































































































































































 rules are legally enforceable on such leased lands to non—Indians.
Many provincial laws under the "property and civil rights" heading
of the British North America Act do not apply to "Indians, and
Lands reserved for the Indians" which are stated to be within the
"exclusive legislative authority" of the federal government.
It is understood, for example, that provincial rent control does
not apply to DIAND seasonal recreational leases.
Section 88 of the Indian Act provides that all laws of
general application in force in any province apply to Indians in
the province, except where they are inconsistent with treaties or
Federal Acts or where a matter is Specifically dealt with in the Indian
Act. It is unclear whether section 88 applies to non—Indian tenants on
reserve lands, because the "landlord" is the Crown itself. The
federal Fisheries Act would appear not to be barred from application
to the Crown in such cases.
 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































have the programs carried out.
387
  
 GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS
Environmental Protection Act
 
The principal provisions of this statute have been reviewed in
previous reports. Part VII of the Act, respecting rural sewage
systems, is the main preventive tool for controlling septic tank
and related pollution from recreational areas.
. 29
Ontario Water Resources Act
Pesticides Act3O
Conservation Authorities Act
The principal provisions of these statutes have been reviewed in
previous reports.
Environmental Assessment Act32
The principal provisions of this Act have been reviewed in previous
reports. However, certain developments relate specifically to regulation
of recreational area activities.
Section 30 Exemption Orders
Under section 30, the Minister of the Environment with the
approval of the provincial cabinet, is authorized to exempt under—
takings from the application of the Act and regulations, subject to
terms and conditions imposed by himself, where he is of the opinion that
it is in the public interest to do so. He must take into account the
purpose of the Act, 3and must weigh that purpose against the injury,
damage or interference that might be caused to any person or prOperty
by the application of the Act to the undertaking. Exemptions or terms
and conditions to exemptions may also be suspended or revoked by
Ministerial order.
Pursuant to this provision the Minister of Environment has
exempted a number of Ministry of Natural Resources activities for
varying periods. These activities include lake development plans 37
(cottaging), cottage and camp sites on Crown land,36 master park plans
and outdoor recreation trails. 8 It is understood that such under—
takings will ultimately be subject to class, plan, or planning manual





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Minister of Natural Resources may apply to the county or district
court for an order returning possession of the subject land to the
Crown.62 The Minister may also release the land from the condition
in whole or in part.
Wilderness Areas Act64
 
The Act was passed to establish and preserve areas that have
unique natural features.65 Development or utilization of the natural
resources in an area more than 640 acres in size is not affected by
the Act.66 Wilderness areas are designated under the regulations. 67
The provincial cabinet may make regulations for prohibiting or
regulating and controlling the admission of persons to wilderness and




The Act is administered by the Ministry of Industry and Tourism.
The Ministry's objects include Breservation and development of tourist
and recreational attractions. 7 The provincial cabinet is authorized
to make regulations governing the plans and specifications of tourist l
establishments and the facilities and equipment that must be provided.
Under the regulations, plumbing must be attached to a public sewage
system, a septic tank or absorption system, or any other system approved
by a local health officer, the Ministry of Health, or an officer of the
Ontario Ministry of Environment.73 This provision would now be subject














authority of the Ontario Building Code.
Municipal Activities Under Planning Legislation
Regional governments, because of the broad geographic areas for
which they have planning responsiblity, can frequently exert a strong
influence on the development of regionally significant recreational
areas. Most regional government statutes, however, do not assign any
specific responsiblity to regiopal governments to acquire or develop
land for recreational purposes. 4
Regional official plans frequently indicate that regional govern—
ments are prepared to take a leading role in developing policies
related to open space and recreation. For example, the Regional
Municipality of Waterloo Official Plan75 indicates that the Waterloo








67. R.R.O. 1970, O. Reg. 828 as amended.










72. O.Reg. 390/72 as amended.
73. 8.23.
74. See, for example,
Regional Municipality of Waterloo Act 3.0.
1972 as amended.
75. Regional Municipality of Waterloo, Draft Official Plan, December 1975,




capability studies to determine recreational open space needs, and
regional responsibility "for ensuring that land used for recreat—
ional purposes does not conflict with Regional policies related
to ... protection of environmentally sensitive areas.
Regional policies in the Waterloo area also include assisting
"in the coordination and when necessary, in the development in the
Region of an open space trail system and scenic drive system suitable
for year-round use." Currently, the Region is undertaking an in—depth
investigation of the problems and prospects of reserving the best possible
areas within the Regional Municipality for hiking, snowmobiling,
camping, skiing, and related activities. The Waterloo Region anticip-
ates that the study will allowit to indicate "positive uses in areas
presently barred from development because of hazard land designation,
environmental sensitivity or other negative zoning." While potential
water pollution problems from the use of recreational areas are not
raised explicitly in the study outline, it is understood that among the
questions to be reviewed in the study include "what problems exist in
greater and under enjoyment of open space resources."
Area municipal offical plans sometimes note that "environmental
protection and policy areas which are intended primarily to ensure
preservation of the natural environment” may also be suitable to
"accommodate certain recreational activities."
In developing official plans, area and regional planning depart-
ments can have a significant impact on controlling recreational water
pollution by adopting planning and designated use criteria provided





















































































































76. Ibid, Chapter 10 — Open Space for Recreation. 77. City of
Mississauga, Draft Official Plan, Section on Open Space and Recreation,




































































































further recreational land development on an already polluted lake may
require a greater standard of control to prevent further lake deterioration,
even where municipal authorities were otherwise satisfied with the






































































Ministry of Environment Guidelines















































































































































































































































































































Cottage Pollution Control Program
 
Since 1970, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment has been






































Information that is collected about private waste disposal methods
at cottage and other establishments includes: the number of occupants
at a cottage; plumbing details; location, size and age of the septic
tank, cesspool or privy; topography of the lot and location of water
bodies.
Where problems of nuisance or direct pollution are discovered, the
cottage owner is requested to take corrective action. Local health
units (which normally enforce Part VII of the EPA) also receive the
reports on any unsatisfactory systems and are expected to take further
action where appropriate.
Table 12 illustrates the MOE findings respecting private disposal
system status in selected recreational lake cottage areas in 1975.
80. Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Water Resources Branch,
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Because of recent concern about encephalitis, special spray
programs have been developed to control mosquitos. Provincial and
municipal efforts have included instruction on eliminating insect
breeding sites and use of repellents and insecticides in areas stretch—









































threat. However, they felt that the public regards the spraying as
necessary and that in such circumstances municipalities have little
choice but to go ahead with it.87






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































L A K E S H O R E A N D R I V E R B A N K E R 0 S I O N
F E D E R A L C 0 N T R O L S
OVERVIEW
Federal government control of erosion and sedimentation is
limited to the Department of Public Works shore protection program.
This program is activated where the majority of erosion is caused by
commercial navigation or federal activities or facilities.
A broader involvement in erosion control could by based upon
the federal government's responsibility for inland fisheries and
international and interprovincial waters. Follow-up studies arising
from the Canada—Ontario Great Lakes Shore Damage Survey constitute
the other principal federal involvement in the problem of erosion.















































































































































































































































































































































into for the purpose of dyke reconstruction at an estimated $14.1



















The Department of Public Works has been the principal federal
agency dealing with erosion control programs. This involvement has
been limited to the construction of protective works along navigable






































remedial works and assume the total cost where more than 50% of the









































attributed DPW may contribute to the cost. Most of the remedial work
done by DPW in the Great Lakes area has been concentrated on the Detroit
and St. Clair Rivers. Some work has also been done in parts of Lake
Erie. Remedial works usually consist of dykes and bank stabilization
measures. DPW expenditures in this area for the last three fiscal years
are outlined in Table 13.
l. R.S.C. 1970 (lst Supp.) c.5. 2. R.S.C. 1970 c.A-4.





DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS










Fiscal Year DPW Expenditure
1974 - 75 $416,707
1975 — 76 $ 62,237
1976 — 77 $ 47,499~
   
Source: Department of Public Works, London Office.
AGREEMENTS AND COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
Canada-U.S. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement5
As noted in previous reports, the objective of the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement is to improve the quality of the water in
the areas of the Great Lakes now suffering from pollution and to
ensure that Great Lakes water quality will be protected in future.
The provisions of the Agreement, including research and publication
of findings, are being undertaken by the International Joint
Commission for the respective federal, state and provincial govern—
ments. The Agreement calls for the development of measures for the
abatement and control of pollution from various sources, including
natural sources.
Canada—Ontario Great Lakes Shore Damage Survey
The objective of the study was to survey the nature and extent of
5. Signed at Ottawa, April 15, 1972. 6. Environment Canada and
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Canada—Ontario Great Lakes




































































































































it did not include any detailed planning studies, the report did
recommend a number of management alternatives and follow—up programs.
Among the recommendations in the Survey were site—specific studies
of Great Lakes hazard land areas as a basis for evaluating shore
management alternatives; the development of shoreline management/land
use simulation models; intensification of public awareness; erosion
station monitoring and further research° In addition, it was recommended
the erosion and inundation-prone areas on the Great Lakes identified
in the Survey be considered for municipal land use regulation (e.g.
shoreline hazard land designations in official plans) and that an
acquistion policy for such lands be developed within the overall framework
of a coastal zone management policy.
COMMENT
Erosion and flooding are natural processes, states the Canada—
Ontario Shore Damage Survey Report, but their effects may be accelerated
by human intervention. Resulting losses are often caused by inappropriate
use of shore landso Human activities which contribute to the
processes of shoreline erosion include construction Eng development,
agriculture, shipping, dredging and related matters. ’
Federal policy for managing shoreline areas affected by erosion
is largely non—existent. The current federal involvement in
erosion control is limited to the shore protection program of the
Department of Public Works.
Expansion of federal responsibility for erosion control per se
beyond the current involvement has been considered in the context
of the national dimensions of the shore erosion problem. For example,
on the Great Lakes shoreline approximately 1900 miles are understood
to be undergoing erosion, especially the southern portion of Lake
Huron, the central portion of Lake Erie, and the southwestern shore
of Lake Ontario. (It is further understood that some 500 miles of
that shoreline a e experiencing significant erosion problems). The
Canada Water Act would allow the Minister of Fisheries and Enviroment
(subject to federal cabinet approval) enter into agreements for
comprehensive water resources management planning and for the
implementation of such plans for waters of "significant national
 
7° Environment Canada, The Canada Water Act, Annual Report, 1975 — 1976.































also authorized under the Act.10 The Supreme Court of Canada has


































































There are, however, a variety of federal interests in relation
to the management of lands, some of which could be said to work at












































increased boating traffic involved or because of the design and
location of the harbours themselves. Under certain circumstances,
federal monies originally spent in developing such recreational
harbours, could lead to the need for more federal monies (i.e. the
D.P.W. shore protection program funds) to remedy the erosion caused





















have been entered into3’ for the building of dykes and other
structures for controlling flooding of agricultural lands (45% paid




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The province has no active program of long-term shore protection.
It has, however, expended over twelve million dollars since the spring of
1973 on remedial and emergency works for Great Lakes shore damage through
its shore property assistance program. Ontario is also engaged in
continued joint studies with the federal and other levels of government
to develop methods for evaluating such shore management alternatives as
land use controls, long and short—term protection, and acquisition of
hazard lands. It has also undertaken a 5—year multi—million dollar program
of acquisition of shorelands for use as future open space.
Conservation authorities are frequently responsible for the manage—
ment of these lands. The authorities recognize the need for shoreline
management to minimize erosion and resulting sedimentation. However,
some of the policies of the province and some conservation authorities
may work at cross—purposes where water pollution control is at issue.
For example, the province may on the one hand support the defining
of hazard lands (usually defined as erosion and flood~prone areas) and
their incorporation into municipal official plans and zoning by—laws.
0n the other hand, it states that in the past it may have been too
restrictive respecting development in flood plain areas.
Similarly, conservation authority goals for shore and hazard lands
extend from limiting erosion at the land/water interface to developing
shorelands for public recreational use. Recreational development of
such lands can mean landfilling of these areas. Landfilling can lead
to a diminution of local water quality as well as to the expenditure of
shore protection funds to protect landfill projects.
Conservation authorities also provide streambank erosion control
assistance to private landowners upon request and where budgets permit.
Measures may include channel modification and streambank stabilization.
In a few instances, some authorities in rural watersheds have
required, as a condition to assistance, that the property owner agree
to develop vegetation buffers and prevent livestock access to the stream-
bank.
Some authorities regard erosion control assistance as ancillary to
their central task of flood protection, but valuable in promoting long—
term water quality. In the short-term, during the installation of channel





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































assessments are encouraged or authorized.







































































































perpetuation of the fish, wildlife and other natural resources
dependent on such waters; the preservation of the natural amenities
of such waters and on their shores and banks; and the location and
nature of improvements in such waters in relation to the above
mentioned items.
The Act prohibits the construction of a dam on any lake or river
until the location and plans have beenapproved in writing by the
Minister.19 Maximum fine for breach of this provision is $500
(minimum is $10).20 The Minister is also authorized to issue orders
for the repair or removal of a dam or may have the work done himself
and have the costs charged to the owner.
Other matters covered in the Act include the construction,
repair and use of dams, obstructions in lakes and rivers, timber
driving, and water privileges.
Conservation authority projects for the construction of dams
and other works on a lake or river, approved under the Conservation
Authorities Act, do not need approval under the Lakes and Rivers
Improvement Act. As noted above, these conservation authority
activities will, in future, be subject to the Environmental
Assessment Act.
OTHER STATUTORY MEASURES — PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL
Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development Act21
The provisions of this Act have been reviewed previously. The
Act authorizes the Minister of Agriculture and Food to enter into
agreements with the federal government for a variety of projects































































Shoreline Property Assistance Act22
The Act provides for low—interest loans to finance preventive
or remedial works, such as retaining walls, dykes, breakwaters or
other structures, where shoreline property has been damaged or





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































explicit in controlling such activity in future.
NON—STATUTORY ACTIVITIES
 
Conservation Authority Erosion Control
























































































































of the finances for this project are devoted to corrective works,
MTRCA policies lay equal emphasis on prevention of erosion.
The most common erosion control operations utilized by MTRCA
include the clearing of trees and brush that may be impeding
water flow, streambank stabilization, and channel modification.
The MTRCA also constructs upstream works to reduce the amount of

























































These erosion control programs are seen to be ancillary
to the authority's "central task" which is to "prevent flooding...
through the construction of a series of dams and reservoirs throughout
the watershed to contain flood waters during peak periods and release






















































completion (maximum subsidy of $500 for any given year); first
priority (after budget constraints are evaluated) is given to erosion
control assistance to areas upstream of major flood control projects;
erosion control assistance is available for most projects except
contour cultivation and grassed waterways; and the landowner must














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 struction of works in Ontario lakes and rivers.34 Investigations
in 1970 had shown that approximately 75% of private dams in southern
Ontario have not been approved under the Lakes and Rivers Improvement
Act. Some of these dams were understood to have adverse effects on
the natural resources in these rivers. Other investigative committees
had developed background data between 1970 and the establishment
of the Task Force in 1974.
Among the undesirable effects of some of these dams on the
natural environment are erosion and sedimentation, water quality
impairment, and the introduction of chemicals to the aquatic environ-
ment. Improperly designed dams were described as subject to failure
under severe storm conditions. "The silt load from the impoundment
combined with the wash of embankments can cause serious siltation
and erosion to the downstream areas. Spawning beds covered by silt
become unusable." Dams and impoundments, if improperly designed,
were described as also likely to restrict the natural cleansing
capacity of a stream and thus reduce its quality.
The large number of dams being built for recreation was
described as tending to increase the amount of chemicals introduced
for the control of aquatic nuisance. Such control was described as
necessary to maintain water quality suitable for recreational use
(e.g. coliform control for swimming). However, while most chemicals
break down rapidly, the indiscriminate use and cumulative effects
of such additives was described as capable of adversely affecting
water quality for other potential uses.
Gaps in the legislation and its administration were described
as impediments to better control of such works. The report states
that "before 1971, the lack of a firm policy to control private dam
construction under the Act, and weaknesses in the Act itself, made
enforcement ineffective."
A 1971 amendment to the Act added a
statement of purpose which included the use, management and
perpetuation of the fish resources. This amendment was described as
having
helped to resolve some enforcement problems, but further
improvements to the Act are needed.
It was reported that no regular monitoring program exists to
detect illegal dam construction. It was also noted that "strict
enforcement of the approval legislation was rare in the past."
The current administrative procedure for approval of dams under
the Act was deSigned mainly for large dams. Enforcement provisions
in the Act were described as "cumbersome when applied to small dams."
 
34' Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, Report of the Task Force








































































































































The report and follow—up task reports are still under study.
The Ontario government has no active program of long—term
































































































































figures for the subsequent three years (suggesting damages of over

















government.35 In this regard, the province will be spending approx—
imately $17.6 million over the next five years for the acquisition
of shorelands to be maintained for future open space.













































































































































































































for defining hazard lands, to be used to identify such lands for















































































































































































































































* Accurate to March 31, 1976.





































































protection works in the event of flooding).
























risk in erosion and flood—prone areas..."
More recently, however, the Minister of Natural Resources has
enunciated a view that may be somewhat at odds with the above


















I think there has to be a little bit of risk built into some
of these things. Maybe we have been just a little too tight
and too restrictive in allowing development in the flood plain
areas. Perhaps a certain type of construction can go in there,
maybe with high basements, provided the individual is made aware
that this is the requirement in that particular area and he knows
the possiblity that every 25 or 30 years there is the danger of
a flood. If he knows that, then he may well adjust his building
36.Legislative Assembly of Ontario, Hansard, Estimates of the Ministry
of Natural Resources before the Standing Committee on Supply, Statement







plans.... I firmly believe that there are many parts of the
flood plain areas where you could develop a parking lot — four
or five stories - and it wouldn't hurt anything. These kinds
of things could be developed.
Whether these two positions can be reconciled is arguable.
Conservation authorities have previously criticized the province for
promulgating, through the authorities, too wide a variation in
standards designed for regulating flood—prone lands. As a result,
authorities are concerned that the province is not committed enough




















interlocutory (temporary) injunction to prevent construction of
a shopping centre on a flood plain. Other authorities have





















constructing in a flood area, and this is registered on his land
title. It is thus hoped that the signing of the agreement will make































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE INTERPROVINCIAL PIPELINE LTD.
IN ONTARIO.

























































































































































































































iv) all recreation areas traversed by or
adjacent to, the proposed route
V) the distribution of present land use for
a corridor within the possible zone of
influence on either side of the proposed
pipe line location, using the following
classification:
a) Agriculture, such as: " crops
~ dairying - mixed farming
- grazing ~ livestock
— poultry
w orchards
b) Forest Resources, such as: ~ forests and woodlots
w shelter and other
protection belts
~ seed production stands
~ agreement forests
— forest lands managed in








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Any temporary access road, camp or storage area not
required after construction is to be closed at the
expense of the Applicant, unless otherwise agreed, and“
returned to a condition as specified.
The Applicant shall be responsible for all additional
costs of reconstructing the pipeline to conform to
the requirements for all present and future'crossings
which are on Crown or public lands being managed under
agreement with the Province of Ontario. (1)
The Company must comply with the provisions of the
Ontario Water Resources Act (Revised Statutes of Ontario)
and/or the Environmental Protection Act (Revised Statutes
of Ontario). with respect to disposal of gaseous, liquid






An approved inspector must be informed of the particular
schedule for each crossing and has the right to be on
site for the construction across any watercourse or
body of water.
The timing of the construction must be such that there
will be minimal interference with water users and uses
including fish migration or spawning or disruption of
the incubation period of the eggs. Such environmental
analyses that the Applicant carries out should note
species, spawning times and locations of spawning for
each watercourse. ‘
Clean, approved, granular material must be available
on—site prior to trenching and must be used to cover
the pipe as soon as it is laid across the watercourse.
There shall be no blasting in or adjacent to water-
course beds during fish migration or spawning.
Wherever temporary weirs and/or coffer dams are
required and constructed at watercrossings to form
settling basins for the control of siltation, adequate
stream flow must be provided to avoid interference
with downstream water uses. Settling basins shall
 
1- See Agreement by a Pipeline Company with a Timber Licensee under
The Crown Timber Act, Section 10 of Grants of Easement - in







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































trench and trench site drainage must be discharged '
to settling areas.
16.
Aquatic plants uprooted or out prior to, or during
trenching operations must be contained and deposited
on land.
17. To avoid disruption of the bed and the deposition of
grease or oil in water,
vehicles must not travel
along the bed of a watercourse.
18.
The Applicant must ensure that the pipeline is adequately
weighted.
19. All pipelines, either underwater or located in areas
subject to flooding, must be buried below the maximum
anticipated depth of scour.
G. Agricultural Lands
1. Adequate notice of the schedule of the movement of materials
 
and/or construction and normal maintenance and repairs
should be given to the landowner and/or occupant.
2. The use of herbicides and pesticides must be co—ordinated
with the landowner and/or occupant.
3. Where requested the Applicant must remove and stockpile
the topsoil before trenching begins. Excess excavated
material, stones, construction debris, trees and brush ;
must be disposed of in a manner compatible with the
existing land use. Where removed the topsoil must
be replaced and, with the exception of land currently
under cultivation, must be reseeded in a manner compatible
with the soils and existing land use.
 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The District Manager (Ministry of Natural Resources) must
be informed in advance of the actual spraying operation and,
at his discretion, may monitor all section spraying.
Any use of pesticides must complywith the Pesticides
Control.Act (Revised Statutes of Ontario) as administered
by the Ministry of the Environment.
An adequate screening program must be maintained so that
any above ground Structures, such as pump stations or
valving, will be aesthetically harmonious with the local
environment.
Adequate noise attenuation features must be used and
maintained.
Before carrying out any pipeline cleaning operations which

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































environment after any sort of spill or line break has
occurred. In general, the plan should also show the
responses to various anticipate roblems or disasters and
the reactive proceduresand ma rials to meet these
occurrences.
It is advised that the plan be ux.ated as frequently
as necessary and in general fuj' v the following outline:
(i) Contact list — to include company and government -
personnel to be cont.nted in case of spill.
(ii) Response Plan Gs) ~ a review of what reactions are
taken upon the discovery of a spill or line break.
It should include the trﬂer of telephoning and
who is responsible for contacting whom.
(iii) Equipment List - a listing of the company's own
resources and additional contractors available
along the pipeline route.
  
 APPENDIX II. ONTARIO HYDRO GUIDELINES ON PROTECTION











































ONTARIO HYDRO GUIDELINES "Wm
CP 87-1 L
   
APPENDIX II
PROTECTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT
QQBLNG PQWER LLNE CONSIRUQTION
The way in which the Lines and Stations Construction Department goes about its work
can have a significant effect on how Ontario Hydro meets the environmental expectation
of the people in the province.
The Department's policy is described in the following guidelines. They are to be
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3.4 Locate the access road so that it can be used for all future line construction
on the same right of way. Where feasible, locate the access route to minimize
physical severance of cultivated fields. Put it beside fence lines or drain-
age ditches or on headlands.
3.5 Avoid wetlands and steep slopes if possible.
3.6 Limit the width of the road to 15 feet except on curves, where the width may
be increased to handle the longest component to be transported.
3.7 Prevent excessive rutting and mixing of subsoil and topsoil.
3.8 Use only the established access road for all traffic.
3.9 Keep a constant watch on the condition of the access routes and if scarring
and erosion damage becomes too severe take remedial action at once.
3.10 Seek approval from local authorities with regard to size and location before
placing culverts in road ditches or municipal drainage ditches.
4.0 CLEARING OF TOWER SITES
4.1 Clearing of the tower sites will normally be done by the Forestry Department.
The area to be cleared will be kept as small as possible and will be discuss-
ed and agreed on by Construction and Forestry personnel.
4.2 Trees which are to remain in the work area must be clearly marked to this
effect and protected.
5.0 FOUNDATIONS
5.1 Preserve all trees close to the tower foundation if they were not cleared by
the Forestry Department.
5.2 Minimize any disturbance of vegetation and topsoil in the surrounding area.
5.3 Stop excavated material and other pollutants from getting into natural water
courses.
5.4 Haul away, bury or otherwise dispose of surplus concrete, bentonite, and
other construction materials.
5.5 Spread surplus soil over the tower site unless the specifications call for
disposal in other locations except as noted in 5.6 for arable land.




















Dispose of surplus excavated material in a manner mutually agreed with the
landowner/tenant, or remove it to a suitable disposal area.
5.7 When pumping is necessary make sure the sediment in the discharge water does
not get into nearby streams.
revision date issuing authority prepared by sheet
General revision July 1976 H E Skelton 3 of 5







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rev. 10 - 75
construction practices








at the end of the construction program. Leave the right of way free of all
litter, hardware and waste material including concrete. Secure all fences
and gates before pulling out.
Remove all temporary culverts and restore drainage courses and embankments
to an acceptable condition.
Restore all land which was disturbed during construction to a reasonable
state by:
(a) filling deep ruts and holes





























































































costs will likely be involved.
The results will, however, be well worthwhile in
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